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CHAPTER 1

Receptive multilingualism:

the concept, the setting and the study

Abstract

This chapter's main aim is to elucidate the notion of lingua receptiva (hence-
forth, LaRa), a multilingual mode in which interlocutors speak their own lan-
guage and have enough linguistic and interactional competencies to understand
the language of the other.

First, the chapter discusses the concept, its historical transformations and
the mental processes behind LaRa (e.g., the `receptive' component, the inference-
making machine)1. In existing research literature, success of this mode is related
to mutual intelligibility between closely related languages (e.g., Scandinavian
constellations). However, in this study the leitmotif lies in discovering the covert
potential of LaRa not within but across language families.

The data come from dialogues between native speakers of Estonian and
Russian in Estonia. In order to contextualise the empirical study, it is necessary
to discuss the socio-linguistic situation in Estonia with respect to the relevant
aspects a�ecting successful communication: general awareness of LaRa being
available, �exibility and activation of plurilingual repertoires, exposure and
attitudes as well as ability to �nd mutual strategies of accommodation.

Keywords: receptive multilingualism, Estonian - Russian, speaker - hearer

apparatus, the inference-making machine, experimental data.

1Theoretical part on LaRa (1.1 � 1.3) is based on Bahtina & ten Thije (2012)



2 1.1. Key concepts of receptive multilingualism

1.1 Key concepts of receptive multilingualism

Receptive multilingualism (henceforth, RM) refers to language constel-
lations in which interlocutors use their own language while speaking to
each other. This mode was widely applied in the Middle Ages, but linguis-
tic constellations were transformed into monolingualism determined by
nation-state formation from the 17th to the 19th century (Braunm�uller,
2007). Mainly due to areas and countries where receptive multilingual-
ism still �ourishes, researchers have demonstrated increasing interest
in the processes behind this type of multilingual communication. This
chapter �rst discusses the theoretical concepts pertaining to this phe-
nomenon and then describes its historical developments as well as lin-
guistic and psycholinguistic characteristics. The ensuing sections give a
detailed socio-linguistic description to argue why Estonia provides a good
case study for lingua receptiva across language families.

The discussions of the phenomena date back to Voegelin and Har-
ris's `intelligibility' (1951) and Bloom�eld's `dialect continuum' (1933).
Close genetic relationship was claimed to enable inherent comprehension
between dialects. Studies on mutual intelligibility were carried out in
the 1950s and 1960s (e.g., Wol�, 1964). Intelligibility of closely related
languages has been discussed from the Scandinavian perspective by in-
troducing the notion of semi-communication (Haugen, 1953): the author
claims that intelligibility occurs both on the surface level and on the level
of mental processes of understanding. On the surface level, similarity can
occur in linguistic forms, such as syntax, lexicon, or morphology, thus un-
derstanding requires little education or practice in that other language.
Yet this term might be misinterpreted as incomplete communication, in
which only partial understanding is reached.

The concept has been transformed in the direction of a `success-
ful' language mode, bringing along other alternative conceptualisations,
such as plurilingual communication, intercomprehension, and receptive
bi/multilingualism. The idea of plurilingual communication applies to so-
cietal multilingualism (e.g., Switzerland) and to comprehension strate-
gies, since intelligibility comes from individual plurilingual repertoires
(L�udi, 2007). These repertoires are based on a set of skills in various lan-
guages, which, regardless of speci�c pro�ciencies, form knowledge that is
bigger than the sum of its parts; the strategies include activation of both
verbal and non-verbal elements that are `shared and jointly mobilised by
the actors in order to �nd local solutions to practical problems' (L�udi,
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2013, p. 142). Next, intercomprehension covers a similar domain when
receptive skills are activated, but only between typologically related lan-
guages (Berthele, 2007). Receptive multilingualism has been addressed
in a number of studies (Zeevaert, 2004; Braunm�uller, 2007), where the
concept is expanded by inclusion of typologically distinct languages and
analysis of hearer-oriented activities.

Other dimensions that have been conceptualised in relation to the use
of receptive multilingualism are awareness of intelligibility, experience in
how to apply this knowledge in multilingual communication, attitudes
toward the languages involved, and availability of agreement to apply
this mode. Haugen constructed the concept of semi-communication on
the premises that interlocutors strongly depend on their experience and
have to learn to understand the language of the other (Haugen, 1953).
Similarly, Braunm�uller (2007) in his studies emphasizes that awareness
of the interactants concerning the mutual intelligibility of languages plays
an important role. Next, ideological factors a�ect attitudes which in their
turn can either enhance or block comprehension between communities
and languages within a constellation. Finally, application of this mode
might depend on institutional language policy or explicit personal agree-
ment of social actors, or a shared communicative history, such as `dis-
cursive interculture' (Beerkens, 2010). Constructing a common reality
in multilingual discourse calls for the process of negotiating the discur-
sive interculture (Koole & ten Thije, 1994), which can be practiced in
the receptive multilingual mode and lead to congruent understanding.
Beerkens (2010, p. 300) argues that knowledge between interlocutors can
di�er on all three levels: linguistic, propositional (i.e., content, di�erent
cultural or even institutional backgrounds) and knowledge of discourse.
It is only logical to suggest that knowledge negotiation and monitoring
should therefore cover these same levels.

The term `lingua receptiva' (henceforth, LaRa) has been introduced
by Rehbein, ten Thije, and Verschik (2012) in order to emphasize the re-
ceptive component of receptive multilingualism. According to their de�-
nition, lingua receptiva is `the ensemble of those linguistic, mental, in-
teractional as well as intercultural competencies which are creatively
activated when interlocutors listen to linguistic actions in their `passive'
language or variety' (p. 2). In this dissertation, the two concepts, recep-
tive multilingualism and lingua receptiva, are treated somewhat synony-
mously. However, RM is a term traditionally used in studies that treat
this notion descriptively (e.g., the historical perspective or the border-
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area practices). Studies on LaRa, on the other hand, aim at shedding
more light on the additional mechanisms and competencies that are used
by interactants to monitor communication and create congruent under-
standing (e.g., continuous assessment of the hearer's understanding dis-
cussed by Beerkens, 2010 or communicative strategies by van Mulken
& Hendriks, 2012). Moreover, ten Thije (2013, p. 137) points out that
LaRa, unlike RM, is restricted neither to speakers using only their actual
L1 (see next paragraph) nor to constellations between typologically re-
lated languages. The ensuing chapters employ the term lingua receptiva
to account for the meta-communicative devices that are claimed to create
mutual understanding between interlocutors conversing in this mode.

To clarify the rationale behind LaRa, it can be compared to that of
English as lingua franca (ELF), since both function as vehicular modes
of communication for speakers of primary lingua-cultures (H�ulmbauer,
2013). As there are more non-native than native speakers of English, ELF
is traditionally viewed as a mode that involves only non-native speakers
of English (but see H�ulmbauer, 2013 for a more inclusive account on
ELF). Lingua receptiva, too, is traditionally conceptualized as a mode
that is restricted to interactants who only speak their native language
or variety while understanding the language or variety of their inter-
locutor. Bahtina & ten Thije (2012) refer to LaRa as a constellation in
which interlocutors may choose to speak their mother tongue or any other
language they are comfortable with. In the view of the aforementioned
plurilingual repertoires and the ever-increasing linguistic diversity of the
modern world, the latter might be a more realistic account of LaRa.

Another dimension important for understanding LaRa is its similarity
to code-switching (henceforth, CS). Both modes occur when two (or
more) languages are used together. LaRa can be seen as a subtype of
CS since switches are limited to individual speakers whereas in CS they
can also occur in the same speaker, often within an individual sentence
(Backus & Jørgensen, 2011, p. 18). Alternatively, LaRa manifests itself
as a mode in which each turn starts in a di�erent language, which makes
it CS taken to the extreme. For more orthodox instantiations of CS in
LaRa dialogues, see Chapter 5. LaRa, ELF and CS (as well as the use of
regional lingua franca) are the focus of comparison in the Toolkit project,
which aims at creating a diagnostic, evaluative and a recommending
component in terms of language choice in particular settings2.

2A Toolkit for Transnational Communication in Europe, http://toolkit-online.eu/
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1.2 Communicative constellations

The appearances of receptive multilingualism appear to be manifold. In
the Late Middle Ages and in Early Modern Times, diglossia, or func-
tional multilingualism, was a widely-spread form of multilingualism in
Europe and Scandinavia (Braunm�uller, 2013): i.e., two or more languages
or linguistic varieties were used functionally in various settings as the
absence of written norms enabled greater linguistic �exibility. The pan-
Scandinavian movement propagated receptive multilingualism, in which
no active command of the interlocutor's language is needed, but some
insight based on either genetic similarities or previous experience (e.g.,
Braunm�uller, 2007 and 2013, B�orestam, 2001 and Zeevaert, 2004). A
similar development took place in the rest of Europe when face-to-face
trading interactions established the idea of successful communication
with partial competencies in several languages. Rindler-Schjerve & Vet-
ter (2007) documented the language-political situation in the Habsburg
Empire with receptive multilingualism being the o�cial ideology. Upon
the disintegration of the empire, Europe was gradually absorbed by the
idea of nation-state ideologies that replaced imperfect multilingualism
with monolingualism in all social institutions.

Currently, the European language situation is being shaped by var-
ious processes such as globalization, decolonization, migration, and in-
creased mobility. This postnational situation challenges the nation-bound
concepts of language and leads to various potentially con�ictual multilin-
gual constellations. As a consequence, more attention is paid to various
models of multilingual communication. Studies produced in the scope of
the DYLAN project3 report on a wide range of multilingual practices
that can be compared in di�erent dimensions. According to the project
booklet of DYLAN (2012, pp. 12-13), the �rst type of comparisons can
be made on the axis of mono versus multilingual strategies: from mono-
lingual `one language only'(or OLON) and `one language at a time'(or
OLAT) to multilingual `all the languages at some time' (or ALAST) and
`all language at all times' (or ALAAT). Another dimension reported in
these studies compares multilingual interaction types on the `exolingual
pole (greatly asymmetrical repertoires) versus endolingual one (partici-
pants share the same repertoire)' (ibid.). In other words, there are four
basic modes of communication based on the speakers' levels of compe-

3www.dylan-project.org, last retrieved 02.06.2013.
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tence and the habitus: monolingual-endolingual (highly dependent on
language norms), monolingual-exolingual one (language norms are �exi-
ble), multilingual-endolingual mode (characteristic of highly multilingual
communities) and multilingual-exolingual one (individuals rely on a mix-
ture of linguistic resources). In this taxonomy, LaRa is presented as an
alternative solution, but based on the aforementioned de�nition by Reh-
bein et al. (2012), LaRa can occur in either of the multilingual modes.

Given the richness of multilingual variation, LaRa is believed to be
a viable option for certain linguistic constellation in the incessant search
of the best language choice (here, mode choice). Its relevance can also be
argued from a top-down perspective. For instance, the European Com-
mission promotes the maintenance of the 23 o�cial languages by all
European citizens learning at least two languages in addition to their
mother tongue (COM, 2003). Keeping that policy in mind, one can speak
of a transition from mostly inherent type of LaRa (i.e., between typologi-
cally related languages) towards inclusion of acquired LaRa (i.e., between
typologically distant languages), a classi�cation introduced by Verschik
(2012). Lingua receptiva strategies expand from mutual intelligibility and
functional multilingualism towards deliberate language acquisition. It is
argued that LaRa could be a way to achieve this EU goal.

As far as the societal predisposition for LaRa is concerned, some con-
stellations can be more LaRa-friendly than others. According to Ehlich
(2011), it is the urban action space that becomes a culmination space of
divergences, in which language functions as a `divergent integral', which
helps manage linguistic heterogeneity whithout destroying it. Redder
(2013, p. 262) argues that the heterogeneous nature of multilingual in-
teraction that characterizes megalopolitan cities like Hamburg, creates
`innovation and integration of communicative forms'.

Redder (2013) also provides a developmental sequence which demon-
strates how exposure to several languages can lead to an increased soci-
etal multilingualism. First, urban action spaces are seen as the source of
individuals' awareness with respect to urban plurilingualism. These di-
verse spaces create the possibility to perceive multiple languages through
daily encounters and thus increase individuals' awareness both about the
speci�c languages and the interaction itself. As a result, individuals be-
come the potential recipients of such multilingual communication and in
this manner acquire a generalised knowledge about acting in multilingual
situations. At this stage `systematic hearers' (p. 282), those who have de-
veloped the basic ability to perceive another language and to provide an
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adequate reaction in discourse, are ready to enter a successful LaRa dia-
logue. Redder (ibid.) also points out that multilingual development does
not stop at this state and interactants can further improve their produc-
tive abilities in the foreign language(s) under consideration. It would be
quite reasonable to assume that these results can be extrapolated and
that similar processes occur also in smaller areas that can boast daily
co-existence and interaction of multiple languages.

As for various types of communicative constellations, studies on re-
ceptive multilingualism have focused on the following domains: border
regions (Beerkens, 2010), institutional discourse (Berthele & Wittlin,
2013; L�udi, 2013; Ribbert & ten Thije, 2007), media (N�ab�elkov�a, 2008;
Sloboda & N�ab�elkov�a, 2013), various educational settings (Vetter, 2012;
Zeevaert, 2004), sales talk and business communication (L�udi, 2007; Ver-
schik, 2012), written and oral text comprehension (Gooskens & van Be-
zooijen, 2007; Sa�gin-�Sim�sek & K�onig, 2012), cross-generational and fam-
ily discourse (Herkenrath, 2012). The language constellations that have
been studied so far list European language families, such as Romance,
Germanic, and Scandinavian, Slavic languages, Finno-Ugric, Turkic lan-
guages, Indo-Iranian and Semitic languages, as well as diverse combina-
tions that include constellations across language families.

1.3 Mental processes

Research on receptive multilingualism, as the name suggests, treats re-
ceptive competencies of the hearer as one of essential dimensions in this
mode. Previous research on multilingual communication mainly concen-
trated on speaker competencies and activities. Therefore the current sec-
tion elaborates on hearer activities, such as accommodation, alignment,
and the concept of the `inference-making machine' based on multilingual
repertoires. The current study emphasizes that it is general communica-
tive competence rather than mere linguistic pro�ciency that accounts for
e�ciency in lingua receptiva dialogues.

1.3.1 Hearer and speaker

It is generally acknowledged that successful communication is based on
availability of common ground (Clark, 1996) and the interlocutors' ability
to adapt to each other (e.g., Pickering & Garrod, 2004). Communicative
strategies as mechanisms of creating understanding between interlocutors
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have long been the focus of studies on second language acquisition (e.g.,
Bialystok, 1990; Selinker, 1972). Functional pragmatics (FP) also dis-
cusses communicative strategies, but based on the speci�c mental steps
that the interlocutors take to reach mutual understanding (see Section
3.3 for an FP account and Appendix D for examples of the reconstruc-
tion of mental activities within speach action patterns). On the linguistic
level, hearer-oriented activities list all the processes that actualize and in-
tensify the hearer's competencies, such as nonverbal and prosodic signals
that steer the speaker's production, formulaic expressions signaling po-
tential misunderstanding, echo questions, and other linguistic elements.
Speci�c speaker activities within the receptive mode are exempli�ed by
reformulations, repairs, recapitulations, rephrasing, and other types of
metadiscourse elements (see Rehbein & Kameyama, 2004). Other ac-
commodation strategies are slower and more accentuated pronunciation
(Zeevaert, 2004).

Language choice and communicative strategies depend on aspects of
the speci�c language combinations, and on characteristics of the social
setting and the individuals involved. Blees, Mak & ten Thije (fc) report
on studies suggesting that multilingual communication (more speci�cally,
ELF) requires more e�ort from its participants than monolingual inter-
actions; these additional e�orts can be realized through meaning negotia-
tion and explication strategies. Blees et al. show that in an experimental
setting ELF is more e�ective than Dutch-German LaRa. Yet, they also
indicate that L2 pro�ciencies play an important role and can change
the e�ort�e�ciency trade-o�. Findings from an empirical study by van
Mulken & Hendriks (2012) testify to the fact the same Dutch-German
constellation of LaRa is more e�ective than ELF in computer-mediated
communication. They introduce a taxonomy of communicative strategies
people use to maximize communicative e�ciency, including general meta-
communicative actions such as comprehension checks, self-corrections,
o�ering help; process-oriented contributions such as descriptions; code-
oriented ones such as translations or invented words; and paralinguistic
strategies.

Another analysis of communicative strategies in LaRa comes from
Beerkens (2010). She adapts Rehbein & Kameyama's (2004) speaker and
hearer apparatus that reconstructs stages of creating understanding in
interaction. The original scheme describes mental steps in a hearer's per-
ception and the adaptation includes the assessment of an interlocutor's
L2 competencies as an accommodation strategy in the process of recep-
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tive understanding. These stages clarify processing in general and unveil
a switch between perception in one language and production in the other,
the `turnover' moment. The concept of accommodation can be associated
with the �eld of sociolinguistics (Braunm�uller, 2007), while alignment is
a notion that describes these processes from a psycholinguistic perspec-
tive. Alignment occurs when interlocutors adapt both linguistically and
conceptually in order to enhance understanding (Pickering & Garrod,
2004). Adaptation can take the form of phonological, lexical, seman-
tic, syntactic, or pragmatic convergence. In monolingual speech these
processes are often automatic; in multilingual communication alignment
could require a higher degree of intentionality to ensure mutual under-
standing. Moreover, the turnover between languages is less complicated
once speaker and hearer have activated similar structures (e.g., words or
constructions) in their respective languages and there are no obstacles
for creating common ground.

1.3.2 Inference-making machine

Another concept to describe mental activity underlying human commu-
nication is the `inference-making machine': it is claimed to connect seem-
ingly unconnected utterances by activating linguistic and other types of
knowledge (Sacks, 1985). The same processes of relying on commonly
available information can be discussed in relation to LaRa, for instance
the notion of `wholistic' activation in bilinguals (Grosjean, 2008) or
the concept of linguistic repertoires (Blommaert & Backus, 2011; L�udi,
2007). These theories view multilingualism not as a sum of (in)complete
monolingual competencies, but presuppose simultaneous application of
diverse plurilingual resources and thus non-compartmentalized use of the
languages involved.

In LaRa, familiarity with common speech formulas (i.e., idiomatic
expressions, the ritualized and repetitive side of language) can be the
assistive factors with respect to mutual understanding. In addition to
linguistic and world knowledge, inferencing relies on common institu-
tional and discourse-type (i.e., genre) information. `Perceived language
distance' or psychotypology in second language acquisition (Kellerman,
1995) can either trigger or hinder activation of the inference-making ma-
chine: interlocutors tend to have intuitions about the distance between
languages involved. Those who use typologically close languages might
be more aware of cognates (i.e., words that are recognizable across var-
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ious languages) or similar syntactic structures and thus be more e�ec-
tive in reaching understanding. The same applies to written discourse
(Berthele, 2007), when readers show better performance when dealing
with cognates or homographs and homophones (graphically or acousti-
cally similar words). To sum up, both hearer and speaker pro�t from
making on-the-spot inferences from all the resources of the languages
involved in a communicative situation, as well as from other languages
available in their linguistic repertoires.

1.4 Summary

Multilingual communication takes di�erent forms, diglossia (also called
functional multilingualism) and various realizations of code-switching be-
ing the most common among them. Receptive multilingualism is another
option, widely used in the past and acknowledged in the globalized world
as an e�ective means of solving potential communicative problems. Lin-
gua receptiva is the conceptualization of the same mode with a strong fo-
cus on the receptive component; it is described as an ensemble of multiple
competencies that are applied by the interactants both in speaker and in
hearer position. Interlocutors in this mode draw on the inference-making
machine and available plurilingual repertoires, inherent in constellations
within the same language family and acquired in constellations across
language families.

This study investigates the potential of LaRa in constellations where
mutual intelligibility is not automatically available and other factors of
in�uence come into play. The inference-making machine and various ac-
commodation strategies are hypothesized to rely on the acquired plurilin-
gual repertoires rather than similarities between the languages under
consideration. The empirical study discussed throughout this book is
devised and conducted in such a manner that in addition to a novel lin-
guistic constellation of the acquired type, lingua receptiva is addressed
from a controlled experimental approach. A carefully selected method-
ology enables a systematic analysis of both lingua receptiva and the
dimensions that can have a stimulating e�ect on communicative success.
A set of meta-communicative devices is hypothesized to aid the pro-
cess of constructing common ground in LaRa. Interactive competence
and awareness, experience in multilingual situations as well as attitudes
are integrated into the experimental design in order to determine the
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prerequisites of a successful LaRa dialogue. The ensuing sections explain
why Estonia with its unique socio-linguistic situation makes a good set-
ting for implementing lingua receptiva.

1.5 The socio-linguistic situation in Estonia

1.5.1 An overview of multilingualism in Estonia

Estonia has been a crossroads of northeastern Europe since prehistoric
times due to its favourable geopolitical situation. Neighbouring and re-
mote peoples alike have been settling in Estonia, yet in most cases the
Estonians, a compact nation, have managed to assimilate the immigrant
population (see Raun, 2001). In order to contextualise the empirical
study, it is necessary to discuss the history of the Russian-speaking pop-
ulation in Estonia. It will be argued that this group is not an immigrant
minority in a traditional sense, nor an autochtonous minority (except
for a very tiny segment). The Russian speakers form an exceptionally
large non-Estonian community and according to the 2011 Population
and Housing Census (PHC) comprise approximately 30% of the total
population4. The sociolinguistic situation in Estonia with respect to the
distribution of Estonian and Russian pro�ciency among the population
is also relevant to the case, both its history and the current state.

Various groups of Russians started to arrive in the territory of Es-
tonia already in the sixteenth century. Merchants, craftsmen, �shermen,
peasants and religious refugees were among these early settlers (K�ulmoja,
2000; Must, 2000). The following two centuries were marked by an in-
creasing urbanization of the Russian-speaking population, as a result of
Estonia becoming a part of the Russian empire, and the subsequent at-
tempt to promote total russi�cation on all the acquired territories. In
Estonia, the latter largely failed due to the emergence of the Estonian
middle class, increasing national awareness and the rapid development
of modern Estonian literature (Verschik, 2008). By 1918, when Esto-

4The preliminary results from the PHC (2011) data indicate that there are 886 859
permanent residents with Estonian and 383 062 permanent residents with Russian as
their native language (68.5% and 29.6% respectively). Interestingly, the same census
data demonstrate more variety in terms of ethnicity: 68.7% of Estonia's permanent
population are Estonians while the Russian-speaking segment is represented by ethnic
Russians (24.8%), Ukrainians (1.7%) and other nationalities that are each represented
by less than 1% of the total population.
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nia gained its independence, Estonian-speaking population was highly
urbanized and comprised the absolute majority of the total population
(88.8%); the former elite groups, Russians and Baltic Germans, joined
the list of ethnic minorities along with Finns, Latvians, Jews, Tatars,
etc. (ibid.).

It was not until 1940ies that the density of the Russian-speaking
population started to increase signi�cantly (Raun, 2001). Estonia was
incorporated into the USSR and the need for economic integration of the
region required active settlement of Russian-speakers. The living stan-
dard in the Baltic area was highest among the republics thus making the
region the `Soviet West' while Russian gained the status of the regional
lingua franca. For a detailed overview on the character of Soviet-time
newcomers in Estonia see M. Rannut (2004) and for the general situ-
ation in the USSR see Pavlenko (2006). Verschik (2008) argues that the
societal layer of Russian speakers that emerged in that period could be
classi�ed neither as a typical migrant group nor as a community of guest
workers. Their movement did not presuppose crossing of any borders.
The Soviet language policy of that time created asymmetric bilingualism
and the Baltic area was no exception: the Russian-speaking population
remained largely monolingual while ethnic Estonians, as well as other
non-Russians, needed to acquire this regional lingua franca `to function
at any level in the Soviet system' (Ozolins, 2003, p. 218). M. Rannut
(1995) provides a detailed description and explanation of Russian settle-
ment during that period. In a nutshell, Tallinn was inhabited by Estonian
and Russian-speakers equally while the towns in the north-east, such
as Kohtla-J�arve and Narva, became predominantly Russian-speaking.
Other parts of the country retained their Estonian-speaking majority.

This second wave of russi�cation has not been successful either and
Verschik (2008) lists the two factors that played a role. First, Russian has
never become prestigious among the speakers of Estonian since it was
conceived as an intruder language. Second, Estonian had already devel-
oped registers and vocabulary necessary for e�cient functioning in most
domains, consequently introducing a new o�cial language was redun-
dant. As a result, the society consisted of the two polarised communities
that did not actively interact. Moreover, two parallel school systems have
been developed, Estonian- and Russian-medium, to allow both groups to
get education in their respective languages.

The situation changed drastically with the �rst Language Law of
1989 and the restoration of independence in 1991 when the preservation
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of the Estonian nation, language and culture became constitutionally
safeguarded (M. Rannut 2004). With Estonian becoming the only state
language, Russian lost its dominant status of the `majoritized minority'
language (Ozolins, 2003). According to the PHC 2000, pro�ciency in Es-
tonian as the titular language among Russian speakers increased from
the reported 15% in 1989 to 44.5% in 2000. Russian language pro�ciency
among Estonians, on the other hand, started to decrease and from the
expected generalised high proliferation during the Soviet period dropped
to 59.6% by 2000. Interestingly, the aforementioned geographical distri-
bution of the Russian-speaking community has not changed much; it is
the distribution of the second language pro�ciencies, both on the side of
the Estonian and the Russian speakers, that shifted.

The results from the Estonian Integration Monitoring (EIM, 2011)
can be interpreted as a continuous trend according to which more Russian
speakers acquire Estonian and fewer Estonian speakers claim to speak
Russian (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: L2 pro�ciency by L1 and age group (lowest row). The height of each
bar shows the percentage of respondents who marked their L2 pro�ciency with
`Speak �uently' or `Can understand, speak and write'. Grey columns represent
results from 2002, black columns - results from 2010. Estonian Integration
Monitoring (2011).
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A total of 58% of respondents with an L1 other than Estonian re-
ported some L2 pro�ciency (e.g., only 21% cannot read newspapers or
watch TV in Estonian). Respondents from younger age groups show
highest pro�ciency scores, yet it is the middle-aged population that
demonstrate rapid increase in the command of Estonian. The respon-
dents speaking Estonian as L1 display the opposite development: pro�-
ciency in the older age groups is diminishing very slowly. Although some
scholars, notably, Laitin (1998), believe that Estonians are `un-learning'
Russian (a notion referred to as `de-skilling'), the assumption is neither
supported by statistics nor by accounts on naturalistic language use. The
crucial di�erence in L2 learning patterns comes from another age group:
younger Estonian-speaking residents no longer acquire Russian. There
is quite a visible gap in the numbers of Estonians with a command of
Russian between the age groups of 15 to 29 and from 30 onwards: in the
younger groups only one in ten persons claim to know Russian and in
the intermediate the number is four to �ve. The �rst group's behaviour
could be explained with the fact that even though Russian is still o�ered
at Estonian-medium schools as a foreign language, it can be avoided
in favour of other (more popular) languages (but see Verschik, 2010 for
Russian's popularity as L2). As for the age group from 30 years onwards,
this subgroup could be motivated by the fact that `a working knowledge
of Russian is an asset or is even required' in the bilingual parts of Esto-
nia(Verschik, 2008, p. 33). These observations indicate that the situation
with L2 pro�ciency among both groups is more nuanced and is in�uenced
by a multitude of factors.

In addition to the straightforward instrumental value of L2 pro�-
ciency and willingless to acquire an L2, it can be argued that language
learning is also dependent on the language environment and attitudes
towards this language. �U. Rannut (2005) reports on varying pro�cien-
cies in Russian-speaking school children and links the degrees of sec-
ond language acquisition with the geographical necessity to learn the
language (e.g., the monolingual linguistic landscape of the northeastern
towns versus highly integrated young university students in Tallinn or
Tartu). A detailed account of heterogeneity of the Russian-speaking pop-
ulation comes from Ehala & Zabrodskaja (2013): the study discusses eth-
nolinguistic vitality and acculturation orientations of Russian-speakers
in Estonia. The Integration Monitoring 2011 provides a typology of inte-
gration patterns based on linguistic, political and social dimensions. The
outcome is a list of clusters that combine the above-mentioned indexes:
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Cluster A, `successfully integrated', describes an evenly strong in-
tegration in each dimension and includes 21% of the respondents.
Cluster B is centred on strong civic relations, i.e. expresses strong
integration in the legal-political dimension in combination with
weaker linguistic integration. 16% of the respondents fell under
this cluster and the analysis calls them a `Russian speaking Es-
tonian patriot'. Cluster C represents the group with good lan-
guage skills but weak citizen identity and includes 13% of the
respondents. (...) (T)he analysis has named this group as `Criti-
cally minded Estonian speakers'. The cluster D, `little integration',
mainly describes respondents with undetermined citizenship and
weak language skills who participate actively only on a local scale.
This included 28% of the respondents. Cluster E, `no integration',
largely includes older people with Russian citizenship (22% of the
respondents).

(EIM Summary, 2011, p. 9)

To sum up, over a quarter of the population speaks Russian as their
mother tongue and follows heterogeneous integration patterns that are
related to their pro�ciencies in Estonian. Historically, there has been
little need for the Russian speakers to learn Estonian, which has been
changing over the past 20 years. Currently, it is mostly the younger age
groups that master Estonian, yet the older age groups have been shown
to follow the same trend (Estonian Integration Monitoring 2011). As far
as the Estonian native population is concerned, despite Russian being
an asset on the labour market, the younger generations are not learning
it actively. It should be mentioned that contacts between the two groups
under consideration are also di�erent from what they were in 2008 (ibid.).
In 2011, almost half of ethnic Estonians (45% of the respondents of the
survey) had no contact with representatives of other ethnicities during a
period of one month prior to the data collection; only 20% among mem-
bers of other ethnic groups reported the same. A total of 27% of ethnic
Estonians have no other ethnicities in their inner circle of acquaintances
and the respective number for other ethnicities' contacts is 12%. The
frequency of contacts among other ethnic groups with Estonians has in-
creased from 30 to 43% in the last three years and indicates the need
for e�ective communicative tools to maintain these contacts. The next
section gives an overview of linguistic characteristics of Estonian and
Russian, demonstrates their interaction and provides argumentation for
the potential e�ective communication with both languages involved.
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1.5.2 Estonian and Russian in contact

Estonian belongs to the Finnic branch of the Finno-Ugric (or Uralic)
language family and Russian belongs to the East-Slavic branch of the
Indo-European family, the languages thus being distant genetically and
typologically. Estonian and Russian are both synthetic languages that are
rich in in�ectional morphology, yet have no direct correspondence: Esto-
nian is agglutinating-fusional while Russian is fusional. Their in�ectional
systems combine, to various extent, agglutination (i.e., lexical meaning
is con�ned in the stem that does not change with su�xation) and �exion
(i.e., stem alternations take place with or without su�xes) (Kaivapalu
& Martin, 2007). The Russian case system may not be as elaborate as
Estonian (six and fourteen cases respectively), but its complexity comes
from such categories as grammatical gender, animate-inanimate distinc-
tion, overlapping grammatical forms, and di�erences between noun and
adjective in�ection (e.g., Kaivapalu & Martin, 2007). In sum, the two
languages under consideration are both genetically unrelated and typo-
logically distant.

Estonian, like many other languages, has a considerable number of
loanwords that in theory could make vocabulary more accessible for
speakers of other languages (see Hufeisen & Marx, 2007 for transfer in-
ventories; Berthele, 2007 for intercomprehension in related languages).
The proportion of Estonian native and loan stems is about 50:50 (Sutrop,
2004). The biggest share of loan stems is formed by words of Germanic
origin, followed by centuries old loan stems from Russian and other Slavic
languages that make up over 16%. Newer loans are the artifact of glob-
alisation and could be interpreted as internationally shared vocabulary.
Morphology, phonology and syntax have also been prone to multilingual
in�uences which today translates in the general 'Europeanization' phe-
nomena, such as the SVO word order in Estonian typical for the Baltic
branch of the Indo-European family instead of the Finno-Ugric SOV
(e.g., Metslang, 2009; see also subsection 5.3.3).

It is speculated that despite the typological distance between Es-
tonian and Russian, there is a certain proportion of linguistic material
already available to speakers (i.e., vocabulary and syntax). This alone
would certainly not guarantee mutual intelligibility, but the processes de-
scribed in the next paragraphs suggest there is room for lingua receptiva
in this constellation. In addition to the widespread advanced L2 knowl-
edge already reported in this chapter, there is mutual, albeit unequal,
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exposure to respective L2 that leads to language contact phenomena.
Language learning in this constellation can pose certain di�culties, such
as acquisition of some morphosyntactic categories, but in the long run
these di�erences do not endanger successful communication. In order
to demonstrate this, a list of typical challenges that Russian-speaking
learners of Estonian could face from a purely linguistic perspective is
presented below.

One way to clarify the di�erences between the two languages is to look
at recurrent mistakes that speakers of language A make in their acquisi-
tion of language B. Researchers working on Estonian have been looking
into various topics, such as dispreferred versus easily acquired grammat-
ical forms (Verschik, 2002), tense acquisition by Russian-speaking school
students (�Sarapova, 2005), or object acquisition by L2 learners (Pool,
2007). The in�uence of L1 has been observed in semantic errors, the use
of objective cases, verb government, -ma and -da in�nitives (Verschik
2002, 2004). Other studies report features such as word order mistakes,
particular lexical choice and total and partial object acquisition (e.g.,
Pool & Vaimann, 2006). Estonians learning Russian are also subject to
L1 transfer, which results in the syntactically non-integrated use of nouns
and overall verb government (Verschik, 2007). Once again, such mistakes
hardly lead to miscommunication.

Verschik (2002, 2006) demonstrates that in addition to L1→L2 in-
�uence there is interference in the opposite direction: Russian-speaking
learners of Estonian tend to use expressions in Russian that deviate from
their L1 norms. Knowledge of Estonian as L2 a�ects nominal L1 com-
pounding (very productive in Estonian), word order in noun phrases,
government (Verschik, 2002), emerging equivalents of Estonian analytic
verbs and utterance modi�ers (Verschik, 2007)). Thomason (1997) ar-
gues that active use of a second language is not a prerequisite for such
processes; high levels of Russian speakers' exposure to Estonian has a
similar e�ect. Given the numbers of self-reported pro�ciency in Estonian
as an L2, one can expect interference that goes in both directions, having
impact on both L1 and L2.

The di�erences between the languages and challenges in acquisition
make the level of L2 knowledge a crucial factor in estimating the poten-
tial for Estonian-Russian communication. However, Kaivapalu & Martin
(2007) in their study on Estonians and Russians learning Finnish demon-
strate that beginners with closely related L1's (i.e., Finnish-speaking
learners of Estonian) have a general advantage that decreases over time
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and their main bene�t comes from the area of positive transfer. To
rephrase, any advantage stemming from genetic relatedness of the lan-
guages is only visible at the lower levels of L2 acquisition; speakers with
intermediate L2 command would have little di�culties communicating
with speakers of other L1 regardless of typological proximity.

It should be emphasised that even though the previous section gives
an overview of Estonian and Russian as such, it is not expected that
the language proper de�nes the outcomes of the language contact phe-
nomena. Verschik (2002), for instance, claims that structural features of
two languages cannot provide su�cient explanations as to why languages
that have been in contact for a longer period produce more lexical bor-
rowing and code-switching during certain periods and not during others.
In fact, despite a long history of contact with Estonian, changes in lin-
guistic behaviour of the L1 speakers of Russian in Estonia are mostly
recent and are caused by various extralingual factors (Verschik, 2002, p.
247). A similar account comes from Hennoste (1997) and his sociolinguis-
tic periodisation of Estonian. According to this model, the sociolinguistic
situation is not a stable entity, instead it is prone to change over time
since di�erent varieties or registers acquire di�erent functions and are
used by di�erent social groups. Verschik (2002) suggests to add Esto-
nian spoken by Russians to this periodisation and de�nes the end of
1980s as its starting point.

The observations presented in this section demonstrate that Estonia
is an area where Estonian-Russian interaction emerges daily both in oral
and written communication and is an important force in the ongoing lin-
guistic change. This serves as an argument for claiming that sociolinguis-
tic factors permitting, the typological distance is not an obstacle in LaRa
communication. On the other hand, �gures from Integration Monitoring
(2011) suggest that the current language policy is not e�cient enough to
integrate a considerable proportion of non-Estonian groups into society.
The next section summarises arguments supporting the idea of lingua
receptiva as an alternative mode of communication and its potential to
involve these poorly integrated groups and minimise the costs of e�ective
and fair communication in Estonia when both languages are maintained
and multilingualism functions as a strategy of inclusion.
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1.6 The study

1.6.1 Motivations

It was suggested in sections 1.1 � 1.3 that various forms of functional
multilingualism can minimise communication costs and promote con�ict-
free dialogue between speakers of di�erent languages. Lingua receptiva
is a naturally occurring communicative mode that allows interlocutors
to speak their native (or other best) language and create mutual under-
standing when no shared languages are (fully) available. It is argued that
Estonia and its mixed population provide a good case study for LaRa
and its prerequisites. The languages are neither genetically nor typolo-
gically related, so the in�uence of the L2 knowledge on success can be
investigated. Furthermore, since the two biggest linguistic groups, Esto-
nian and Russian-speaking, are highly heterogeneous, also in terms of
their L2 pro�ciency, it is possible to assess other factors, such as inter-
active competence, multilingual awareness and experience, attitudes as
well as additional communicative strategies. The �ndings are believed to
deepen the knowledge of acquired LaRa.

As shown by historical developments (Braunm�uller, 2013), receptive
multilingualism is often asymmetrical and comes with a list of require-
ments, such as an absence of strict norms concerning language use, focus
on oral communication and general linguistic �exibility. Interestingly,
the challenges of lingua receptiva are not primarily associated with the
typological distance between the languages at hand, but are of a more
sociolinguistic or even psychological nature. According to Braunm�uller
(2013), it is the asymmetric communication that is not easily accepted:
accommodation towards the language of the interlocutor as the domi-
nant mode, as well as fear to be perceived as an imperfect speaker bring
normativity into the picture of multilingual interaction and thus pro-
vide an impetus against the use of LaRa. Not following these norms is,
however, tolerated in goal-oriented communication (as it has been in the
medieval trading situations, Braunm�uller, 2013). This is why this study
starts o� by implementing Estonian-Russian lingua receptiva in a task-
oriented dialogue, which to a certain extent presupposes `unconditional
communication at any price' (ibid.). The actual experimental task (see
Chapter 2) is designed as a role play, in which two participants have
to solve a shared problem. It is expected that this format is motivating
and minimally face-threatening for interlocutors who are new to LaRa,
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yet shares the properties of naturally occurring communication in tradi-
tional interaction. The results and recommendations can be extrapolated
to other communicative domains of LaRa in Estonia.

Another issue that has a potential for turning into an asset is the
status of Estonian and Russian. Skutnabb-Kangas (1992) claims that
Russian in the Baltic area, the mother tongue of about 30% of the total
Estonian population, is the `majoritized minority' language that main-
tained the power of a majority language. Moreover, it is the titular lan-
guage that needs to be protected. This idea is indeed re�ected in the
constitutionally safeguarded protection of Estonian language. Combined
with the layperson opinion that using foreign words and phrases contam-
inates the mother tongue, this results in the situation where LaRa is not
an immediately obvious solution for communication between speakers
of Estonian and Russian. However, lingua receptiva is not only harm-
less to the titular language, it actually promotes language maintenance
as well as L2 learning (both Estonian and Russian). In fact, LaRa has
already been observed in some domains of Estonian-Russian: `market
discourse' (Verschik, 2005), media (Zabrodskaja, 2009) and Estonian-
Finnish communication (Verschik, 2012), which testi�es to the mode's
e�ciency. The �ndings discussed in this dissertation are hoped to make
a contribution to investigating LaRa's potential to promote e�cient and
fair dialogue in multilingual constellations. Eventually, increased aware-
ness about the multitude of communicative options and availability of
strategies for improving communicative success are believed to minimise
the gap between speakers with di�erent mother tongues, aid integration
processes and help create a society of multilingual citizens.

1.6.2 Chapter overview

Chapter 2 introduces the methodology used in the dialogue experiment: a
socio-linguistic questionnaire, a language test and an empirical study. In
the latter the dyads composed of one Estonian and one Russian-speaking
participant are engaged in a Skype phone call. The data are recorded
and transcribed in accordance with conventions adapted for this speci�c
study and described in the same chapter.

Chapter 3 explores the potential of this methodology as a means of
analysing lingua receptiva in Estonian-Russian dialogues. First, a theo-
retical background and the main research questions are presented. It is
investigated whether LaRa can be an e�cient communicative mode in
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this constellation and what factors have an immediate impact on success.
It is established that L2 pro�ciency, albeit relevant in acquired LaRa,
is not a restricting factor: interlocutors with various knowledge of L2
can be successful in this mode. Next, non-automatic alignment between
interlocutors is described as a strategy for creating mutual understand-
ing: a set of meta-communicative devices (MCDs) that help structure
knowledge is proposed. These devices are hypothesised to optimise com-
munication as interlocutors `mind' their linguistic repertoirs and create
an aligned version of the situation at hand. The chapter discusses results
from the pilot study and helps develop further hypotheses.

Chapter 4 investigates the speci�c prerequisites of lingua receptiva
in Estonian-Russian communication. It reports on the empirical study
and a test-battery discussed in previous chapters, this time conducted
on 96 interlocutors grouped into 38 bilingual (Estonian and Russian)
and 10 monolingual dyads. It is con�rmed that limited L2 pro�ciency is
not an obstacle even for acquired LaRa. It is quite intriguing that dyads
with both interlocutors of near-native L2 pro�ciency are less e�cient in
this mode than dyads with `mixed' pro�ciencies. It is claimed that this
outcome is an e�ect of traditional language choice (e.g., L1-L2) and the
qualitative di�erences in communicative behaviour. Therefore, the use of
MCDs is explored in relation to such factors as L2 pro�ciency, exposure,
and attitudes. It is explored how the application of these devices depends
on the individual L2 pro�ciency as well as the composition of pro�ciencies
within a dyad. Exposure and attitudes to L2 are also found to a�ect the
choice of communicative strategies.

Chapter 5 looks into code-switching (henceforth, CS) as an MCD
subtype and asks whether lingua receptiva can be enhanced by shed-
ding the monolingual speaking bias. The empirical data contain multiple
examples of mixed modes and thus testify to the fact that it is only
natural to combine languages and the ways in which they interact (i.e.,
LaRa and CS). In cases when L2 pro�ciency does not guarantee mutual
understanding, code-switching serves as a compensatory strategy to cre-
ate linguistic alignment. The analysis is set in the framework of language
contact and a CS typology is used to describe the qualitative di�erences
in the data (i.e., integrated insertion versus alternation). It is shown that
CS is mostly used in dyads with lower L2 pro�ciencies; alternations and
insertions are also found to be related to linguistic and socio-linguistic
characteristics. The use of CS a�ects the speed of task completion, which
is explained by the necessity to create su�cient common ground prior to
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solving the task. All this suggests that interlocutors easily adapt to the
dyad's communicative needs, switching between languages and modes in
order to optimise communication.

Chapter 6 o�ers an overview of the main �ndings regarding LaRa's
e�ciency and factors of in�uence as well as the methodology used. LaRa's
potential is discussed from a wider perspective: e.g., a description of an
e�cient LaRa user or the application of this mode and the MCDs outside
experimental settings.



CHAPTER 2

Methods

Abstract

This chapter introduces the methodology used in this study. The participants
were pre-selected with the help of a socio-linguistic questionnaire, which allowed
collecting information about the participants' self-reported L2 pro�ciency, ex-
posure to multilingual situations as well as attitudes towards the languages and
social groups concerned. A C-Test was administered as the language test to ob-
tain more objective information regarding interlocutors' pro�ciency in Estonian
and Russian as their L2. The empirical study was based on the psycholinguis-
tic experiments that focus on alignment in dialogues. Here, dyads composed of
one Estonian and one Russian-speaking participant were engaged in a Skype
phone call. Their task was to �nd each other on an abstract map and agree on
a route from one point to another. The data were recorded and transcribed in
accordance with conventions outlined in this chapter in the version that was
adapted for this speci�c study.

Keywords: Estonian - Russian, research methodology, C-Test, L2 pro�-

ciency, socio-linguistic questionnaire, experimental data, transcribing conven-

tions.
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2.1 Design

Currently, there is an increasing number of studies on various constel-
lations of lingua receptiva that focus on various aspects. First of all,
there are overviews of existing practices from a historical perspective
(Braunm�uller, 2007) and descriptions of modern hotspots of receptive
multilingualism (e.g., Berthele &Wittlin, 2013; Braunm�uller, 2002). Since
mutual intelligibility and intercomprehension can be the key factors in re-
ceptive multilingualism, studies often investigate linguistic features and
similarities that enable understanding (e.g., Gooskens, 2007). Finally,
there are experimental studies aimed at establishing whether lingua re-
ceptiva can be more e�ective than English as lingua franca or other
modes (e.g., van Mulken & Hendriks, 2012). In this study, the aim is
to investigate the mode of lingua receptiva in Estonian-Russian com-
munication in a maximally natural, yet controlled environment. As a
result, the data are expected to be both representative of the processes
that occur in real life interaction and reliable in terms of results' inter-
pretation (i.e., other factors of in�uence have been registered and used
in the analysis). The analytical framework based in studies on psycho-
linguistic alignment is combined with functional pragmatics to account
for the complex steps of creating mutual understanding (see Chapter 3).
Whilst functional pragmatics has been previously applied to research on
receptive multilingualism (e.g., Beerkens, 2010), psycholinguistic align-
ment has been mostly studied either in monolingual settings or in bilin-
gual experiments on language processing rather than interaction (but see
Kootstra et al., 2010 for studies on code-switching in dialogues).

The data have been collected by means of a so-called `map task'
(Garrod & Anderson, 1987), which is designed to model goal-oriented
dialogues in real life (Brown et al., 1984). Interactants are instructed
to jointly solve a problem: to �nd each other's locations on a map of
a �ctional street plan. They are asked to collaborate in the mode of
lingua receptiva in which everyone speaks their own L1 and understands
the language of the other (Rehbein et al., 2012). The participants are
arranged in dyads: one Estonian and one Russian speaker for the LaRa
mode and two native speakers of the same language in the monolingual
mode. They are invited to complete the task which is conducted as a
Skype call. The slight di�erences between the two interlocutors' maps
were added to foster negotiations: the di�erences in availability of certain
routes forced the participants to coordinate every step.
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The tasks were used to gather data regarding conceptual, syntactic
and lexical alignment as well as any speci�c strategies used by the inter-
locutors to overcome incongruent understanding. In the main analysis,
there are two independent variables: participants' pro�ciency in L2 (clas-
si�ed as high or low) and the roles that had been assigned to them (with
two values: guide and follower). The dependent variables are (a) comple-
tion of the task (i.e., reaching the designated end point); (b) time required
for completion (in seconds and in segments); (c) occurrence and distri-
bution of speci�c discourse strategies used within the dialogue. These
meta-communicative devices are de�ned by the framework of alignment
and co-construction of the common ground in dialogues (e.g., Pickering
& Garrod, 2004).

2.2 Participants

The present study involved 28 volunteer subjects in the pilot version
(Chapter 3) and 68 in the main part (Chapter 4), all of whom were re-
cruited through the experimenter's Estonian social network (in Tallinn
and Tartu). The initial inclusion criteria were (a) self-reported knowledge
in respective L2 as a prerequisite for success in acquired LaRa, (b) back-
ground of minimally the level of higher education undergraduate and (c)
some experience with bi- or multlilingual communicative situations (in
order to avoid excessive heterogeneity). Subjects were grouped into 38
LaRa dyads, each with one native speaker of Estonian and one native
speaker of Russian, and 10 monolingual dyads (�ve for each language).
The pilot study, which is a subset of these 96 participants, consisted of
10 dyads in the LaRa mode and 4 monolingual dyads.

The participants' age varied between 22 and 56 years; there were 27
male and 49 female participants in the LaRa mode and 7 male and 13
female participants in the monolingual control group (the total propor-
tion is 34 male and 62 female subjects). The participants were paid for
the time invested. They were told that the goal of the research project
was to investigate multilingual communication.

2.3 Materials

The experiment consisted of three parts which involved, in order of pre-
sentation to the participants, (a) a socio-linguistic questionnaire (pencil-
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and-paper), (b) a C(loze)-Test: a pencil-and-paper second language test
and (c) a map task. For the �nal part of the experiment each participant
was equipped with a laptop with standard software. The telephone-like
conversations were conducted via Skype (version 4.1.0.179), a freeware
VoIP communication system. The dialogues have been recorded with the
open source MP3 Skype recorder and transcribed with EXMARaLDA
free software tools (Schmidt & W�orner, 2009).

2.3.1 Questionnaire

Socio-linguistic questionnaires are used in various domains of multilin-
gual research, typically as a screening device for participant selection
or as a source of self-assessment data. In this project, the questionnaire
served as a tool for participant sampling and an additional L2 pro�ciency
measure. The questionnaire used in this experiment (see Appendix A for
both Estonian and Russian versions) was designed based on examples
from the pertinent literature, such as a study on receptive multilingual-
ism by Beerkens (2010) or emigrant language attrition by Keijzer (2007).

The questionnaire was constructed to address a set of topics. Each
topic was represented by multiple questions and varied polarity Likert
scales were used where applicable to register participants' involvement
on each statement (Trochim, 2006). The general topics contained stan-
dard socio-biographical and personal characteristics (e.g., age, gender,
education, languages used within family) as well as the subjective atti-
tudes towards the languages spoken and communities concerned (e.g.,
`The average Russian language competence of Estonian-speaking people
is high' or `I like Estonian').

A number of other parameters have been added to the questionnaire
to address the socio-linguistic variation in the group, such as the level
of exposure to respective L1/L2 or the average amount of multilingual
exposure (e.g., `How often are you exposed to Russian?' with answer
options ranging from `never' to `daily'). Such socio-linguistic character-
istics are hypothesised to have the potential for detecting a discrepancy
between the measured and the self-reported pro�ciencies: it should be es-
timated whether attitudes or exposure can a�ect self-perception in terms
of the L2 knowledge level.

The descriptions of language pro�ciency levels outlined in the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages (Council of Europe,
2011) were used to formulate `can-do' statements for respective L2 (e.g.,
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`I can watch TV programmes/ movies or follow a lecture in language X').
This information was used both for sampling and for further analysis of
measured versus reported L2 pro�ciencies.

First, the questionnaire had been created in English and translated
into Estonian and Russian with an aim to maintain an emotionally neu-
tral style. Next, two independent translators converted these two texts
back into English. The two new English versions were compared and
all stylistic di�erences, especially the vocabulary related to attitudes,
were analysed and necessary changes were made in order to create the
de�nitive Estonian and Russian versions. Finally, the improved (i.e., neu-
tral) Estonian and Russian versions of the questionnaire were created
and uploaded via a free website (www.thesistools.com1). The pilot study
demonstrated that some participants had problems using this website2.
It has therefore been decided to switch back to the pencil-and-paper ver-
sion of the questionnaire: all participants received an email with a Word
�le and sent back the �lled in version.

2.3.2 C-Test

The C-Test (the L2 pro�ciency test) was constructed on the basis of the
test developed by (Grotjahn, 1987). The participants were instructed to
read four short texts in which parts of some words were missing. The
participants' task was to �ll in the gaps to the best of their knowledge.
Each short text was similar to the example below (Faust, 1985, p. 57):

`There are usually �ve men in the crew of a �re engine. One o......
them dri...... the eng...... . The lea...... sits bes...... the dri...... . The
ot...... �remen s...... inside t...... cab o...... the �...... engine. T......
leader h...... usually be...... in t...... Fire Ser...... for ma...... years.
H...... will kn...... how t...... �ght di�...... sorts o...... �res. S...... ,
when t...... �remen arr...... at a �re, it is always the leader who
decides how to �ght a �re. He tells each �reman what to do.'

Despite several methodological concerns discussed in Keijzer (2007),
previous research has shown that the C-Test results highly correlate with
test scores in the four traditional language skills, including listening
and reading comprehension (Grießhaber, 1999; Daller et al., 2002). It
is debated whether the C-Test results cover only lower-order language

1I would like to thank the ThesisTools team for adding the necessary modi�cations
to the programme that was not originally developed for non-Latin characters.

2Participants using Cyrillic had to ensure a correctly encoded response manually.
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knowledge, such as vocabulary and grammar, or can be regarded indica-
tive of higher-order skills, such as global reading comprehension (Keij-
zer, 2007). For the purpose of this study the reliability of lower-order
language knowledge was considered su�cient (also given the availability
of the self-reported L2 pro�ciency).

The C-Test has been veri�ed and checked in a variety of languages.
Yet, since the tests were not available in either Estonian or Russian, they
were constructed by the experimenter in accordance with the instructions
in Grotjahn (1987). First, eight short texts on various non-specialised
topics were selected from authentic entries at various news portals. The
texts had to be of su�cient length in order to make it possible to partially
delete 20 words from every text. The �rst sentence always included con-
textual information and remained intact; partial word deletion started
from the second sentence and took place in every second word that was
not a proper name. Eight texts per language were pre-tested on 20 na-
tive speakers to check for di�culty: texts that contained less than 90
per cent of the maximal score were discarded. The �nal selection of the
four most reliable texts was made based on the criteria outlined in the
test design instructions, such as avoidance of the technical terminology
or repetitions of the gapped words (for the actual texts, see Appendix
B). The participants were not informed whether the deletion of words
was systematic.

Normally, the scoring system follows strict rules - the demoversion
of the English C-Test available at the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit�at
M�unchen (LMU) Munich's website ignores all incorrect answers, i.e., the
automatic programme gives scores only for perfectly correct answers.
However, in this study a system that is more open for di�erent interpre-
tations was adopted. Since the C-Tests were collected individually via
emails, it was possible to evaluate all anwers manually. The responses
that contained spelling errors (e.g., `de�nately' instead of `de�nitely'),
semantically recoverable lexical mistakes (e.g., `chair' instead of `table'),
or verb tense errors were given partial credit (see Figure 2.1).

The application of a more detailed scoring system was motivated
by the fact that historically receptive multilingualism has been part
of purpose-oriented communication with a focus on receptive compe-
tence rather than near-native foreign language pro�ciency, grammatical
or stylistic correctness (Braunm�uller, 2007). It is argued that even partial
knowledge of L2 should be re�ected in the results of L2 tests in LaRa
experiments.
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Figure 2.1: The scoring system adapted for C-Test in Estonian-Russian LaRa.
Responses were collected electronically or as printed versions, so a more detailed
grading was possible. Partially correct answers are re�ected in the �nal score.

Value Description Intended > realized

1
original word or a synonym she brings > she brings
that is grammatically and
stylistically correct

> she brought

0.5
misspelled, grammatically he brought > he *bringed
incorrect original word, sty-
listically imperfect synonym

> he *broght

0.25
semantically related but log brought by otters
grammatically and/or sty-
listically incorrect synonym

> log *bought by otters

0
totally unrelated, wild guess we brought you cake
or no answer > we *brown you cake

2.3.3 Map task

The experiment is based on the so called `task-oriented dialogue' (Brown
et al., 1984), in which interlocutors explicitly aim at �nding common
ground. The `maze game' introduced by Garrod & Anderson (1987) is a
widely used example of such a task. The participants had to discuss a
visual display on their individual computers - abstract maps on which
each participant was given a certain location (Point A or Point B) that is
di�erent from their interlocutor's; each participant had information only
about their own individual location. Figure 2.2 demonstrates the two
versions of this abstract maze-like map, a Follower's map (with Point A)
and a Guide's map (with Point B).

The instructions informed the participants that there were slight dif-
ferences between their respective maps. These di�erences were intro-
duced in order to create communicative failure and trigger joint attempts
at restoring mutual understanding (common ground) through negotia-
tion, as has been documented in previous studies using this method. The
main task focused on (a) �nding Point A (follower's location) and (b)
�nding Point B (guide's location and �nal destination of the experiment).
The aforementioned di�erences on the map, such as unidirectional roads
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Figure 2.2: Follower's (left) and Guide's (right) Maps. The maps di�er in a
number of features (e.g., non-identical arrows allowing for movement in certain
directions or gaps instead of roads, marked as `...'). These modi�cations force
participants to take the longest route in order to get from Point A to Point B.

(marked by grey arrows) or blocked streets (unconnected dots on the
map) also led to choosing a longer route to complete the task. The route
was designed so that the participants would have to pass two locations
(obligatory Point 1 and optional Point 2) that have di�erent surroundings
on the map of the guide and the follower (existence or absence of a road
between two points, see dotted roads in Figure 2.2). At these points the
interlocutors were forced to negotiate the rules of the experiment, the
way in which instructions are given or the overall level of mutual un-
derstanding. Passing these locations unaligned would likely cause major
misunderstanding in the next few steps because the instructions would
no longer correspond to the reality of the follower.

More importantly, dividing the task into phases of �nding Point A
and then �nding Point B allowed comparing the level of mutual under-
standing at the beginning and in the end of the experiment; it also helped
analyse the occurrence of speci�c meta-communicative devices applied
by the participants to (re-)establish understanding and solve the task.

2.4 Procedure

The participants were invited by e-mail and informed about the basic
nature of the experiment. Those addressees who reacted and were avail-
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able, were grouped depending on their self-assessed pro�ciency so that
there were various L2 level combinations. Two subgroups of dyads were
comprised by dyads in which: (a) both interlocutors have high L2 pro�-
ciencies; (b) one has high pro�ciency, one low (50% of the maximal score
or lower). The role assignment (follower and guide) was arbitrary; the
only restriction concerned the equal number of guides and followers per
language condition by the end of the experiment. The only major change
applied after analysing the pilot experiment concerned mutual acquain-
tance among participants: in the pilot version, seven out of 14 couples
had been previously acquainted. In the main experiment all participants
within dyads were unfamiliar to each other, to minimise the di�ences
in how much common ground is shared by the interactants prior to the
experiment.

The experiment was conducted in separate rooms to avoid any means
of communication other than verbal. The webcams on the computers
were disabled for the same reason. The conversations were recorded in
order to make it possible to transcribe the data; headphones were used
to avoid echoing. Some participants were seated in rooms where other
people were working, but were not disturbed in the course of the exper-
iment. There were no indications that the background noise a�ected the
participants' performance or the results of the experiment.

The participants were seated behind their personal computers and
connected to the experimenter via Skype. First, the subjects received a
�le with instructions for Follower or Guide. The subjects were asked to
read carefully the instructions from a multi-slide PowerPoint presenta-
tion. These instructions explained the task in more detail: participants
were in a role play, in which they had to �nd each other on the map(s);
the maps were slightly di�erent, so participant A had to explain their
location and participant B had to guide participant A to point B to sign
the imaginary contract. The route had to be marked in MS Paint or any
other graphics painting programme. Instructions also recommended that
the interactants use their mother tongue while talking to their interlocu-
tor with a di�erent L1 and complete the task as fast as they can.

A test call was made to every participant to check the quality of
sound. The experimenter would repeat that participants are expected to
speak their mother tongue and mark the route from point A to point B.
Additional time was given to ask questions about the experiment if par-
ticipants had any. The subjects would also be informed that no further
questions could be presented to the experimenter during the recording.
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Once all uncertainties were out of the way, the participants were sent a
�le with the map in A and B version and connected to each other via
Skype call. The recording via Skype MP3 Recorder was started when
participants were connected and stopped after 10 minutes or sooner if
participants noti�ed the experimenter about the completion of the task.
In few cases poor Internet signal caused a loss of sound for several min-
utes and the same number of extra minutes were given to let participants
complete the experiment in 10 minutes of conversation. Three dialogues
strongly a�ected by poor Internet signal were discarded. After all parts
of the experiment were completed, the subjects gave their written con-
sent for the use of all recorded data (questionnaires, tests, dialogues) for
academic purposes and were paid for participation. The recorded data
were transcribed, segmented, and coded.

2.5 Data transcribing conventions

All the dialogues have been recorded for 10 minutes or more and saved
in .wav format. The dialogues in the pilot study were recorded until the
participants decided that they completed the task or that they could
not �nd each other on the map. The dialogues in the main experiment
were stopped right after 10 minutes, unless extra-minutes were granted
for the sound loss. For analysis, only the �rst 10 minutes of every dia-
logue are transcribed using EXMARaLDA Partitur Editor (Extensible
Markup Language for Discourse Annotation, Hamburg Centre for Lan-
guage Corpora).

Since the materials were to be analysed in detail, EXMARaLDA tools
were chosen as a means of converting spoken data into transcriptions: the
programme includes multiple options for coding and analysing language
at a word, segment or turn levels. Transcribing was conducted by two
trained assistants who were instructed in accordance with an overview
of HIAT (Transcription System for Discourse Data) transcription con-
ventions (Schmidt, 2008, based on Rehbein et al., 2004). According to
EXMARaLDA training section (www.exmaralda.org/en_training.html),
conventions depend on the research interest. Therefore, HIAT transcrip-
tion conventions have been selected and several changes made to nego-
tiate a system that is not overly complex, yet reliable for the type of
analysis that operates in the framework of functional pragmatics and
involves more than one language per transcript.
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Next, it is recommended in the EXMARaLDA training section that
the main transcribing process should be done by more people and �nal
coding ought to be reserved only for few specialists. In our case, the
primary transcribing and segmentation processes were allotted to the
previously mentioned transcribers. Transcription, translation and the
segmentation check was restricted to one person (the author). For re-
liability reasons, a number of validity checks were carried out: the same
abstract of text was transcribed and coded by two people and no ma-
jor di�erences were found. Based on conventions summarized by Schmidt
(2008) and project-speci�c adaptations, all the inconsistencies have been
removed with the help of the following instructions:

1. Words: standard orthography is used for words, unless their actual
pronunciation deviates strongly from their standard pronunciation; each
language is transcribed using their respective alphabet (i.e., no translit-
eration for Cyrillic);

2. Interjections: current Estonian, Russian and English spellings are
used or introduced (e.g., Est `�am', Rus `ìì', Eng `a(h)m'); for segmen-
tation see Point 6 (modeless utterances);

3. Uncertainties: unintelligible utterances were presented as (?) and
uncertain elements were written in round brackets (e.g., `now take two
(steps) down');

4. Non-phonological phenomena: coughing/laughing, in contrast to
Schmidt's text, was coded into a separate tier;

5. Pauses: transcribed according to their length, assigned to the last
speaker holding turn.

a One bullet for a short interruption of speech (micro pause)

b Two bullets for an estimated pause up to half a second

c Three bullets for an estimated pause up to one second

If the pause is measured or if it is estimated to be longer than one second,
a numeral (e.g., ((2.7s)) for a pause of 2.7 seconds)

6. Units: dialogue contains events (temporally motivated entities)
that can be subdivided into segment chains (temporally contiguous se-
quence of events within a tier). Here the main unit is a segment, since it
is motivated linguistically (Rehbein et al., 2004):

a Utterances do not cross segment boundaries (but see the aborted
utterance of type (b) that consist of 2 utterances but 1 segment).
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b Utterance boundaries are identi�ed using morpho-syntactic cri-
teria (e.g., word order) and intonational criteria (e.g., rising or
falling contour).

c The central concept in identifying an utterance is its mode.

d HIAT distinguishes �ve utterance types:

i Assertions (e.g., `There is a diagonal')

ii Questions (e.g., `Can you go two steps up?')

iii Exclamations, addressations, demands, etc. (e.g., `Here I
am!')

iv Modeless utterances (e.g., `Hm'): typically uttered by a
participant who is currently in the role of the listener and
who does not claim the turn for themselves (independent
segment); in this analysis I also mark hesitation interjec-
tions produced by the speaker (same segment)

v Aborted utterances (e.g., `I am in the middle...')

(a) `I am in the mid/ if you count four lines from the
bottom'

(b) `I am in the mid/ in the central point on the map'

The decisive criterion here is whether some de�ciency is
repaired at the surface (a repair sequence, example (b),
same segment) or the ongoing verbalisation of an utter-
ance is aborted, and a new utterance is started (aborted
utterance, example (a), new segment).

7. Repairs: self-initiated corrections that overlap with aborted utter-
ances of the (b) type.

To sum up, segments did not have to be complete speech actions.
Quite on the contrary, speech actions rarely follow linear order and
one utterance can form more than just one speech action. Segments are
treated here as utterances that are functionally independent (even when
aborted) and are based on steps necessary for the realization of action
constellation. These functional steps have been indicated by Rehbein et
al. (2004), but have been adjusted to the nature of this speci�c dialogue
in collaboration with Voorhout (2010).

There are �ve potential phases of interaction and a script of all poten-
tial action patterns executed by both speaker and hearer (see Appendix
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D); in reality, many interactants skip some phases and pattern posi-
tions. These phases are the reconstructions of mental activities of both
interlocutors that are based on their actual speech actions. More gener-
ally, segments correspond to completed or aborted proposals, positive or
negative judgements, queries, instructions, identi�cations, acceptances,
exotheses (i.e., expressing one's mental plan, such as `I will now see what
is the best route to get there'), etc. For most phases there are indications
as to what speech actions (e.g., identi�cation on the map) belong to what
interlocutor roles (i.e., follower or guide), but interactive adaptations are
possible. The �rst phase deals with task speci�cation: interlocutors plan
aims of this speci�c communicative event and utter respective proposals,
which are further negotiated (e.g., accepted, given a negative judgement,
followed by a clarifying question). In the second phase interlocutors or-
ganise their orientation on the map: identi�cations with respect to Point
A are believed to be crucial in establishing su�cient common ground for
the �rst time. The third phase is classi�ed as instruction giving since
the task is to �nd a route from Point A to Point B. In the fourth phase
interlocutors can check whether the task has been completed correctly;
the �fth phase can be used to make a conclusive remark to signal the
end of the communicative event.

Finally, English translations are made as literal as possible, ignor-
ing standard English syntax and idiomatic expressions in order to give
a better idea of actual spoken language. In some cases more elements
were marked on the original word (e.g., Rus `ñîåäèíèì' becomes `we
connect' since `we' is marked on the verb even though the actual pro-
noun is dropped). All words in L2 are marked in the English translation
tier with a corresponding round bracket (e.g., `I have �ve STREETS
(Est)'). Later, the whole segment is counted as containing L2, so that
each appearance of code-switching and not each L2 word is counted (see
Chapter 5 for di�erent code-switching types). Meta-communicative de-
vices (see Chapter 3) are also marked. Ungrammatical utterances are
translated as intended meanings whenever applicable and coded with
(L2 L1) (e.g., `ristikul' is a erroneous use of Estonian `ristmikul' � trans-
lated as `AT THE CROSSROADS' and coded (Est Rus) in the glossing
tier). The following chapter introduces the analytical framework, tests
this methodological approach and discusses preliminary results of the
experiment.
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2.6 Method evaluation

All in all, this methodology was found adequate for the aims of this
study. Participant pre-selection functioned well and allowed to recruit
enough subjects with speci�c characteristics. Language tests provided
results that are highly correlated with self-reported pro�ciencies of the
participants (see results in Chapter 4), which indicates their reliability.
Data collection was not changed, with only a minor di�erence of avoiding
dyads with pre-existing common ground as is often the case with pre-
viously acquainted interlocutors. Additionally, transcribing was limited
to the �rst ten minutes of the recording (see discussions in Chapter 3
for details). This methodolgy can also be recommended for other stud-
ies: separate communicative modes can be investigated or a comparative
study of various modes' e�ciency can be carried out.



CHAPTER 3

Combining cognitive and interactive

approaches to Lingua Receptiva

Adapted from Bahtina, ten Thije and Wijnen (2013)

Abstract

The present chapter takes an experimental approach to a multilingual com-
municative mode of lingua receptiva. In contrast to previous work, this study
investigates the phenomenon in genetically unrelated languages. Native speak-
ers of Estonian and Russian are engaged in a `map task' while communicating
in dyads each in their mother tongue. It is assumed that successful communi-
cation requires `alignment', a state that is established once the interlocutors
have reached a shared understanding of relevant aspects of reality.

The study pioneers in combining psycholinguistic and functional pragmatic
perspectives on dialogues. It is argued that in LaRa alignment is actively moni-
tored; a set of meta-communicative devices is proposed based on the theoretical
framework and veri�ed with the actual data. The results indicate that dyads
with various L2 pro�ciencies are able to complete the task in lingua receptiva

successfully. E�cient interlocutors maintain mutual understanding by `mind-
ing' their languages via the application of these meta-communicative devices.

Keywords: lingua receptiva, interactive alignment, speaker-hearer appa-

ratus, Estonian - Russian, meta-communicative devices.
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3.1 Introduction

One of the most fascinating questions in language is how people create
mutual understanding. The issue has been studied in various subdisci-
plines, each focusing on speci�c aspects and each using its own preferred
methodologies. Almost a century ago (Wertheimer, 1938) drew attention
to the general nature of science that `breaks up complexes into their com-
ponent elements' and reduces `wholes to pieces and piecewise relations
between pieces'. As an alternative, one could focus on the interaction
of individual elements within the typology, which in linguistics as we
know it today resonates in the emergence of integrated approaches that
attempt to account for the complexity of human cognition and its role in
communication (e.g., Croft & Cruse, 2004; Lako�, 1977; Talmy, 2000).

Cognitive linguistics aspires to capture the process of creating con-
gruent understanding broader than the concept of language and based
on language use. Yet, as Kootstra et al. (2009) observe, most studies
focus on cognitive systems as existing in single individuals. Studies of
linguistic processes often lack the interactive element while the socio-
pragmatic frameworks are limited to analyses of situational context and
interaction dynamic. Cognitive and socio-pragmatic approaches are ef-
fectively merged in the audience design (Bell, 1984) and psycholinguistic
experimental studies that describe interactive models of understanding,
foremost, the interactive alignment model (Pickering & Garrod, 2004).

Multilingualism, an increasingly relevant topic in the globalised world,
is often excluded from the purview of psycholinguistics of dialogue or
treated tangentially (but see Costa et al., 2008; Kootstra et al., 2009;
Kootstra et al., 2010). This chapter attempts to combine the psycholin-
guistic concept of alignment with the functional pragmatic notion of
interaction to investigate the processes of creating mutual understand-
ing in multilingual settings. The analysis is applied to lingua receptiva,
a multilingual mode in which interlocutors speak their respective native
languages and understand the language of their interlocutor (Rehbein
et al., 2012). Comprehension and production in LaRa are encased in
two interacting languages within one communicational string, which calls
for an interdisciplinary approach to capture the complexity of multiple
linguistic resources within and across interactants. This study looks at
Estonian-Russian LaRa, classi�ed as acquired (Verschik, 2012) since the
languages are not typologically related and L2 knowledge is necessary to
attain mutual understanding (e.g., de Bot, 2004).
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3.2 Interactive alignment in dialogues

Dialogue, which is arguably the primary setting of language use, is char-
acterized by processes in which speakers develop corresponding mental
representations. According to Pickering & Garrod (2004) alignment is
a state that is established once the interlocutors have reached a shared
understanding of relevant aspects of reality. Creating alignment is a dy-
namic and interactive process, and thus the interactive alignment model
(ibid.) moves away from the traditional psycholinguistic notion of unidi-
rectional encoding and decoding of messages. In a dialogue, interactive
alignment of more speci�c representations at the lexical, syntactic or se-
mantic levels leads to alignment of the situation models. The latter is the
multi-dimensional representation of the situation under discussion, the
dimensions being space, time, causality, intentionality, etc. (Pickering &
Garrod, 2004). Alignment of the situation models can in its turn foster
even stronger alignment of representations at `lower', e.g., syntactic or
phonological levels. The interlocutors react to each other's utterances
by copying elements and creating lexical and syntactic shortcuts, which
facilitate both language production and comprehension. The overall ar-
chitecture of the interactive alignment model is illustrated by Figure 3.1
(ibid.).

The model demonstrates how interactive alignment results from the
process of mapping linguistic representations at various levels of pro-
cessing between interlocutors (horizontal arrows) and within each spe-
ci�c individual (vertical arrows). The upper part of the �gure represents
alignment of situational models (Pickering & Garrod, 2004; Zwaan &
Radvansky, 1998) which shares properties with the action patterns that
represent a con�guration of potential courses of action in functional prag-
matics (Ehlich & Rehbein, 1986) discussed in Section 3.3. Both concepts
presume that there is certain knowledge rooted in the situation itself and
thus already partially shared by the interactants.

Most studies on alignment in dialogues focus on monolingual set-
tings or on conversations that involve a competent native speaker versus
a less pro�cient L2 speaker (e.g., Costa, Pickering & Sorace, 2008). Lin-
gua receptiva is quite di�erent from traditional multilingual constella-
tions, since it presumes �uent, though not necessarily native production
and non-native comprehension in both interlocutors. As a consequence,
studying LaRa should combine mono- and multilingual perspectives on
language processing.
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Figure 3.1: The Interactive alignment model (Pickering & Garrod, 2004, p.
176). `A' and `B' refer to two interlocutors in the dialogue. Alignment takes
places across modules (vertical arrows) and between speakers (horizontal ar-
rows). Alignment of linguistic representations leads to alignment of situation
models.

According to Pickering & Garrod (2004), automatic priming is an
important mechanism for alignment in dialogue. In second language di-
alogues, production for an L2 addressee requires more self-monitoring
than speech directed at a native speaker (Costa et al., 2008). Several
studies show evidence for cross-linguistic priming of syntactic structures
(e.g., Hartsuiker et al., 2004; Loebell & Bock, 2003; Schoonbaert et al.,
2007), even for typologically distant languages (Shin & Christianson,
2009). These �ndings would support the assumption that non-automatic
alignment can also be an e�cient mechanism in lingua receptiva.

Furthermore, Costa et al. (2008) comment on alignment's dual na-
ture: �rstly, the phenomenon as such and secondly, the processes, or
routes, which lead to it. This idea translates into a premise that aligning
is a process that leads to aligned mental states via `routes' (see below)
that are to a smaller or greater extent automatic. The purpose of this
chapter is to comment on the importance of hearer-oriented and thus
monitored mechanisms of creating mutual understanding in interaction.
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Alignment can also be created through deliberate, conscious interven-
tion, for example through monitoring production and comprehension.
Both Pickering and Garrod (2004) and Costa et al. (2008) treat such
non-automatic alignment as a rather marginal mechanism in dialogues.
However, Garrod & Pickering (2007) provide a typology of routes that
di�er in the levels of speaker's conscious control over the process of align-
ment. In the ensuing paragraphs I focus on four of these routes; a �fth
route, alignment via physical co-presence, is skipped as irrelevant to the
current study.

(1) Alignment via beliefs about one's interlocutor. It is comparable
to Clark's notion of creating common ground (1996), but Garrod and
Pickering see it as an automatic process rather than a deliberate strategy.
In their opinion, maintaining common ground would require checking
knowledge state at every point of conversation and thus is too costly.

(2) Alignment via imitation e�ectuated through copying syntactic,
lexical, prosodic or other linguistic features of an interlocutor's utterance
(i.e., priming). According to Garrod and Pickering, this is an automatic,
subconscious process as well.

(3) Alignment via agreement between interlocutors, could o�er a dif-
ferent explanation to what appears to be mere imitation: interlocutors
might be copying various linguistic or situational elements as a result of
tacit agreement. These tacit agreements, or conceptual pacts (see Clark
& Brennan, 1991; Metzing & Brennan, 2003), account for the shared
usage of referring expressions.

(4) Alignment via feedback. Garrod and Pickering distinguish be-
tween two types of back-channelling: those promoting implicit common
ground (e.g., `uh-uh', `I understand') and those explicitly signalling lack
of understanding (e.g., queries and clari�cation requests). Similarly to
routes mentioned previously, the authors insist that adaptations are
made by the speakers automatically and without modelling the inter-
locutor. It seems logical to ask whether feedback-based alignment could
indeed rely on available information about the interlocutor in order to
make a better knowledge adaptation.

Automaticity of alignment processes is also discussed in the light of
foreign language pro�ciency. It is assumed that alignment is less auto-
matic in dyads with less pro�cient interlocutors, however, its e�ciency
is questionable due to speaker's truthfulness to the code (L1). The latter
refers to multilingual dialogues that may involve episodes of (deliber-
ate) `disalignment' that nonetheless serves the purpose of constructing
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mutual understanding. For instance, L1 speakers show a tendency to im-
plicitly correct ungrammatical utterances produced by L2 interlocutors
(Costa et al., 2008); yet, such linguistic divergence from the interlocutor
can still be viewed as an e�ective accommodation strategy that signals
understanding (see H�ulmbauer, 2010), similar to aligning via feedback.
Psycholinguistics also proposes an explanation for structural divergence
in dialogues: repetition of lexical items can be a dialogue move to sus-
tain the topic but preserving the speci�c syntactic form is not required
(Healey et al., 2010). On the contrary, novel constructions can be ben-
e�cial in posing or answering questions, making or evaluating proposals
and agreeing or disagreeing on a topic at hand (ibid.). Furthermore,
Kootstra, van Hell and Dijkstra (2009, p. 133) point out that linguistic
coordination is not `merely caused by a primed response to a certain
stimulus, but is grounded in the social, situational, and conversational
circumstances in which it takes place'.

The present study views interactive alignment as not restricted to
(automatic) copying of linguistic elements, but as the total of convergent
moves towards a common communicative goal. On this approach, meta-
communicative devices are discussed as the non-automatic mechanisms
aimed at establishing mutual understanding at various levels, thus the
focus is on the interactive alignment as a process rather than the end-
state of aligned mental representations.

3.3 Speaker and hearer in a dialogue

Complementary to the alignment model, functional pragmatics (hence-
forth, FP) can help us analyse the deliberate mental steps taken by
the interlocutors as they are attempting to reach mutual understanding
in LaRa discourse (e.g., Beerkens, 2010). Functional pragmatics treats
language as `a complex of form-function-nexus anchored in reality as so-
cietal practice' (Redder, 2008, p. 133). The approach taken by functional
pragmatics is di�erent from the pragmatics proposed by Austin (1962),
Searle (1965) and their followers. In Austinian/Searlean pragmatics a
speech act is a one-sided a�air in which only the speaker is involved;
FP looks at speech action patterns that are executed through language
and for which speaker and hearer are equally responsible (Rehbein &
Kameyama, 2004). To emphasise the fundamentally interactive nature
of a speech act, distinctions are made between the mental domain of the
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speaker, the mental domain of the hearer, and the interactional domain in
which they act together (see Ehlich & Rehbein, 1986). The speaker uses
linguistic elements in order to reach a goal and therefore accomplish un-
derstanding on the part of the hearer, which in fact can be interpreted as
modelling the interlocutor. The relations between speaker and hearer ac-
tion and their mental plans have been elaborated by Kameyama (2004).
The speaker - hearer apparatus describes the process of alignment from
an action-theoretical perspective. It occurs in a certain action constella-
tion, which is comparable to the situation model discussed earlier, and
can be divided into a pre-history, history and post-history (see below).

Beerkens (2010) analysed receptive multilingualism in Dutch-German
interaction and modi�ed the speaker - hearer apparatus in order to in-
clude the receptive component of LaRa (Figure 3.2). One should bear in
mind that steps on the part of the speaker are realised in one language
and the processes of the hearer in another. Yet, the interaction space as
well as the presupposed social knowledge is shared, so one can still speak
of joint speech action patterns. The adapted version of the apparatus
includes the assessment of the interlocutor both by speaker and hearer
at two processing stages. In pre-history, the speaker has to assess the
hearer's L2 knowledge while making an assessment of the situation and
the same process takes place in the hearer's mental space with respect
to the speaker (I). In history, the speaker forms a plan and utters it
and the hearer checks correspondence of the reconstructed plan with the
previous expectation (II). Post-history contains the follow-up action.

As this model of the speaker - hearer apparatus demonstrates, both
interlocutors plan and construct utterances in accordance with what they
assume can be understood or produced by the other interlocutor. As
H�ulmbauer (2011, p. 55) points out, in English as lingua franca (ELF),
`speakers often engage in processes of `online' idiomaticity and creativity
which are geared to cooperative (. . . ) goals'. Similarly to what is seen
in ELF dialogues, interlocutors in the LaRa mode act cooperatively by
adapting their speech to their respective hearer in order to reach mutual
understanding. Figure 3.2 provides a detailed description of the speaker
- hearer apparatus that describes interactional adaptations made by in-
teractants in the discourse. In the ensuing paragraph I propose another
type of adaptation that is based on both the psycholinguistic and the
functional pragmatic accounts. More generally, LaRa as a communica-
tive mode, similarly to English as lingua franca (ELF), changes functions
and characteristics of the languages in interaction. Just like ELF users
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employ creativity to reach cooperative goals (H�ulmbauer, 2011), so do in-
terlocutors in the LaRa mode act cooperatively by adapting their speech
to their respective hearer in order to reach mutual understanding.

Figure 3.2: The adapted version of the speaker - hearer apparatus (Beerkens,
2010). Mental steps include assessment of interlocutor's language skills in L2.
Plans are adjusted in accordance with produced utterance and checked with
expectations (* is optional). Finally, a follow-up plan is made.

Figure 3.2 describes interactional adjustments in multilingual dis-
course. Utterances are formulated in accordance with expectations about
the hearer; interpretations are based on knowledge about the speaker. In
the ensuing paragraph I propose another type of interactive adaptation
based on the psycholinguistic and the functional pragmatic accounts.
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First, I hypothesize that since comprehension relies on production in
order to make predictions about what can be expected in speci�c commu-
nicational settings (e.g., `predictive emulation' by Garrod & Pickering,
2009), interlocutors construct action presuppositions (i.e., expectations)
with orientation to their addressee(s). Secondly, I assume that inter-
locutors are involved in a process of non-automatic monitoring. I will
argue that they do so by means of `meta-communicative devices' (hence-
forth, MCDs). These are expected to di�er among interactants and de-
pend on factors such as pro�ciency in the language of the interlocutor
(i.e., the `receptive language'). Rehbein et al. (2012) distinguish between
the hearer's LaRa (processes ensuring hearer's understanding) and the
speaker's LaRa (reformulations, speech adaptation, etc.). This distinc-
tion supports the argument against equating receptive multilingualism
and LaRa: the focus is shifted towards speci�c mechanisms and compe-
tencies that help monitor interaction. Similarly, MCDs can be speaker or
hearer-initiated and dependent on the interlocutors' individual and com-
bined features. Therefore, the factor of L2 pro�ciency should be treated
both individually (each participant's pro�ciency) and in combination
(summed pro�ciency per communicative dyad). In this manner one can
determine whether the occurrence of certain meta-communicative de-
vices is modulated by the pro�ciency of one of the interactants or of
the dyad as a whole. In the present study three types of language pro�-
ciency are distinguished: individual, summed per dyad, and pro�ciency
combination within a dyad (e.g., high - high or high - low).

Finally, Costa et al. (2008) hypothesise that automatic alignment be-
tween two non-native speakers is more likely to occur among speakers
of typologically related languages since they can recognise similarities
in phonology, syntax and other linguistic properties. For acquired LaRa,
this could be hypothesized into the assumption that interactive align-
ment in a dialogue between interlocutors with high pro�ciency in the
respective L2 is relatively automatic whereas dyads in which at least one
interlocutor has lower L2 pro�ciency would also rely on non-automatic,
explicit mechanisms of alignment.

3.4 Meta-communicative devices

Both the interactive model of alignment (Pickering & Garrod, 2004)
and the speaker - hearer steering apparatus (Ehlich & Rehbein, 1986;
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Kameyama, 2004) assume that understanding in dialogue is the result of
collaborative construction of shared meanings. These models are also ap-
plicable to lingua receptiva and di�er only in the relative contributions
of various mechanisms, i.e., the extent to which alignment is consid-
ered automatic or `consciously' monitored. This section focuses on meta-
communicative devices as explicit mechanisms for reaching congruent
understanding.

As Pinker (2007) pointed out, explicit negotiation is an excellent way
of creating mutual knowledge. In this vein, it is assumed that saying
things explicitly is an e�ective means of changing the state of knowledge
of an interactant. Pinker draws attention to the di�erence between indi-
vidual knowledge (`A knows x, B knows x ') and mutual knowledge (`A
knows x, B knows x, A knows that B knows x, B knows that A knows x,
A knows that B knows that A knows x, ad in�nitum'). Importantly, in-
formation units have to be acknowledged by both participants since only
in this case they function as intended, similar to Clark's joint actions
(1996) that are aimed at reaching common ground.

In LaRa speech actions by the speaker are verbalised in L1 whereas
those of the hearer are realised in L2. The interaction space and the
presupposed social knowledge are shared, just as in non-LaRa dialogues,
but the extent to which this knowledge is shared may vary across in-
teractants. Mutual understanding is never guaranteed but constructed
through interaction. Ehlich & Rehbein's `knowledge model' identi�es
the relationship between reality (P), knowledge about it (Speaker's and
Hearer's Π) and linguistic realization (p) (Ehlich & Rehbein, 1986) pro-
vide a framework in which mutual understanding is deconstructed into
smaller steps (Figure 3.3). Individual knowledge re�ects reality but is

Figure 3.3: Relationship between reality (P), speaker's and hearer's domains
of knowledge (Π) and linguistic realization of the propositional content (p)
(Ehlich & Rehbein, 1986). Fs represent hearer's and speaker's action.
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shaped by experience, perception, memory and other relevant structures
in the mind of the speaker; this knowledge is then verbalised into proposi-
tional content of the utterance that is perceived and reconstructed by the
hearer and consequently interpreted in the hearer's domain of knowledge
(see Figure 3.2).

The action constellation and its components as described in Figure
3.3 are in line with what is already known from the situational model: in-
terlocutors have to reach common ground and in order to do so they focus
on mutual knowledge, beliefs and assumptions. Pertinent studies (Clark
& Brennan, 1991; Clark & Schaefer, 1987) de�ne e�ective communication
as collaborative activity that cannot be performed uncoordinated, just
like a game of chess or a waltz. Based on these assumptions, optimization
of LaRa e�ciency can be investigated. There are various strategies that
can be used to improve understanding between interlocutors in LaRa
dialogues (see Van Mulken & Hendriks, 2012, for an overview). These
descriptions are the taxonomy of all possible actions that can be taken
to secure understanding. I hypothesize that since in multilingual inter-
action any of the Knowledge Model levels, from the reality at hand to
the linguistic choices individual interlocutors make, can be a source of
incongruent understanding, it can also be the basis for creating common
ground. Speakers can align at each level by applying meta-communicative
devices, which I classify into the following three types.

MCD1 aims at ensuring common understanding in terms of action
constellation and the presumed set of actions that are to be taken in
order to reach a common social goal (P, e.g., `What we should do is X').
MCD2 is aimed at securing the common conceptual orientation system in
the time and space given (Π, e.g., `When you read this map, you should
move from left to right'). MCD3 creates understanding of linguistic real-
isations within ongoing discourse (p, e.g., `What does this word mean?'
or `That is called èêñ and it means X'). Ehlich and Rehbein's Knowledge
Model (1986) presupposes a clear-cut division between what comprises
reality, individual knowledge or linguistic realisation. The �rst two pro-
posed MCDs correspond to this typology and are mutually exclusive; the
third device might overlap with MCD1 or MCD2 since it often negotiates
the linguistic form (e.g., partially translated MCD1/2). In practice, mis-
understanding can be anticipated or repaired by an additional MCD4, a
multipurpose mechanism of checking (e.g., `You said X?'). In this case it
is neither possible nor necessary to de�ne the targeted knowledge level.

The MCD classi�cation can also be presented as a theoreticial recon-
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struction of the mental steps introduced by Rehbein & Kameyama (2004)
and adapted for LaRa by Beerkens (2010) (see Section 3.3). Although
the meta-communicative devices are only realized in post-history (i.e.,
as a reaction to an utterance), their appearance in the stages of mental
planning can be anticipated. Figure 3.4 gives a basic overview of speci�c
stages, at which interlocutors are engaged in forming their expectations
about the relevant levels of information (action constellation and aims,
immediate reality, linguistic realization). These stages can also indicate
the perceived need for elaborating a certain piece of information (i.e.,
the need to use an MCD), either as a self or other-oriented strategy.

This speaker-hearer apparatus includes the action context, which can
be related to the level of reality in the Knowledge Model (Ehlich & Reh-
bein, 1986). Pre-history in that case refers to the individual knowledge
about this reality and the consequent formation of expectations regarding
the situation, interactional motivation and reconstruction of the aim. At
this point the interlocutors are engaged in assessing relevant information
and deciding whether an MCD could be necessary to avoid misunder-
standing on the side of the speaker or the hearer. History is the stage
during which the speaker can utter the MCD (1, 2 or 3); the hearer
compares overall expectations (MCD4), speaker's performance with ini-
tial assessment of the situation (MCD1, MCD2) and with language skill
assessment (MCD3). After that, the hearer decided whether or not to
use an MCD (1, 2, 3 or 4) in return. For instance, the hearer is not
certain about the aim of the communicative act; depending on the type
of information received from the speaker, the hearer decides whether an
explicit negotiation is necessary to create su�cient common ground. In
post-history this decision can be realized.

MCDs help construct mutual understanding between the speaker and
the hearer at di�erent levels. The degree in which they are used varies in
relation to (a) the speaker's experience with multilingual communication,
(b) the speaker's estimation of what the hearer will understand and (c)
the hearer's anticipation of what the speaker is aiming for. The present
study hypothesises that interlocutors in LaRa mode apply these meta-
communicative devices as the non-automatic routes to achieving align-
ment. MCDs do not presuppose that the cognitive process of alignment
is the starting point of communication; instead the process of reaching
common ground in and through interaction is considered.
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Figure 3.4: MCDs in the speaker-hearer apparatus. The original reconstruc-
tion of mental steps by Rehbein & Kameyama (1986) and its LaRa-adapted
version by Beerkens (2010) can be seen as another reconstruction of the meta-
communicative devices. Each MCD position in pre-history (I - III) indicates a
mental stage at which information relevant for this speci�c MCD is assessed.
In cases in which self or other-oriented understanding is expected to be insu�-
cient, a decision to use one of the MCDs might be taken. Speakers can choose
to use MCD1, MCD2 or MCD3 in history stage (VI). Hearers can check over-
all understanding (VI.1), MCD1 and MCD2 (VI.2) and MCD3 (VI.3); a �nal
decision about the necessity of MCDs is taken (VII). In post-history, follow-up
MCDs can be realized. This is also the �rst stage at which MCD4 can occur.
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Another line of argumentation for MCDs' relevance in LaRa comes
from the notion of mutual intelligibility. The latter refers to a relationship
between typologically close languages, speakers of which can understand
each other without intentional study or e�ort, as is the case for example
with Norwegian and Swedish or German and Dutch. Such intelligibil-
ity has been a topical research question in a number of studies (e.g.,
Braunm�uller & Zeevaert, 2001; Gooskens, 2007). These studies suggest
that low lexical and structural similarity diminishes the potential for
successful LaRa communication. In acquired LaRa, linguistic knowledge
needs to be deliberately acquired for it to be e�ective (e.g., by exposure
or deliberate learning). Additionally, common ground can be negotiated
with the help of the meta-communicative devices.

This exploratory study is aimed at developing methodological tools
for analysing LaRa in an interdisciplinary fashion and providing a �rst
test of hypotheses concerning LaRa's characteristics. Non-automatic
aligning in the form of meta-communicative devices is proposed as a
crucial mechanism in acquired LaRa; a theory-driven classi�cation is
checked with the experimental data. Communicative e�ciency is evalu-
ated via success of bilingual dyads qualitatively (the extent to which the
suggested task has been completed) and quantitatively (time necessary
for this task's completion). Furthermore, it is explored whether commu-
nicative success in the LaRa mode is a�ected by L2 pro�ciencies within
the dyad.

3.5 Methods

3.5.1 Participants

The present pilot study involved 28 (13 male, 15 female; age range 22 - 56
years) paid volunteer participants recruited from my social network (in
Tallinn and Tartu, Estonia). The inclusion criteria were (a) self-reported
knowledge of the relevant L2 (i.e., Estonian for native speakers of Rus-
sian and vice versa); (b) education minimally at university undergraduate
level; (c) experience with bi- or multilingual communicative situations.
All prospective participants were tested on their L2 pro�ciency and com-
pleted a questionnaire. Those people whose test or questionnaire results
fell short of meeting the aforementioned requirements were assigned to
the monolingual version of the experiment. Participants were grouped
into 10 LaRa dyads, each with one native speaker of Estonian and one
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native speaker of Russian, as well as 4 monolingual dyads, two for each
language. The participants were told that the goal of the research project
was to investigate multilingual communication.

3.5.2 Materials

The main component of the present study was a communication game
(map task). In addition, all participants were asked to complete a socio-
linguistic questionnaire and an L2 pro�ciency test. The questionnaire was
constructed to record standard biographical and personal characteristics
(e.g., age, gender, education, languages used within family) as well as
ethno-linguistic vitality (EVT) elements (e.g., attitudes and exposure to
the languages under investigation).

A C-Test was used to assess participants' L2 (either Estonian or Rus-
sian). Estonian and Russian C-Tests were constructed after Grotjahn's
(1987) model. Participants were instructed to read four short texts in
which parts of a selection of words were missing. The task was to �ll in
the gaps to the best of their knowledge. The texts were pre-tested on 20
native speakers. Subjects could score between 0 and 80 points.

The map task was based on the `maze game' introduced by Garrod
and Anderson (1987). This task is constructed to elicit `task oriented
dialogue', in which interlocutors need to create common ground in or-
der to succeed. In the present study, members of dyads were assigned
either the role of `guide' or `follower' and were given a stylized map on
their individual computer screens. The map indicated only that speci�c
participant's location (Figure 3.5). Dyads were instructed to (a) identify
the follower's location (point A) and (b) to �nd the route to the guide's
location (point B), which was their �nal destination.

There were slight di�erences between the follower's and guide's maps,
e.g., presence or absence of one-way roads (marked by arrows) or blocked
streets. These di�erences were introduced in order to evoke misunder-
standing and thus stimulate the use of various means to resolve this. It
should be kept in mind that it is imperative to create and maintain com-
mon ground in order to successfully complete the task, so more explicit
negotiations might occur. Garrod and Anderson (1987) claim that tacit
agreements are relatively uncommon in naturally occurring dialogues.
This is why this experiment is expected to elicit explicit communicative
strategies that foster mutual understanding. The set of MCDs is believed
to be an e�cient mechanism applicable to other communicative settings.
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Figure 3.5: Follower's (left) and Guide's (right) Maps. Maps di�er on a number
of features (e.g., non-identical arrows to movement in certain directions or gaps
instead of roads, marked as `...'). These modi�cations force participant to take
the longest route in order to get from Point A to Point B.

3.5.3 Procedure

The interlocutors were seated in separate rooms so as to preclude any
means of communication other than verbal. The conversations were
recorded for subsequent o�ine transcription. The participants were
seated behind their personal computers and connected to the experi-
menter via Skype. One of the participants was assigned the role of Fol-
lower, the other the role of Guide and they both received identical in-
structions in a PowerPoint �le. For the analysis of the MCDs, two dyads
will be discussed separately as failures, which leads to �ve dyads with
Estonian-speaking Follower and Russian-speaking Guide versus three
dyads with the opposite role distribution. The instructions speci�ed the
task of �nding each other on the map (follower has to explain their lo-
cation, or Point A, and guide has to instruct the follower to get to their
respective location, or Point B). The following instructions were provided
with regard to language mode: `NB! Your partner speaks another lan-
guage as their mother tongue. Their command of Estonian/Russian as L2
is unknown but probably they understand you. Try to use your mother
tongue as much as you can while speaking to them'. The conversations
were recorded using the Skype MP3 Recorder. The entire testing session
took between 70 and 90 minutes, including �lling in the questionnaires,
reading instructions, taking the C-Test, and running the experiment.
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3.5.4 Data processing and analysis

The recorded dialogues were transcribed, segmented, and coded for
meta-communicative devices using EXMARaLDA software (Schmidt &
W�orner, 2009). Segments are the smallest meaningful units divided by
turns and pauses that are functionally independent, containing illocu-
tionary and propositional force. An explicit and exhaustive set of func-
tional steps has been described to guide segmentation (see Section 2.5).
There are two independent variables: participants' pro�ciency in L2, as
indicated by the C-Test scores and the roles that had been assigned to
members of a dyad (with two values: guide or follower). The dependent
variables are (a) completion of the task (i.e., reaching the designated end
point); (b) time required for completion (in seconds and in segments; (c)
occurrence and distribution of meta-communicative devices. As has al-
ready been explained in Section 3.3, these strategies are de�ned by the
framework of alignment and co-construction of common ground by the
participants in the communicative process.

As for the choice to treat communicative success in terms of dyads,
the importance of interactive competencies has already been discussed
in previous sections. Individual performance is expected to be a�ected
by the interactive nature of the experiment as opposed to individual task
completion. Participants adapt their behaviour depending on the inter-
locutor: a subject with high L2 test score would interact di�erently with
a subject with low L2 test score than with another near-native dyadic
partner. The combination of pro�ciencies can also be represented in the
summed results of the C-Test. This way there is no need to group dyads
into strict categories of `high-high' and `high-low' pro�ciency groups but
treat them as a continuum instead. Summed scores of the C-Test are
taken from the two individual scores in each dyad (the minimum is 0
and the maximum is 80 points per person) and are on a continuum from
0 to 160 points. Since `low-low' combination was excluded from the pilot
experiment as potentially prone to failure (more so than the dyads with
`high-low' L2 profciencies), no summed scores under 80 are expected to
be found in the data at this point.
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3.6 Results

3.6.1 Language pro�ciencies, completion, time

The 14 recorded dialogues had a total duration of time over 98 minutes.
Mean conversation duration was 591.5 seconds (SD = 210.19) in the
LaRa dyads (n = 10), 579 seconds (SD = 340.8) in monolingual Estonian
dyads (n = 2), 934.5 seconds (SD = 409.4) in monolingual Russian dyads
(n = 2). All dialogues were fully transcribed and all of the resulting
transcriptions are included in the analyses discussed in this chapter.

The mean L2 pro�ciency score of all participants in bilingual dyads
was 57.65 (SD = 26.37) out of 80 points possible. The mean Russian L2
pro�ciency score of Estonian native speakers was 46.05 (SD = 31.04);
mean Estonian L2 pro�ciency score of Russian native speakers was 69.25
(SD = 14.32). The di�erence could be a result of sampling bias as well
as the fact that Estonian is the o�cial language. The majority of indi-
vidual participants in bilingual dyads (n = 15, 75%) had L2 pro�ciency
scores of 40 points or higher; the remaining 25% had low to very low
scores (between 0 and 36.5 points out of 80). Section 3.3 provided a mo-
tivation for analysing summed pro�ciency scores of bilingual dyads as
an alternative to individual L2 scores. All bilingual dyads have summed
scores of 75.5 points or higher out of 160 points possible. Each dyad had
at least one speaker with L2 pro�ciency above the 50% point (i.e., 40
or higher), which was classi�ed as `high'. Six out of 10 dyads have L2
pro�ciency score di�erences of 35% or lower; in 4 other dyads di�erences
between individual C-Test scores ranged between 50 - 99% out of 80
points possible.

The transcription data were examined for general task completion.
There were seven dyads that managed to �nd both Point A and Point B.
Dyad 8ER (note: number is arbitrary; �rst letter denotes native language
of follower; second letter refers to native language of guide) only found
Point A; dyad 1ER established only the location of Point B and dyad
7ER failed on both subparts of the map task. Table 3.1 summarizes
the average amount of time, numbers of segments and numbers of words
required for task completion. For each of the three measures the patterns
across tested dyads were highly similar. The dyads who failed to �nd
Point B (in that case, dyad 1ER is treated as successful) consistently
needed larger numbers of seconds, segments and words than dyads who
found both points.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of successful / failed LaRa dyads: the seconds, segments
and words required to complete the task. Comparison of successful and failed
dyads: amount of seconds, segments and words required to complete the task.

Units Successful (n=8) Failed (n=2)

Time (sec) M = 526.25, SD = 165.48 M = 852.5, SD = 188.8

Segments M = 207.375, SD = 74.95 M = 365.5, SD = 30.40

Words M =1205.375, SD = 501.58 M = 2090.5, SD = 211.42

Since all three types of data show similar results, any of them can
be used for further analysis. However, MCDs are based on segments and
are therefore best paired with segment results. All segments in the tran-
scripts of the bilingual dialogues in which one of interlocutors used at
least one non-L1 word (i.e., a code-switch to L2) were counted as non-
LaRa. Segments in which both participants only used L1, i.e., `pure'
LaRa segments, comprised the bulk of the transcribed dialogues (M =
94.86%, SD = 4.37). Eight out of 10 LaRa dyads completed the task
successfully (i.e., found Points A and B) without employing alternative
communication modes such as code-switching or longer L1 - L2 commu-
nicative strings.

The data test whether acquired LaRa can be an e�cient mode of
communication. It should be emphasized that other studies comparing
LaRa and other modes conclude that in typologically related languages
understanding is created more easily in the LaRa mode than in ELF
(van Mulken & Hendriks, 2012; but see Blees et al., fc). The reservations
held against this mode are based on the lack of presupposed mutual
intelligibillity in the Estonian-Russian language combination and the fact
that not all subjects were �uent in L2. Eight out of 10 dyads completed
the task successfully (found Point A and B) and did not have to employ
alternative modes such as code-switching or longer L1-L2 communicative
strings, with only few segments containing non-native lexical items (M
= 5.17%, SD = 4.55).

To address the question whether L2 pro�ciency has an impact on
success rate, the relation between time and dyadic (i.e., summed) C-Test
score pro�le was examined (Figure 3.6). Overall, dyads in `high - high'
category, along with the monolingual control dyads, needed more time
to complete the task than dyads with at least one less �uent participant.
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The `high - intermediate' group spent considerably less time to complete
the task. Three of the `high - low' dyads spent a large amount of time
but did not complete the task: dyads 7ER and 8ER only found Point
A and 5RE only found Point B. Dyad 5RE completed the task in a
remarkably short time. Dyads in the `high - high' L2 pro�ciency group
also represent the interlocutors with matching C-Test scores, as there
were no `low - low' dyads in the sample. Thus, the data are open to the
interpretation that time needed to complete the task may be a�ected
by the di�erence in L2 pro�ciency levels between interlocutors (i.e., the
more the di�erence, the faster the task completion).

Figure 3.6: Time required for task completion versus C-Test scores. Length
of the bars stands for time required to complete the task. L1 shows the mean
time in the monolingual control groups. Black bars represent dyads with large
amount of time spent and equally (or similarly) high C-Test scores (including
monolinguals). Grey bars - dyads with smallest amounts of time and some C-
Test scores di�erence, white bars - dyads with large amount of time, (partially)
failed task and very di�erent C-Test scores.

Another variable manipulated in the experiment was the role distri-
bution, namely Follower and Guide. The design of the map task presup-
poses that speci�c speech actions are associated with the two phases of
the task. In the �rst phase (from onset to joint identi�cation of Point
A), the Follower is supposed to describe his/her location to the Guide.
Success in this phase depends crucially on establishing common ground
with regard to e.g., task planning, interpretation of the map, and ad-
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justment to each other's linguistic competencies. In the second phase
the Guide instructs the Follower and leads him/her to Point B. This
phase of the experiment exploits shared knowledge established in the
�rst phase. Figure 3.7 shows the distribution of segments over the two
phases of the task (phase 1 coded as `0-A'; phase 2 as `A-B'). The dyads
with higher pro�ciencies tend to use more segments in the �rst phase
and go faster through the second. That could be explained by the nature
of the task where �nding Point A is associated with reaching the mini-
mal level of shared representations necessary for mutual understanding.
These data suggest a non-linear relation between amounts of interaction
time required for completing the task and L2 pro�ciencies within the
dyads.

Figure 3.7: Distribution of segments over the two phases of the experiment.
Phase I refers to the �rst part of the map task that ends with �nding Point
A (segments `0-A', black bars); phase II deals with �nding Point B (segments
`A-B', grey bars). Dyads that did not �nd point A were excluded from this
chart. The remaining data are grouped into dyads with high - high, high -
intermediate and high - low L2 pro�ciencies.

The `successful' dyads are arranged into `high - high', `high - inter-
mediate' and `high - low' groups. Although there is quite some variation
(consider 2ER and 7ER in Figure 3.7), the dyads with higher pro�cien-
cies generally tend to spend more time on completing the �rst phase.
The e�ect of time that participants need to go through phase II (see
discussion in Subsection 4.3.6) will be statistically tested on a bigger
sample.
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To conclude, dyads with higher pro�ciencies tend to use more seg-
ments in the �rst phase and to go faster through the second. That could
be explained by the nature of the task where �nding Point A is asso-
ciated with reaching the minimal level of shared representations neces-
sary for mutual understanding. The data in this section demonstrate the
non-linear relation between time required for completing the task and
L2 pro�ciencies within the dyads. To reconstruct the processes of cre-
ating common ground and elicit the factors leading to e�ciency in the
experiment the next section discusses meta-communicative devices as a
powerful mechanism in task-oriented dialogues in particular and acquired
LaRa in general.

3.6.2 MCDs' qualitative description

The map task used in this study is an example of a dialogue with a pre-
dictable structure: each phase of the task requires certain steps in order
for the communicative success to be achieved. For example, in the �rst
phase (Follower explains their location on the map) the actual identi�-
cation or instruction could be followed by a non-acceptance, a negative
judgement, a query, a positive judgement or an acceptance (Appendix D).
Utterances that systematically did not �t such expected patterns were
examined: some of them could be classi�ed as small talk and other non-
task-related exchanges; others are believed to have a function in estab-
lishing mutual understanding and are described as meta-communicative
devices.

The pre�x `meta' in `meta-communicative devices' is motivated by
the fact that explicit discussions of matters presented in Section 3.4 are
not an obligatory element in successful communication. A study by Mills
(2011) even indicates that in coordination dialogues similar to the map
task the interlocutors pro�t from tacit rather than explicit negotiations.
On the other hand, the need for constructing shared representations in
a multilingual mode might trigger the use of additional strategies.

The terminology is also inspired by the forms and functions of meta-
communicative utterances described by Techtmeier (2001). The sug-
gested hierarchy contains multiple elements and their functions are often
interwoven (the author refers to `polyfunktionalit�at'). In the scope of this
chapter only those categories from Techtmeier will be covered that are
relevant for the MCDs. The �rst, thematic-functional category subsumes
the meta-communicative utterances that enable the discussion of all the
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relevant aspects involved in the communicative process. Among other
things, the examples from Techtmeier (ibid.) list thematic references to
a lexical phenomenon (MCD3 in my classi�cation) as well as thematic
references to an interaction strategy for securing understanding (here,
MCD4 realised as explicit checking of the previously received informa-
tion). References to syntax are another aspect of the thematic-functional
category that in case of MCDs could be merged with the lexical aspect
since both deal with language proper. Instead, a conceptual reference
should be introduced to describe another recurrent meta-communicative
device: MCD2, a device aimed at securing orientation. This device is de-
veloped based on the `knowledge model' (Ehlich & Rehbein, 1986) and
con�rmed in the data. Another category in Techtmeier's work is related
to the dialogue organisation: the meta-communicative negotiation about
the process of communication bears resemblance to MCD1 that ensures
understanding about organisational activities within a dialogue.

Section 3.4 provides an overview of the four types of MCDs based
on the three elements (Figure 3.3) that can cause miscommunication
and can be explicitly negotiated to create mutual understanding: ΠS
and ΠH respectively representing the speaker's and hearer's knowledge
of the reality at hand (P) and p, its realisation via language. MCD4,
derived from the data rather than from the Knowledge Model, functions
as a multipurpose checking mechanism for any piece of information (e.g.,
instruction) that has been uttered by one of the interlocutors. It can be
realised by rephrasing, repetition or request for a con�rmation. Even
though checking is a natural dialogue move and has been studied from
various perspectives (among others, Kameyama, 2004; Tannen, 1986), it
is not an obligatory element in the task-oriented experiment. A number
of excerpts from the data will illustrate these MCDs.

MCD1 is a segment that contains explicit discussion of reality within
this speci�c experiment, such as the overall purpose of interaction. It
secures shared understanding of interactants' roles in the experiment
(Follower and Guide). Interaction supposedly follows a certain pattern
and its elements are known to subjects as a general script (the action
constellation and the situation model). Once there is a potential for mis-
understanding, one of the interlocutors might start an open discussion
of general rules (Figure 3.8). Dyad 1ER was stuck on �nding Point B in
the very beginning of the experiment and the guide proposed to stick to
the rules and �nd Point A �rst. This enabled the dyad to stay focused
and complete the task as it was requested in the instructions.
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Figure 3.8: Excerpt from dialogue 1ER: MCD1. Negotiating action constella-
tion. The guide o�ers an action plan as to who takes what role in the dialogue.
The follower accepts this plan.

51 [04:18.4] 52 [04:23.3]

EstFollower[v] mmmm ok
EstFollower [eng] mmmm ok
EstFollower [eng2] mmmm ok
RusGuide[v] Äàâàé îò öåíòðà ïîéäåì è áóäåì èñêàòü ãäå òû
RusGuide[eng] Let's from the centre go and will �nd where are you
RusGuide[eng2] Let's go from the centre and �nd where you are
[Meta] MCD1 MCD1

MCD2 is related to the individual knowledge that in this experiment
deals with the common orientation system (Figure 3.9). Once partici-
pants have established their communicative purpose (roles and goals),
they have to make sure they know how to execute this plan in the time
and space given. They should be aligned in the ways they treat physical
reality, the map (e.g., system of counting rows on the map). In the ex-
cerpt below the speaker explicitly introduces rules for reading the map,
which upon the hearer's acceptance of this instruction becomes shared
knowledge.

Figure 3.9: Excerpt from dialogue 4RE: MCD2. Establishing shared knowl-
edge structures. Guide realises that the follower is not reacting to instructions
properly and therefore explicitly introduces a system of reading the map. In
the segments that followed they manage to reach understanding on reading the
map.

147 [08:06.0] 148 [08:08.0]

RusGuide[v] Òû óçêèå óëèöû òîæå ñ÷èòàé êðàéíèå òî÷êè êîòîðûå îäèíî÷íûå
RusGuide[eng] You outer streets also count outer points that are single
RusGuide[eng2] Count outer streets too outer points that are single
[Meta] MCD2 MCD2

149 [08:10.6]

RusGuide[v] Òû èõ òîæå ñ÷èòàé êàê óëèöû . . .
RusGuide[eng] You them also count as streets . . .
RusGuide[eng2] You count them as streets too . . .
[Meta] MCD2
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MCD3 occurs in segments in which interlocutors explicitly adjust lin-
guistic elements. Individuals can pro�t from modifying their speech in
order to be understood, translate di�cult utterances or agree on speci�c
shared vocabulary to be used within the experiment. The recorded data
contained not too frequent, but strategically used language-oriented de-
vices. Interlocutors would check understanding by monitoring their own
language choices or, as the example below shows, by overt translation of
unknown words that were necessary for that conversation. The follow-
ing example (Figure 3.10) occurred in a `high�low' dyad; other dialogues
featured reformulations or L2 words functioning as synonyms to ensure
understanding. This observation indicates the need to look at the MCD
distribution in the data depending on the dyad L2 pro�ciency.

Figure 3.10: Excerpt from dialogue 5RE: MCD3. Establishing shared vocab-
ulary. The guide complained about unfamiliar words in the instruction. The
follower translated it explicitly. Later the guide repeated these words in order
to memorise them.

81 [02:46.5]

RusGuide[v] NOH `íàâåðõ' SEE ON `�ULESSE' JA `âíèç' SEE ON `ALLA'
RusGuide[eng] WELL `up' MEANS `UP' AND `down' MEANS `DOWN' (Est)
[Meta] MCD3

3.6.3 Quantitative analysis of meta-communicative devices

The proportions of MCDs are compared to the total amount of recorded
material per dyad. Since MCDs were coded per segment, dyads' task
completion is also shown in segments. Figure 3.11 represents the general
occurrence of MCDs in all bilingual dyads, with the overall number of
segments and its sub-population of MCDs. Dyads are grouped into the
categories of `high - high', `high - intermediate' and `high - low'. The mere
occurrence of a device does not automatically lead to task completion
(e.g., dyads 8ER and 7ER). On the other hand, MCDs are used by dyads
with all pro�ciency variations.

These data show that more comparisons are needed to shed light
on the roles of the meta-communicative devices. It has been discussed
previously (for alignment via feedback, see Section 3.2) that MCDs only
function when used reciprocally (e.g., a request for vocabulary expla-
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Figure 3.11: The total number of segments versus MCDs per dyad. Black bars
represent the number of all segments per dyad, white bars - a subset of MCDs.
The three groups represent L2 pro�ciency combinations.

nation receives an appropriate feedback). Unsuccessful dyads (8ER and
7ER) were excluded from the pilot analysis but deserve a separate com-
ment: the number of MCDs in these two dyads is much higher than those
of the successful dyads (M = 153, SD = 32.5 for `failed' dyads and M
= 88.8, SD = 46.1 for successful dyads). Moreover, both dyads in the
unsuccessful group demonstrated highest numbers of MCDs in the ne-
gotiations about the map and how to read it, classi�ed as MCD2 (M =
50.7, SD = 3.25 versus successful dyads showing M = 33.75, SD = 11.39).
It is hypothesised that the participants made multiple attempts, yet did
not manage to align their vision of how to handle the map and therefore
failed at completing the task. In the future, the reciprocity of MCDs (i.e.,
whether explicit negotiation on the side of the speaker was recognised
and reacted upon by the hearer) should be considered as another factor
relevant for successful task completion.

In this chapter I focus on the use and distribution of di�erent MCD
types in relation to L2 pro�ciency of the interlocutors. Figure 3.12 shows
that orientation on the map (MCD2) and checking previously received
information (MCD4) were most prevalent in all successful dyads, whereas
MCD1, which focuses on roles and goals of interlocutors in the experi-
ment, and devices enhancing linguistic understanding (MCD3) were used
fairly infrequently. It is hypothesised that MCD1 is very speci�c and
MCD3 only occurs when communication threatens to break down.
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Figure 3.12: Relative frequency of MCD use. Each type is shown in percentage
per dyad (all four types per dyad add up to 100%). MCD2 and MCD4 are used
more frequently than MCD1 and MCD3.

Alignment in dialogues presupposes that interlocutors develop cor-
responding mental states. It has been hypothesised that alignment in
acquired LaRa could function as a mechanism of active co-construction
of shared knowledge by means of explicit negotiations. In LaRa, under-
standing is discussed from the positions of the speaker and the hearer,
which implies that MCDs could be used bi-directionally. The data con-
�rms these hypotheses: there are examples of MCDs used to create under-
standing when common ground was not available in advance; the devices
are uttered either by the individual whose understanding is impaired or
by their interlocutor who anticipates or detects a misunderstanding. For
this reason, I will discuss the results per dyad, in relation to individ-
ual and combined L2 pro�ciency levels, in the successful dialogues (i.e.,
Point A and Point B were found correctly, a total of 7 dyads). A more
detailed analysis of the distribution of MCD types across the di�erent
phases of the task will be used to account for the expected changes in
the degree of shared representations (i.e., common ground) throughout
the experiment. The �rst phase of the map task requires reaching com-
mon ground, in the second phase interlocutors can rely on the mental
representations that they succeeded to share. It was expected that once
the devices that occur in these two phases are split up, di�erences in the
frequency of use of these meta-communicative device types may surface.
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Figure 3.13: MCDs in the �rst phase (0-A) vs C-Test. Each MCD type is
shown in percentage per dyad (all four types per dyad add up to 100%).

Figure 3.14: MCDs in the second phase (A-B) vs C-Test. Each MCD type is
shown in percentage per dyad (all four types per dyad add up to 100%).

Figure 3.13 shows the distribution of MCDs in the �rst phase of the
experiment, when common ground has to be established in a novel si-
tuation. In the second phase the interlocutors can rely on the common
ground they have already established (Figure 3.14). In the �rst phase
MCD1 tends to be higher in dyads with at least one interlocutor with
lower L2 pro�ciency than in other dyads. This e�ect was less visible in
the second phase of the experiment. MCD2 and MCD4 seemed to be
functionally equivalent in the �rst phase - some dyads preferred check-
ing while others opted for numerous queries about the map. The second
phase of the experiment demonstrated a similarly unsystematic occur-
rence of these two meta-communicative devices.
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Notable di�erences were observed in relation to MCD3 (Figure 3.15)
- in the �rst phase the percentage was 0 for the `high - high' dyads
and 35% for dyads from the `high - low' L2 pro�ciencies. This tendency,
however, was not so strong in the second phase (with an exception of
dyad 10ER with two near-native interlocutors who switched to L2 in
their discourse markers and jokes). The dyads in the `high - low' L2
pro�ciency category use MCD3 in 10% or less. The drop of MCD3 in the
second phase is more visible if dyad 10ER is considered an outlier, which
supports the argument that MCD3 can be used in the beginning of the
experiment to create mutual understanding when language pro�ciencies
vary.

The distribution of the meta-communicative devices suggests that
some of them can be functionally equivalent, as is the case with MCD2
and MCD4. Additionally, stricter criteria should be applied to MCD3
to avoid casual L2 speech (e.g., discourse markers that are commonly
borrowed from L2 also on dialogues between L1 speakers) from being
counted as the meta-communicative device of the third type and thus
a�ecting results in the analysis.

Figure 3.15: Distribution of MCD3 in two phases (i.e., beginning - �nding
Point A; Point A - �nding Point B). The dyads are shown according to their
summed L2 pro�ciency: the highest scores start on the left and the lowest scores
are on the right. MCD3 in the �rst phase occurs more often in dyads with lower
summed L2 scores.
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3.7 Discussion: putting the pieces together

This study was intended to explore several aspects simultaneously. First,
the potential for successful LaRa communication between typologically
distant languages, Estonian and Russian, was to be determined. In addi-
tion to estimating the dyads' success in completing the map task, various
factors that could in�uence its success were analysed. The interactive
process of aligning in LaRa was claimed to be manifested in explicit
negotiations, de�ned in this study as meta-communicative devices. L2
pro�ciency was hypothesised to be of importance since the language
constellation does not presume mutual intelligibility without previous
L2 competence of some sort. Secondly, the viability of an approach to
multilingual communication in which analysis includes the interactive
component was to be tested. Pickering and Garrod's interactive align-
ment model (2004) was merged with a functional pragmatic approach
to describe the processes by which speakers interactively align with each
other while using hearer-oriented adaptations. Such a methodology has
never been applied to lingua receptiva and the data demonstrate that
this approach can be fruitful.

Generally, the results suggest that the majority of subjects in the
bilingual dyads (16 out of 20) were able to communicate in this mode
and complete the task. Segments that contained lexical items in L2 com-
prised approximately 5 per cent of the transcribed data which means that
acquired LaRa between the speakers of Estonian and Russian in this ex-
periment is su�cient to allow interlocutors to succeed without any other
communicative modes. Next, the task completion results are in line with
the discussion of `common ground' where alignment on all levels (e.g.,
phonological and syntactic) is not required for successful communication
(Pickering & Garrod, 2004, p. 178). Participants in the experiment had
demonstrated various degrees of L2 pro�ciency but managed to pro�t
from their receptive skills even when their measured L2 competence was
not high. This does not mean that no L2 knowledge is necessary for
the interactants to reach understanding, but certainly indicates LaRa's
potential for both the speakers with lower L2 pro�ciencies and those con-
sidered �uent. In case of Estonian-Russian LaRa, no other modes except
for occasional L2 utterances were used as alternatives (e.g., English as
lingua franca or longer strings in the L1-L2 mode).

There is much variation between the time required for completion
of the task and L2 pro�ciency of the individual subjects, which in its
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turn suggests that subjects with non-native pro�ciency in L2 are not
bound to fail. On the contrary, some dyads with subjects with `low' L2
pro�ciency completed the task in less time than dyads in which both
participants scored high on the L2 test. In fact, quite a dominant pat-
tern was detected in which dyads from the `high - high' L2 pro�ciency
group spent more time to complete the task than those dyads who were
in the `high - intermediate' or `high - low' L2 pro�ciencies. Dyad 5ER
was of special interest since the di�erence in L2 scores was signi�cant,
but the interlocutors modi�ed the procedure of �rst �nding Point A and
then going to Point B: the less �uent guide could describe their loca-
tion in their L1 �rst so that by the next phase, �nding Point A, there
would be enough shared representations. This leads to the conclusion
that interaction within a dyad is sensitive to the linguistic abilities of
the interlocutors; those restricted in their linguistic resources aim for
speci�c MCDs that help achieve e�cient communication.

This observation led to considering the time spent on completing the
task in a more precise way. The dialogue was divided into two phases,
each associated with a speci�c set of actions. In the �rst phase interlocu-
tors had to construct shared knowledge concerning the task, the map
and necessary vocabulary. In the second phase they proceeded through
the map having established common ground. Results on the number of
segments and the amount of time required to complete phases I and II
demonstrate a tendency for dyads in the `high - high' group to spend
less time in the second phase whereas dyads with lower combined pro-
�ciencies had to put e�ort into maintaining understanding throughout
the whole experiment. More generally, the absolute majority of subjects
reached communicative understanding (even dyads who `failed' in terms
of task completion displayed successful understanding on the local level
as they were interacting in the LaRa mode): once interlocutors could
sense a potential for miscommunication, they were able to adopt explicit
meta-communicative devices in order to secure congruent understanding.

Processes that take place in lingua receptiva have been discussed in
this chapter in relation to how multilingual communication extends func-
tions of alignment. Both Costa et al. (2008) and Kootstra et al. (2010)
discuss L1/L2 or L2/L2 dialogues and conclude that alignment occurs
also in such constellations and that the process need not be exclusively
automatic, although certain limitations apply. Here it was hypothesized
that the LaRa mode is no exception and can pro�t from non-automatic
alignment and that it can not only simplify, but also improve commu-
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nication. I make no claims about the automatic aspects of alignment,
but emphasise the fact that it could be communicatively useful to mon-
itor mutual understanding interactively depending on the linguistic ac-
tions of the other interlocutor. As was argued above, comprehension
employs production for securing understanding while interlocutors con-
struct common ground with orientation to their addressee(s). A list of
meta-communicative devices was proposed based on psycholinguistic and
functional pragmatic theories and veri�ed with the experimental data.
The meta-communicative devices were hypothesised to be non-automatic
explicit mechanisms that lead to the state of alignment in LaRa. The ty-
pology of these devices was veri�ed by and adapted in accordance with
the data: an additional MCD4 was found. MCD1 ensures the common
understanding in respect to action constellation and the presumed set
of actions that are to be taken in order to reach the communicative
purposes. MCD2 is aimed at securing a common conceptual orientation
system in the time and space given. MCD3 addresses understanding of
linguistic realisations within ongoing discourse. This third device de-
pends on interactants' linguistic resources and mutual beliefs as to what
could be produced by the speaker and understood by the hearer. Dyadic
partners would adjust their vocabulary to match the hearer and the
other way around. An additional fourth device, the MCD4, operates in
the domain of checking general understanding of recently exchanged in-
formation and functions as a multipurpose mechanism that cannot be
assigned to one speci�c level since it is aimed at securing reality, knowl-
edge and linguistic realisations at the same time. Despite the fact that its
existence could not be predicted based on Ehlich and Rehbein's' `knowl-
edge model' (1986), the data demonstrate that this mechanism was used
frequently during the experiment.

It was established that the meta-communicative devices were used
by the subjects bi-directionally. On the one hand, interlocutors with de-
�cient knowledge apply them in order to secure their own congruent
understanding. On the other hand, some participants used these mecha-
nisms when there was a potential misunderstanding on the part of their
interlocutor, thus they secured the hearer's understanding. These ob-
servations suggest that two types of situations may occur: dyads with
congruent understanding might display alignment that is a result of
shared knowledge structures whereas others employ numerous alignment
mechanisms that are a way to establish understanding that is not there
yet (both successful and not). Pickering and Garrod (2004) argued that
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alignment of situation models is achieved via alignment of linguistic rep-
resentations and that established alignment of situation models in its
turn reinforces further alignment of linguistic representations. The oc-
currence of meta-communicative devices described above has a similar
trajectory in LaRa: their use indicates established alignment at certain
levels and is at the same time a process that reinforces alignment. This
is also re�ected in Figure 3.11 where MCDs are used by (virtually) all
dyads, irrespective of their combined pro�ciency levels.

MCD1 in the �rst phase tended to be used more frequently in the
dyads with summed lower L2 pro�ciency and dropped in the second
phase probably because role negotiation was less salient by then and was
discussed less systematically. MCD2 and MCD4, queries and checking,
were often used interchangeably in the �rst phase. The second phase
of the experiment demonstrated relatively unsystematic occurrence of
MCD2 and MCD4 that could be the result of their bene�cial e�ect on
problem solving more than on establishing linguistic understanding: the
map task presupposes more than just linguistic knowledge and these two
MCDs could aid in the creation and maintenance of conceptual under-
standing. Nonetheless, some dyads with lower summed L2 scores applied
MCD2 e�ectively as a query prior to instruction giving. It was observed
that subjects applied explicit alignment strategies when there was more
potential for misunderstanding. MCD3 was used di�erently in the two
phases by dyads with at least one interlocutor with intermediate or lower
L2: it reached 40 percent in the �rst phase and dropped to only 10 in
the second while dyads from the `high - high' sector remained close to
0 percentage points in both phases (with dyad 10ER as an exception).
The fact that new vocabulary was required in the �rst phase might be
an artefact of the map task, yet MCD3 is believed to be an e�cient way
of explicit aligning also outside this speci�c task. These results re�ect
the nature of this meta-communicative device as one of the mechanisms
for constructing shared understanding in dyads with limited linguistic
resources. It con�rms the hypothesis that alignment in LaRa (and po-
tentially other modes of communication) functions as a process to reach
understanding rather than a result of congruent understanding. The fu-
ture analyses need to include such variables as the time required for task
completion as a function of the type, frequency and distribution of the
MCDs (see Chapter 4).

The non-conforming 10ER dyad requires a remark on the nature of
MCD3. It was established that dyads comprising at least one interlocu-
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tor with lower L2 score had a tendency to use this device, especially in
the �rst phase of the experiment. Yet, some dyads that belonged to the
`high - high' combination also had switches to non-native lexical items.
It is proposed that switching to another language had various functions.
First, Russian speakers with various L2 pro�ciencies tend to use Esto-
nian lexical items in their speech since it is the language they are exposed
to daily (e.g., Verschik, 2008). Next, both language groups can make in-
sertions in the language of the interlocutor to express solidarity, creative
use of the language or to make jokes, which in its turn contributes to the
process of establishing common ground. A more detailed analysis of the
L2 utterances is necessary to de�ne various instantiations of MCD3. It
was brie�y mentioned in Chapter1 that code-switching could be concep-
tualized as a subtype of LaRa. Chapter 5 is aimed at establishing how
di�erent types of CS vary in function depending on L2 pro�ciencies of
the participants in the dyad.

There are also some practical conclusions that can be drawn form
these pilot results. This test battery was devised to evaluate initial hy-
potheses and to explore if the data provide relevant answers. The follow-
up study should consider certain modi�cations in order to be able to
collect more focused results. The �rst issue was that participants' group-
ing was not balanced in terms of L2 pro�ciencies. There could be a
bias stemming from the linguistic situation in Estonia when Estonian,
the state language, tends to have higher L2 pro�ciency scores among
the Russian-speaking population than Russian as L2 among speakers of
Estonian. Nevertheless, for a statistically sound analysis more L2 pro-
�ciency combinations are needed. The same applies to the distribution
of roles within the experiment: the �nal sample needs to have a bal-
anced distribution of roles versus L2 pro�ciencies. Finally, reservations
about the C-Test scores and the extent to which they are representative
of the actual language knowledge (discussed in Chapter 2) suggest that
even the �exible scoring system can be too strict and that self-reported
pro�ciencies should always be considered while grouping the subjects.

To conclude, this pilot study has provided answers to the posed ques-
tions and set directions for further research. First of all, it can be con-
cluded from the map task that LaRa between the speakers of Russian
and Estonian is possible and e�cient. Another major question concerned
additional mechanisms that can improve this mode's e�ciency. A combi-
nation of psycholinguistic alignment with functional pragmatics has been
demonstrated to be useful in elucidating the mechanisms that help create
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congruent understanding. Several meta-communicative devices were de-
tected in Estonian-Russian LaRa and their use varied between di�erent
dyads. In acquired LaRa, L2 pro�ciency seems to a�ect the frequency
of use of these devices. However, it was established that L2 pro�ciency
alone has little explanatory power; the combinations of L2 pro�ciencies
per dyad, on the other hand, can be used to make predictions about
LaRa's e�ciency and the choice of meta-communicative devices. It was
argued that interlocutors `mind' their languages by adapting to what
they believe will be understood by the hearer. The data indicated that
certain patterns (e.g., MCD use) occur regardless of individual L2 scores,
but can be explained by dyadic composition. Interactive alignment and
its relation to characteristics of the dyad, such as L2 pro�ciency and other
socio-linguistic factors, should be the main focus of future research.

More generally, future research should include more dyads in order to
provide enough data for statistical analysis of a) the di�erences between
successful and unsuccessful dyads, and b) LaRa dyads and monolingual
couples (see Chapter 4. Moreover, the interaction of MCDs in dyads
that comprise the `high - intermediate' and `high - low' groups should
be explored in order to determine the minimal prerequisites that allow
e�cient interaction. Another suggestion would be to conduct a similar
sub-experiment with a task that is less abstract in nature and therefore
enables participants to rely on the context as part of the situation model
(e.g., o�ce building plan instead of the abstract map or a natural dia-
logue where interlocutors have to reach an agreement). This would make
extrapolation of the results to real life dialogues more reasonable.

All in all, this pilot study showed that lingua receptiva does not
stand in the way of e�cient communication. Interlocutors speaking two
typologically distant languages and with various L2 pro�ciency levels
are able to establish common ground and reach a jointly de�ned goal,
sometimes by using meta-communicative devices.





CHAPTER 4

Lingua receptiva and its prerequisites in

Estonian-Russian constellations

Abstract

This chapter reports on an extensive study of communicative processes and
success in the mode of lingua receptiva. The analysis is focused on interactive
alignment strategies as discussed in the literature on psycholinguistics and is
combined with the speaker-hearer apparatus from functional pragmatics. The
analytical model is �rst introduced in Chapter 3. Here the model is applied in
order to explore the use of the meta-communicative devices that help structure
mutual understanding in relation to such factors as L2 pro�ciency, attitudes,
exposure to and experience in multilingual situations.

A total of 96 interlocutors were grouped into dyads (38 bilingual Estonian-
Russian and 10 monolingual dyads) and had to interact via Skype about the
map task. The results demonstrate that LaRa can be applied to Estonian-
Russian communicative situation. It is also shown that both the type and the
frequency of the meta-communicative devices used in the dialogues vary signif-
icantly depending on the individual L2 pro�ciency as well as the composition
of pro�ciencies within a dyad. Exposure and attitudes to L2 are also found to
have an impact on the choice of communicative strategies.

Keywords: lingua receptiva, Estonian - Russian, L2 pro�ciency, socio-
linguistic factors, meta-communicative devices.
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4.1 Introduction

This chapter looks at dialogues in LaRa mode and aims to establish the
e�ect of L2 knowledge (i.e., knowledge of the `receptive' language) on
communicative success. It is widely acknowledged that communicative
understanding is based on reaching common ground: arguably automatic
or interactive alignment of necessary levels of mental representations.
In acquired LaRa, as is the case with the Estonian-Russian constella-
tion, it is assumed that understanding can be fostered by advanced L2
knowledge. Additionally, the in�uence of other factors is explored: ex-
posure and attitudes to L2 and multilingual situations and self-reported
L2 pro�ciency. Chapter 1 discussed exposure's potential to increase mul-
tilingual interactive awareness; attitudes are know to foster or hinder
understanding in asymmetric multilingual situations; self-reported L2
pro�ciency and its relation to success are hypothesized to re�ect the ex-
tent to which participants are aware of their `receptive' skills. It is also
expected that these factors will have an e�ect on the way in which under-
standing is achieved. The latter is operationalized as the system of meta-
communicative devices (henceforth, MCDs) that help monitor interac-
tion and create common ground. The use of these meta-communicative
devices is claimed to di�er among interactants and depend on L2 pro�-
ciency (see Subsection 3.4). A more detailed overview of how L2 pro�-
ciency and MCD combinations promote e�cient communication will be
outlined as a result of this paper.

The methodological goal of this chapter is to con�rm the �ndings
in Chapter 3 concerning LaRa's potential as a communicative mode be-
tween typologically distant languages: it has been previously established
that LaRa is possible and can be e�cient in this constellation. To verify
these results, a more extensive study has been carried out that includes a
higher number of LaRa dyads as well as a higher number of monolingual
dyads. Other issues identi�ed in Chapter 3 have also been remedied, such
as a balanced dyad distribution in terms of L2 pro�ciency combinations
and roles in the experiment. The results of this chapter could be inter-
preted in the light of the importance of L2 pro�ciency on creating under-
standing: it is tested whether or not thorough L2 knowledge is necessary
for mutual understanding. In other words, the question is whether the
dyads composed of non-native users with imperfect L2 knowledge can be
as e�cient as the monolingual control dyads. If high L2 is a prereqisite
for successful communication, then we should expect the performance
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pro�les of LaRa dyads in which one of the interlocutors has (relatively)
low L2 pro�ciency to be worse than that of the dyads with two highly
pro�cient interlocutors (or the dyads in the monolingual group). On the
other hand, LaRa is the communicative mode that employs any avail-
able linguistic resources, which makes near-native pro�ciency unneces-
sary. Another reason to entertain this theory is that according to results
in Chapter 3, L2 pro�ciencies alone do not predict an outcome of the
experiment: the few participants who scored zero on the L2 test reached
full success whereas some near-native subjects failed to complete the ex-
perimental task. These results suggest that enough common ground can
be built even with very limited linguistic resources.

In addition to the intertwined socio-linguistic factors that might ei-
ther aid or hinder understanding (e.g., exposure and its e�ect on aware-
ness and L2 pro�ciency, Redder, 2013; perceived language distance and
mutual intelligibility, Kellerman, 1995), there is also a system of meta-
communicative devices that operate at di�erent levels in the form of
explicit negotiations of the relevant aspects of reality (i.e., knowledge
regarding the situation and its aims, the conceptual structure of real-
ity, linguistic realizations of the previous two elements, overall checking
of understanding; see Chapter 3). In order to test that, the experiment
has been divided into two phases that help grasp how understanding is
reached and how it is maintained. As argued in Chapter 3, the two phases
of the map task subsume di�erent levels of mutual understanding: in the
�rst phase no or little common ground can be expected whereas after
�nding Point A the interlocutors must have aligned to a su�cient extent
in terms of action constellation knowledge, conceptual understanding of
the map and linguistic material to refer to the map task. It is therefore
argued that the need of certain MCDs (see Section 3.4) can diminish
(e.g., MCD2) once the interlocutors have been su�ciently aligned while
others (e.g., MCD3) could remain useful throughout the whole experi-
ment to secure congruent understanding. The last part of the analysis
therefore is focused on the di�erences in the subjects' behaviour between
the two phases, prior to and after �nding the Point A.

4.2 Methods

The experiment is a Skype-based conversation in which two interlocu-
tors, one Estonian and one Russian-speaking, communicate with each
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other each in their L1 for a maximum of 10 minutes; in the monolingual
mode the pairs are composed of two Estonian or two Russian-speaking
participants per dyad. Their task is to discuss their individual maps
that they have on their screens and detect each other's location on these
maps (indicated by the experimenter as Point A and B). The interac-
tants are instructed to �rst �nd Point A, the follower's location, and
then guide that participant to Point B, the guide's location. The partic-
ipants' socio-linguistic background information and L2 pro�ciency levels
have been collected. Chapter 2 provides a detailed overview of the test
battery speci�cations and the exact procedure.

The results are based on a limited number of measurable elements: L2
pro�ciency and the socio-linguistic factors (the independent variables) as
well as success in the experiment and the percentage of MCDs per dyad
(the dependent variables). A list of additional variables has been derived
from the data (the L2 test scores, the questionnaire results and perfor-
mance in the map task) to allow for more comparisons. For instance, the
numeric variable of L2 pro�ciency has been converted into a categorical
one (`high' versus `low', discussed in Subsection 3.6.1) so that each dyad
could get a classi�cation based on the combination of pro�ciencies (`high
- high' or `high - low')1. Since the focus of the study is on the interac-
tive component in communication, this particular variable helps explore
how the characteristics of the interlocutors a�ect both the e�ciency of
communication (i.e., success in the experiment) and the way mutual un-
derstanding is constructed. In most cases, the original variable and those
derived from it show similar statistical results, in that case only the most
relevant results are reported or a conclusive remark about that factor in
general is made.

Success is de�ned as �nding Point A and reaching Point B. Whether
or not the dyads succeed in doing so can be gleaned from the routes
that participants are instructed to draw on their respective maps. An
overview of all variables is shown in Table 4.1. The basic categories of
success are consequently `full' (Points A and B are found), `intermediate'
(only one of the points, either Point A or Point B is found) and `zero'
(no points were found) and are determined on the basis of a 10-minute
time limit. The three separate categories (2 � 1 � 0) were regrouped into
any success versus failure (2/1 � 0) and full success versus any failure (2

1In the pilot version the subgrouping was three-fold (`high', `intermediate' and
`low'), but this system was simpli�ed in order to get more participants per category.
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� 1/0).

In addition to classifying success as explained in the previous para-
graph, the speed of �nding points A and B has also been measured. It
has been calculated how much free time the dyad has from �nding a
point to the 10-minute limit (e.g., dyad X �nds Point A in 3 minutes,
so the free time is 7 minutes). Please note that the higher the free time
score, the faster the dyad. These results were converted into seconds and
transformed into a natural logarithm for the analyses of variance (the
speed results are not normally distributed, with skewness for the two
points at -.21 and .98 and kurtosis at -1.6 and -.16; all correlations are
computed as Spearman correlations for the same reason). For the analy-
sis the following numeric values were used: free seconds to the end of the
experiment from �nding Point A (coded as Free A), free seconds from
�nding Point B (coded as Free B) and their individual and combined
logarithms of time (i.e., seconds) required for �nding each point (coded
as lnA, lnB and lnAB).

In order to emphasise the di�erence between `slow' dyads and those
that were complete failures in terms of task completion, the calculations
have been made using the 700-second measurement instead of a 600-
second equivalent to 10 minutes. For instance, dyad 16RE found Point A
in 124 seconds, which means 576 free seconds or 6.36 in the lnA equiva-
lent. The same dyad failed at �nding Point B, thus getting 0 both in free
seconds and in the natural logarithm. The summed time for both points
is thus also 576 seconds or 6.36 in the lnAB.

Table 4.1: Success levels based on which points (A and B) were found.
The grouping allows analysing categories like `full success versus any non-
full success'. The last row represents the speed of �nding these points
transformed into a natural logarithm.

0 Point A Point B Point A & B

Zero success Intermediate success Full success

Non-full success Full success

Zero success Any success

n.a. lnA lnB lnAB
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Table 4.2: L2 pro�ciency and its measures. Individual scores are pre-
sented both numerically and categorically, to provide and overview of
the L2 composition in each dyad (summed L2, the type of the dyad and
the L2 score di�erence).

Numeric Categorical

Individual C-Test (0-80)

Dyad type (high-high/high-low)Est vs Rus C-Test (0-80)

Summed C-Test (0-160)

C-Test di�erence [(0-80)-(0-80)] C-Test di�erence type (high/low)

One of the main variables is the L2 pro�ciency, Russian for the
Estonian-speaking and Estonian for the Russian-speaking participants.
All related variables are presented in Table 4.2. The measured L2 pro-
�ciency is determined with the help of an individual C-Test score (i.e.,
per participant) as well as combined (summed individual L2 scores per
dyad). These scores, with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 80 per
person, have been translated into four subcategories to allow for a more
detailed analysis. C-Test results were used to produce a summed L2 score
per dyad: the individual scores of the two participants were combined.
Next, all participants have been assigned to a category `high' or `low'
depending on whether they scored above or below the 50 per cent in the
C-Test. As a result, each dyad received a marking HH for both subjects
in the `high' category and HL whenever one interlocutor scored low on
the C-Test (there are only two dyads that scored as LL and they were
added to the HL group). Last, the numeric di�erence between the scores
of the interlocutors was calculated (coded as CTestDif) and divided into
the two types (high and low). Self-reported L2 pro�ciency was used only
for comparison with the measured pro�ciency.

A questionnaire (see Chapter 2) was used to gather socio-linguistic
background information for each participant. The participants had to
answer questions in relation to multilingualism, such as self-reported
pro�ciency (based on the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages, Council Council of Europe, 2011), the level of their exposure
to bilingual situations (i.e., exposure to any L+, not necessarily Russian
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or Estonian) as well as their attitudes towards L2 and its speakers (e.g.,
`The average Russian language competence of Estonian-speaking people
is high' or `I like Estonian'). There were multiple questions per topic and
the means of the scores (normally, scores from Likert scales) have been
used for the analysis. The additional independent variables include the
gender of the participants (M for male and F for female, resulting in MM,
MF and FF) and the roles in the experiment(follower and guide, with
and indicated on the map Point A or B respectively). All these variables
and the information that they contain can be seen in Figue 4.3.

Table 4.3: The socio-linguistic variables in the experiment. All the data
come from the questionnaire. The results are calculated as means from
multiple questions (e.g., Likert scales).

Variable Meaning

Self-reported L2 pro�ciency

Language activities (receptive and
productive) in various domains as as-
sessed by the subjects themselves.

Exposure to L2

Experience with bilingual situations,
regular contacts and the degree of the
overall communicative need regarding
that speci�c L2 (motivation).

Attitudes to L2

Opinions about the L2, its speakers
and communication with them, both
generally (`Do you think X language
is di�cult?') and in interaction (`Do
you like the way you communicate
with the X language speakers?').

Gender combination (dyad)
Male-male (MM), male-female (MF)
and female-female (FF).

Roles in the experiment
Follower and guide (equal numbers
for Est & Rus speaking participants).
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 General overview

There were 76 subjects (38 dyads) in the LaRa mode and 20 partici-
pants (i.e., 10 dyads) in the monolingual control mode (10 subjects per
language). The Estonian and Russian-speaking monolingual dyads were
compared to the dyads in the LaRa mode. The monolingual dyads have
only intermediate or full success levels and the percentage of full success
dyads is higher in that group than in the LaRa mode.

However, the monolingual dyads did not perform signi�cantly better
than dyads in the LaRa mode (neither in terms of overall task comple-
tion nor in speed of doing it), which could also be caused by the rela-
tively small number of monolingual dyads (Fisher's exact test, p=.29,
calculated on a 2*2 table). Such results indicate that the LaRa mode is
comparable in e�ciency to the monolingual communication between the
native speakers. Table 4.4 provides an overview of success levels in these
modes as well as the minimum and the maximum scores in the LaRa
mode in the respective success levels.

Table 4.4: Distribution of success levels in two experimental modes: dyads (and
percentages) from the monolingual mode and the LaRa mode. The right side
of the table demonstrates various L2 pro�ciencies (minimum and maximum
scores in points) across these success levels in the LaRa mode.

Success Mono LaRa LaRa L2 min LaRa L2 max

Full 7 (70%) 16 (42.1%) 0 pt 79 pt

Intermediate 3 (30%) 17 (44.7%) 0 pt 79.5 pt

Zero 0 (0%) 5 (13.2%) 18 pt 76.5 pt

Table 4.4 also demonstrates the extreme L2 scores in di�erent success
groups (the minimum and the maximum points): some dyads fail com-
pletely with one interlocutor scoring 76.5 points out of 80 possible while
some others reach full success with one interlocutor scoring 0 points in the
C-Test as well as the self-assessment report (the participants indicated
that they understood certain words in the C-Test, but were not able to
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produce any response at all). This means that the L2 e�ect on success
in the LaRa dialogues is not straightforward and should be explored in
greater detail, focusing on other factors of in�uence (the combination
of L2 pro�ciencies in the dyad and the socio-linguistic characteristics of
the participants). One alternative key to communicative success is the
judicious use of MCDs.

4.3.2 Time to completion

The speed of �nding Point A and B on the map was represented by
the free time left to the 10-minute limit, thus the higher the number of
seconds, the quicker the point is found. LaRa dyads' speed score was av-
erage 306.66 seconds (SD=238.58) for �nding Point A and 165.18 seconds
(SD=189.06) for �nding Point B, which is lower than the average score
of the monolingual dyads. The latter had a speed score of 445.4 seconds
(SD=178.19) and 219.1 seconds (SD=234.96) respectively. The subjects
in the monolingual dyads completed the task somewhat faster. However,
di�erence in speed between LaRa dyads and monolingual dyads is not
statistically signi�cant and can be referred to as a trend in terms of �nd-
ing Point A: t(46)=-1.7, p=.09 for �nding Point A and t(46)=-.76, p=.45
for Point B. This is an indication that LaRa can indeed be an e�cient
communicative mode.

The LaRa mode results have been divided into the dyads with both
participants advanced in L2 (`high-high' or HH) and those in which at
least one participant had a lower L2 score (`high-low' or HL); it was ex-
pected that the HH dyads could be as successful as their monolingual
counterparts who also have no di�culty with understanding their in-
terlocutor. However, the high-high group compared to the monolinguals
had signi�cantly lower results with regard to speed of �nding Point A,
with M=234.6, SD=207.64 in the HH dyads in the LaRa mode versus
M=445.4, SD=178.19 in the monolingual dyads, t(24)=2.65, p=.01. In
other words, although the monolinguals are somewhat faster in complet-
ing the task, in the LaRa mode the higher L2 pro�ciency alone does not
guarantee better results in task completion.

The next subsections show the degree to which success could de-
pend on L2 pro�ciency, socio-linguistic factors and the distribution of
the MCDs in the whole experiment and in its phases.
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4.3.3 L2 direct e�ect on success

Estonian-Russian communication, the acquired type of LaRa, would not
be possible if the interlocutors had absolutely no knowledge of the L2
since the languages are markedly di�erent (see Chapter 1) and conse-
quently automatic mutual understanding cannot be expected. A set of
tests has been administered to de�ne the degree to which L2 pro�ciency
is related to success in the experiment.

According to the results from a one-way ANOVA (with L2 score
as dependent variables, either individual scores for all participants or
separated into Russian and Estonian as L2, and degrees of success as
a factor), higher L2 per dyad (F(1,36)=4.05, p=.052) as well as higher
Russian pro�ciency of the Estonian-speaking interlocutor (F(1,36)=5.50,
p=.02) occur in the intermediate rather than full success dyads. Similarly,
mixed L2 pro�ciency dyads (those of the HL/LL type) occur in the higher
success groups (see LaRa results in Figure 4.4) signi�cantly more than
HH dyads: Fisher's exact test calculated on a 2*3 table with three levels
of success returned p=.03 and calculated on a 2*2 table for any versus
zero success (as indicated in Figure 4.1) it returned p=.01. Mixed in
terms of L2 pro�ciency dyads also demonstrate better results for the
speed of �nding Point A (with dyad type as factor and the speed as
the dependent variable, F(1,24)=4.34, p=.048). These results suggest
that mixed-pro�ciency LaRa dyads do better than dyads comprising two
high-L2 pro�ciency participants.

It could be so that HL dyads are comprised of dyads with similar
L2 scores (e.g., slightly under and slightly over the 50 per cent score),
so the actual di�erence between the scores has also been analysed as
the dependent variable. In the analysis of the dyads that reach fuller
success (the independent variable) it was established that these dyads
tend to be comprised of participants who have a higher di�erence in
their L2 pro�ciencies (F(1,36)=3.7, p=.06). The HL dyads (dyad type
as factor) are also more likely to be among those that are faster at
�nding Point B (F(1,36)=4.28, p<.05) and lnAB (F(1,31)=5.11, p=.03)
(speed as dependent variable). All these results are interpreted in the
following way: high L2 pro�ciency does not guarantee full success and it
is the dyads with di�erent pro�ciencies that are most e�cient in the map
task. It is expected that the socio-linguistic factors and the qualitatively
di�erent behaviour of the dyads of various types can account for such
di�erences in success levels.
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Figure 4.1: The graph shows the advantageous position of dyads with mixed
L2 pro�ciencies over dyads in which both interlocutors have high L2 scores as
shown by the median (short black bar) of the C-Test di�erence score. Zero or
intermediate success dyads (01) have participants with smaller L2 pro�ciency
di�erence; full success dyads (2) have higher L2 pro�ciency di�erence.

4.3.4 Socio-linguistic factors

Estonian is the state language (see Chapter 1 for details) and it could be
expected that as a result of the language status asymmetry, the Russian-
speaking participants and their L2 knowledge would be highly important
in the process of creating mutual understanding since this group is more
likely to be adapting towards the majority. According to the results from
the Estonian Integration Monitoring (2011; see Chapter 1), non-Estonian
residents are more often involved in interaction with people from other
ethnicities than Estonians are. The sample from the pilot data discussed
in Chapter 3 had more Russian-speaking participants with a high L2
score in Estonian than Estonian-speaking participants with a high L2
score in Russian. In fact, the analysis of variance (Figure 4.2) deter-
mined that there is no signi�cant di�erence between the means of the L2
test scores between the Estonian and the Russian-speaking participants
(the dependent variables) in the three success groups (the independent
variables). An ANOVA with individual L2 pro�ciency score as dependent
variable and success type and native language as factors showed no sig-
ni�cant interaction of language type (Estonian or Russian) and success
in the experiment (F(2,70)=2.32, p=.10). However, the numerical di�er-
ence is in the expected direction: the Russian-speaking participants with
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higher L2 scores tend to be part of the dyads that reached more success
in the experiment. Strikingly, for the Estonian-speaking participants the
situation is reverse and higher pro�ciency in L2 occurs in dyads that
have not reached full success. The Russian-speaking participants with
higher L2 scores tend to be part of the dyads that reached more suc-
cess in the experiment. The socio-linguistic situation in Estonia could
be a valid explanation for this discrepancy: native speakers of the state
language might have less experience in Estonian-Russian communication
compared to those who constantly live in a bilingual environment.

Figure 4.2: Appearance of participants in three success groups (box 0 - zero,
1 - intermediate, 2 - full success) depending on their L1 and L2. Dyads in the
full success group often include an Estonian-speaking participant with lower
L2 (see median of box 2 in the left �gure) and a Russian-speaking participant
with higher L2 (see median of box 2 in the right �gure). This statement is true
for the current sample, but one must be careful with generalisations, as the
�ndings might not be transferable to a larger group of subjects.

Based on the socio-linguistic situation, it can be also anticipated
that the Estonian-speaking subjects would have a lower self-reported
L2 pro�ciency compared to their actual knowledge since they are en-
gaged in L2 communication less often than the Russian-speakers. Yet,
the Spearman's rho revealed a statistically signi�cant relationship be-
tween the measured and the self-reported L2 pro�ciencies, for both the
Estonian and the Russian-speaking participants (r(38)=.70, p<.001 and
r(38)=.72, p<.001 respectively). In other words, both groups are highly
aware of their actual L2 pro�ciencies and the hypothesis that their low-
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ered self-reported pro�ciencies could be hindering communication has to
be rejected. The question whether the measured pro�ciency corresponds
with the actual one (including the receptive component) is not so easy
to answer: the case of the dyad which has one interlocutor with a mea-
sured zero L2 score in the full success group invites a reconsideration
of what counts as L2 knowledge. Blommaert & Backus (2011) di�eren-
tiate between `maximum', `partial', `minimal' and `recognizing' types of
language competence. The case with zero measured and self-reported L2
pro�ciency suggests that indeed some aspects of competence open up
only in interaction. It was also expected that factors like exposure and
experience in such multilingual settings or attitudes towards it add to
the potential of a technical knowledge of a language (see discussion on
exposure e�ects on receptive competencies in Chapter 1).

There was one more variable associated with L2 pro�ciency, namely
L2 scores of the participants depending on their roles in the experiment
(i.e., follower and guide). These roles are related to the interactional
structures that can be used to create common ground. So, although they
represent pragmatic rather than socio-linguistic factors, they were ex-
plored to see if the task design immediately interfered with the results of
the experiment. None of the tests showed any signi�cance in the e�ect of
the follower's and the guide's L2 scores on the success in the experiment.
Grouping L2 scores into `high' and `low' categories and calculating the
L2 score di�erence between the follower and the guide also had no e�ect.
It is argued that the L2 score of participants with speci�c roles in the ex-
periment did not have a prominent e�ect on the success levels. Moreover,
in some cases the roles were negotiated and executed in a manner that
was best for the interlocutors: e.g., dyad 5RE switched the sequence of
�nding Point A and Point B because it was too hard for the guide with
low L2 score to listen to the follower. It is therefore believed that the
participants acted independent of the role descriptions, which provides
evidence for the experimental design's applicability: it resembles real life
situations with �exible roles of the participants. However, in other situa-
tions, such as the institutional settings, the roles may interfere with the
asymmetrical relations (e.g., Ribbert & ten Thije, 2007).

A Spearman correlation was computed to assess the relationship be-
tween the exposure to L2 (by Estonian, Russian-speaking subjects as
well as the summed exposure per dyad) and the speed of completing the
task. No signi�cant e�ects on success were found. However, the Estonian-
speaking subjects are marginally less exposed to L2 (on average, 2.07
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points out of 4) than their Russian-speaking counterparts (the mean
score is 2.48 points out of 4), t(74)=-1.74, p=.087.

Another Spearman correlation was computed to assess the relation-
ship between attitudes and the speed of completing the task. First of
all, there was no signi�cant di�erence between the attitudes of Estonian
and Russian-speaking subjects; in fact, few participants with negative
attitudes could be expected in a voluntary experiment so there was no
chance to see if highly negative attitude slows down the speed of task
completion. It has been established that higher Estonian speakers' atti-
tude to Russian and Estonian-Russian LaRa is positively related to the
speed of �nding Point A (r(26)=.49, p=.01) and the speed of �nding
both points (r(33)=.36, p=.037).

The gender composition of the dyads has also been analysed to check
the possible e�ect of the gender combination (male-male, coded as MM,
or female-female, coded as FF) or mixed (male-female, coded as MF).
There are more mixed gender combinations among more successful dyads
(n=19) than there are FF (n=11) or MM (n=3) combinations (Fisher's
exact test calculated on a 2*2 table for intermediate versus full success
showed p=.067 and p=.02 for failure versus any success): the MF type
dyads never fail completely and tend to reach complete full success. Yet,
these gender-based results do not indicate that gender distribution in
the dyad is a critical factor. There is no answer to that question since
gender mixture and L2 pro�ciency level mixture are confounded (p<.05):
most mixed gender dyads are also the mixed L2 pro�ciency dyads. The
interpretation could be erroneous. In the future, gender should be a factor
considered in the design.

It should be mentioned that the present design does not allow to look
at interactions of some variables. The data from the 38 dyads recorded
in the LaRa mode have not always been su�cient for a statistically
sound analysis. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that some socio-
linguistic factors have an e�ect on the quality of the interaction. The next
section introduces the distribution of the meta-communicative devices
and it is hoped to shed more light on the changes these MCDs can cause
in terms of communicative choices and success in the experiment.
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4.3.5 Distribution of meta-communicative devices

The general use of MCDs

Meta-communicative devices are the strategies that speakers may use
to monitor and control the communicative process. Applying an MCD
often involves explicitly addressing aspects of the situation or the task
that have a potential to cause misunderstanding. In this study, I distin-
guish four types of MCDs: three of them are derived from theory (the
knowledge model by Ehlich & Rehbein, 1986) and a fourth additional
type induced from interaction patterns observed in the pilot study (see
Chapter 3 for details). Each type is associated with a speci�c function
(e.g., checking linguistic understanding) and their distribution2 is there-
fore expected to vary across users with di�erent characteristics (e.g., L2
pro�ciency, exposure). This section presents general observations about
the types of MCDs and o�ers possible interpretations relating the de-
vices' functions to the L2 pro�ciency and the socio-linguistic background
variables of the dyads that use these devices (i.e., exposure to L2 and at-
titudes). Often the dyads are analysed in subgroups (e.g., HL versus HH)
in order to deepen the understanding of the factors mentioned above.

The possible e�ect of L2 exposure on receptive skills or any other
useful competencies in the LaRa mode were explored in the two groups
based on the L2 pro�ciency combination of the partcipants - all correla-
tions were run on the HH and HL dyads separately. It was established
that there is a signi�cant correlation between amount of L2 exposure
and frequency of using MCDs in the HH dyads, such that dyads with
participants who had low exposure scores used fewer MCDs than those
with higher L2 exposure scores (r(16)=.51, p=.04). These results can
be expressed as a prediction that once there is su�cient L2 pro�ciency,
meta-communicative devices are generally more common among speak-
ers experienced in bilingual constellations. The same correlation was de-
tected in the two groups of participants with di�erent mother tongues
(Estonian and Russian-speaking participants separately) and an interest-
ing di�erence was revealed. Again, the participants were divided into two
L2 pro�ciency groups (i.e., HL/LL and HH). Then the amount of MCDs
was correlated with Estonian and Russian-speaking participants' expo-
sure to their respective L2. The Estonian-speaking subjects showed no

2All MCD scores have been calculated as number of MCDs per number of segments
per dyad and are therefore independent of the amount of produced speech.
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signi�cant correlations in the HH dyads, but demonstrated a moderate
correlation between the use of MCDs and exposure to L2 also in the HL
type of pro�ciency (r(22)=.41, p=.06). The Russian-speaking subjects
with high exposure to Estonian, on the contrary, used more MCDs only
in the HH dyads (Spearman's r(16)=.48, p=.06) and signi�cantly less in
the HL dyads (Spearman's r(22)=-.45, p=.04). All in all, the advanced
dyads tend to use more MCDs whereas in the HL group more explicit
negotiations increase di�erently: with exposure of the Estonian-speaking
participants to Russian and decreased exposure of the Russian-speakers
to Estonian.

Since there is no signi�cant di�erence in the amount of MCDs used by
Estonian versus Russian-speaking monolingual control groups (p=.12),
the previous �nding can be further interpreted as the tendency of the
Estonian-speaking subjects to rely on MCDs whenever the languages
are not shared to a su�cient extent (i.e., their L2 pro�ciency is low)
but high exposure and experience function as a substitute and enable
explicit negotiations. Here we take it for granted that the HL dyads do
not have su�cient common ground in terms of linguistic repertoires and
need to create mutual understanding in interaction. As for the Russian-
speaking subjects, they seem to avoid MCDs as the (over-)monitoring
behaviour (e.g., translating every item or checking the rules of the task
multiple times) if their exposure and experience with L2 communication
are su�cient to �ll in the potential linguistic gap. This interpretation is
supported by the negative correlation between the L2 exposure of the
Russian-speaking interlocutors and the use of MCDs in the full success
dyads (r(16)=-.54, p=.03) - this result is also translated into the idea
that enough common ground could be reached owing to the interactive
bilingual experience. The Estonian-speaking interlocutors showed a simi-
lar trend in the correlation assessing the e�ect of attitudes to full success:
the higher attitude scores are found in dyads that use signi�cantly fewer
MCDs (r(16)=-.60, p=.01). It is concluded that indeed the MCDs occur
in situations with a potential for misunderstanding and can be omitted
in dyads when other factors might enhance communication (e.g., positive
attitude in asymmetric constellations, experience with various bilingual
modes and consequent (receptive) knowledge of typical patterns): these
devices tend to be used by advanced L2 dyads when they want to and
by mixed pro�ciency dyads when they need to.

The next sections give an overview of the speci�c meta-
communicative devices in relation to various linguistic and socio-
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linguistic factors that have been previously discussed. Generally, only
statistically signi�cant results are reported here. Additionally, the ex-
pected factors of in�uence that showed no e�ect are outlined since it
leads to the rejection of the original hypothesis and a new explanation
of the data. A more detailed account of the MCDs are to be found in
section 3.6.2.

Negotiation of the communicative goals (MCD1)

MCD1 is aimed at ensuring common understanding in terms of the
purpose of the interaction (e.g., what is the underlying purpose of the
map task) and the presumed set of actions that are to be taken in or-
der to reach common social purposes (e.g., `What we should do is X').
In other words, the interlocutors have to share their representation of
the situation they �nd themselves in, be it about a map, or other ob-
ject/event/idea that they are discussing. These meta-communicative de-
vices structure the discourse and their frequency is positively correlated
with the task completion speed: r(26)=.41, p<.05 for lnA, r(23)=.64,
p<.01 for lnB and r(33)=.35, p<.05 for lnAB. These results suggest that
dyads that engage more in this type of MCD (i.e., negotiate the goal of
their interaction and the ways to reach it) are quicker (i.e., more e�-
cient) in completing the map task (Figure 4.3 for the speed of �nding
Point B). E�ort invested in checking whether the interlocutors are still
on the same page, pays o�. In HL dyads MCD1 is used more often when-
ever there is a higher exposure to L2 of the dyad (r(22)=.49, p=.02) or
of the Estonian-speaking participant (r(22)=.64, p=.001). There are no
signi�cant correlations with L2 pro�ciency level, so MCD1 is described
as a device that does not require a high knowledge of L2. However, it
occurs more often in dyads with higher exposure to L2 and leads to an
increased speed of completing the task.

Understanding immediate reality (MCD2)

MCD2 is aimed at securing the common conceptual orientation system
in the time and space given (e.g., `When you read this map, you should
move from left to right'). A one-way ANOVA and a Spearman's corre-
lation were run to establish the relation between L2 pro�ciency and the
usage of MCD2. The results indicate that this device has an L2 restriction
- it occurs in dyads with higher L2 pro�ciencies. This was indicated both
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Figure 4.3: An example of positive correlation between the amount of MCD1
used per dyad and the speed of �nding a point on the map. The regression line
shows that Point B is found faster in dyads that use more MCD1s (note, the
higher the lnB score, the faster the dyad completed the task).

according to the dyad types and the individual L2 scores of the partici-
pants. Figure 4.4 shows that the HH dyads use more MCD2 than the HL
dyads (F(1,36)=5.83, p=.02). The correlation between the individual L2
scores (i.e., all Estonian and Russian-speaking participants together) and
the frequency of the MCD2 supports this result (r(38)=.24, p=.04). It is
speculated that the participants avoided this device in dyads with less
pro�cient interlocutors in order to prevent communication breakdown:
insu�cient linguistic common ground could make a complex MCD2 ut-
terance too di�cult for understanding.

It has been previously established (Section 4.3.5) that some dyads
rely on exposure to L2 whenever their L2 pro�ciency is limited (i.e.,
employ MCDs that are otherwise restricted to participants with high
L2 pro�ciency scores). The data of HL dyads have been explored to
see whether the use of MCD2 is correlated with the exposure to L2. A
separate analysis of the HL dyads shows that they tend to use more
MCD2 with higher exposure levels (r(22)=.38, p=.08) and some dyads
are quite e�cient in that. For instance, dyads with high exposure of the
Estonian-speaking subjects to Russian reach full success when using more
MCD2s (r(16)=.49, p=.05). In other words, the participants were more
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Figure 4.4: The use of MCD2 (Y-axis) in di�erent dyad types (HL/LL bar
versus HH bar). As seen from the medians in the two boxes (left: HL/LL
dyads; right: HH dyads), MCD2 is more frequent in the dyads that have both
interlocutors with higher L2 scores.

likely to use this type of device with a more experienced (i.e., exposed
to L2), albeit still less L2 pro�cient interlocutor.

All in all, the MCD2 is argued to be relevant for the interlocutors
with su�cient L2 pro�ciencies or exposure that enable discussions about
the complex reality of the task and the rules that apply to it. Both L2
pro�ciency and L2 exposure are necessary for understanding how to mon-
itor progress in this type og multilingual interaction; one can substitute
the other. It is claimed that dyads in which interlocutors have limited
L2 command would pro�t more from alternative meta-communicative
devices, as discussed in the next subsection.

Creating linguistic common ground (MCD3)

MCD3 is the device used to create understanding of linguistic realisa-
tions within the ongoing discourse (e.g., `What does this word mean?').
This device has been discussed in connection to the hearer-speaker plan
adaptation by Beerkens (2010): the assessment of the interlocutor's L2
pro�ciency is emphasised as the basis of accommodation processes (Fig-
ure 3.4 in Chapter 3). Accommodation, or the process of alignment, can
take various forms, from an L2 translation of a misunderstood element
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to an explanation of terminology in the speaker's L1. In dyads where L2
pro�ciency is not su�cient to create common ground required for com-
pleting the map task, this device was expected to function as a means of
creating linguistic understanding. The data from the 38 dialogues demon-
strate a moderate negative correlation between the amount of MCD3's
used and the L2 pro�ciency levels (r(38)=-.22, p=.06 for individuals
and r(38)=-.31, p=.06 for the Russian-speakers). In other words, this
type of the meta-communicative device is highly relevant for the dyads
where at least one interlocutor has a lower command of L2 and for the
dyads with less pro�cient Russian-speaking participants in particular.
The lower their L2 score, the more often they use MCD3.

Another correlation test was run to establish the relation between
the attitude to L2 and the usage of MCD3. In HH dyads the occurrence
of MCD3 is positively related to attitude scores calculated per dyad
(r(16)=.53, p=.04) and scores of the Russian-speaker's attitude to L2
(r(16)=.56, p=.02). One of the possible interpretations is that the more
advanced speakers use MCD3 habitually, not exclusively in situations
where understanding is compromised but whenever the participants have
a positive attitude to the language and its speakers in general.

Figure 4.5: The use of MCD3's among dyads in the zero success group (left
�gure) and dyads in the intermediate or full success group (right �gure). The
`failures' contain more MCD3's in dyads with small L2 pro�ciency di�erence
between participants in each dyad (box 1); successful dyads with same L2 pro�-
ciency combination use less MCD3's. Dyads with high L2 pro�ciency di�erence
(box 2) use few MCD3's in unsuccessful dyads and more MCD3's in successful
dyads.
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In order to explore the relation between the usage of the MCD3's (the
dependent variable) and the L2 pro�ciency di�erence per dyad (the in-
dependent variable) in the two success groups (zero versus any success),
a one-way ANOVA was conducted. The di�erence between two L2 pro�-
ciency groups is depicted in Figure 4.5. The expectation was that dyads
with mixed pro�ciencies (i.e., HL) are those who need MCD3 in order
to create understanding on the side of a less L2 pro�cient interlocutor
and at the same time they have a more L2 pro�cient participant who
is able to provide a translation or an explanation in L2 when necessary.
It was established that in the intermediate and full success dyads tend
to use more MCD3 (dependent variable) with higher L2 score di�erence
(the dyad type and the L2 score di�erence as factors): F(1,34)=3,43,
p=.07. The dyads in the zero success group did not demonstrate any
signi�cance, but showed the opposite direction: the smaller the L2 score
di�erence, the more the MCD3's. These and the successful dyads' ob-
servations suggest that MCD3 is used to establish shared vocabulary
necessary for creating mutual understanding and is particularly e�cient
for participants with higher L2 pro�ciency di�erence.

Checking overall understanding (MCD4)

MCD4 is an additional multipurpose mechanism that was derived not
from the Knowledge Model (Ehlich & Rehbein, 1986) but from the data
of the pilot study (for discussion, see Section 3.4). In the dialogues these
devices help anticipate or repair misunderstandings by checking the cor-
rectness of a recently produced utterance. MCD4 can be realised by
rephrasing, repeating or a request for con�rmation (e.g., `Did you say
X?'). Such checking occurs signi�cantly less often in HL dyads with
higher exposure of the Estonian-speaking participant to Russian lan-
guage and speakers (r(22)=-.50, p=.02). The interpretation follows the
same logic as the explanation of the negative correlation between the us-
age of the total amount of MCDs and the level of the Russian-speaking
subjects' exposure to L2: enough common ground can be reached as a
result of the interactive bilingual experience as the interlocutors have
(receptive) knowledge about the interactive patterns as well as linguistic
elements required for their realization. Checking as a securing mecha-
nism could be less relevant when such experience �lls in the linguistic
gap.
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Figure 4.6: The performance of the three gender combinations: FF, MF and
MM. Black bars indicate failure in the experiment (0), striped bars show dyads
that found only Point A (A) or only Point B (B) and white bars represent
dyads that reached full success (AB) in the experiment. Dyads with mixed
gender composition had more successful results than any mono-gender dyad
combination.

The possible gender e�ect

Despite the fact that gender has not been considered in the experimental
design, the results for the overall task completion in dyads with di�erent
gender compositions were tallied (Figure 4.6). Technically, male-female
dyads (MF) never failed, but statistically there is only a minor di�erence
between the three gender combinations (Fisher's exact test calculated
on a 2*3 table, p=.067). A one-way between subjects ANOVA was con-
ducted to compare the e�ect of gender combinations on the use of MCDs
(the dependent variable). First, it was observed that the MM dyads use
signi�cantly more MCDs (F(2,1)=162,19, p=.055). Next, MM dyads that
use more MCD4 happen to �nd Point B slower (r(4)=-.96, p=.051). All
female dyads use more MCD3's (the dependent variable) in the full suc-
cess group (the factor): F(1, 13)=6, p=.029. FF dyads also demonstrate
a positive correlation between the speed of �nding Point B and the use
of MCD1 (r(8)=.74, p=.04). Finally, mixed gender dyads show negative
correlations between �nding Point A and the use of MCD2 (r(14)=-.54,
p<.05) as well as the use of MCD3 (r(14)=-.54, p<.05). Finding Point B
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in such dyads is negatively correlated with the use of MCD2 (r(13)=-.76,
p=.002). For methodological reasons (the e�ects of gender composition
of dyads may be confounded by L2 pro�ciency e�ects), these results are
only reported here and are not subjected to further interpretation.

4.3.6 MCDs in various phases of the experiment

The map task has been divided into two phases for the analysis so that
it is possible to compare the MCDs and their functions in the ongoing
discourse. This distinction between the phases is motivated by various
theories that explain the non-compartmentalised nature of knowledge:
the inference-making machine (Sacks, 1989), the wholistic activation in
the bilinguals (Grosjean, 2008) or the linguistic repertoires (L�udi, 2007)
that rely on commonly available information. According to Sacks (1989,
p. 382), the inference-making machine categorizes and makes statements
about events that it has not seen. For instance, the sequential nature of
events and the knowledge about certain patterns in social behaviour (e.g.,
what actions could have caused a police call) are accessible without any
explicit mentioning. The action constellation knowledge theory discussed
by Ehlich & Rehbein (1986) shares the idea that the speech actions as
well as their interpretations are based on certain established patterns. In
the current experiment, for example, the interlocutors know that in order
to provide an instruction, they �rst need to �nd the initial location of the
follower or that they have to make adjustments while analysing the maps
that can di�er per participant. The concepts of wholistic bilingual brain
and plurilingual repertoires (ibid.) explain how knowledge of all relevant
resources within one speaker is activated so that common ground can be
reached and maintained. That is why it is claimed that in the �rst phase
of the map task mutual understanding can be created in interaction,
even if interlocutors have limited shared knowledge. Common ground
between interlocutors in the dyad should not be presupposed as there
can be linguistic or other knowlege di�erences, but these di�erences are
not the insurmountable obstacles to mutual understanding. In the second
phase the interlocutors can rely on the representations they aligned in
the previous phase: this newly shared common ground is the reason why
interaction and the use of MCDs can be di�erent in this phase. All MCDs
applied before �nding Point A are coded as MCD_As (e.g., A2, A4 for
MCD2 and MCD4 in the 1st phase respectively); the MCDs uttered after
Point A has been found are coded as MCD_Bs.
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First, an independent t-test was administered to see if there was any
di�erence between the monolingual control groups (the Estonian and
the Russian-speaking participants) and the subjects in the LaRa mode.
The `monolinguals' use signi�cantly more MCD2 in the 1st phase of the
experiment (t(33)=2.33, p=.026) and no longer in the 2nd. As it has
already been argued in Subsection 4.3.5, MCDs are used by advanced
speakers. The monolingual dyads are similar to the advanced speakers
since in that both hear their interlocutors speak a language they under-
stand well, for the participants in the monolingual dyads it is their L1. As
a result of such di�erence between the two phases, the advanced dyads
are argued to use MCDs functionally rather than phatically: once com-
mon ground has been established there is no need for dyads of the HH
pro�ciency to constantly monitor it, the newly established or discussed
rules are available throughout the experiment.

Further comparisons between the phases demonstrate no di�erences
unless more grouping is applied, as is shown in the next section. Gener-
ally, it should be pointed out that the occurrence of meta-communicative
devices in the 2nd phase returns more signi�cant interactions with var-
ious variables: by that time the MCDs are used mostly by the inter-
locutors who (need to) actively monitor congruence of understanding.
Consequently, there are more trends in the HL dyads as they need to
work actively on maintaining understanding and among the interlocu-
tors in the higher success levels since they managed to apply MCDs in
the most e�cient way.

General di�erences between the two phases

The data from the 38 recorded dialogues demonstrate that dyads with
higher summed L2 pro�ciency tend to use more MCDs in the �rst phase
of the experiment. The result is marginally signi�cant according to the
correlations with summed and individual L2 scores and clearly signi�-
cant according to ANOVA test (the dyad type as a factor, F(1,24)=7.25,
p=.013). Dyads of the HH type also use more MCDs in the 1st phase
of the experiment than dyads with lower L2 pro�ciencies. In the second
phase the situation is exactly the opposite since MCD_Bs tend to be
used by dyads with lower L2 pro�ciencies, which is veri�ed marginally
by correlations with the summed and the individual L2 scores and sig-
ni�cantly by ANOVA test with the dyad type as factor (F(1,24)=7.25,
p=.013).
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So, exploring the L2 pro�ciency combinations separately shows that
HH dyads use signi�cantly more MCDs in the 1st phase whereas dyads
of the HL type rely on them heavily only in the 2nd phase of the experi-
ment. Similarly, the statistical comparison of these dyad types' behaviour
across the two phases with a t-test shows that the HH dyads use MCDs
signi�cantly more in the 1st phase than in the 2nd (t(9)=2.91, p=.017).
It is speculated that the common ground could be easier reached by more
L2 pro�cient dyads and there is no need to actively maintain mutual un-
derstanding anymore; the same was true of all the subtypes of MCDs
(mostly as trends and for MCD2 signi�cantly so).

As far as the interaction between the MCDs (the independent vari-
able) and success in the experiment (zero, intermediate and full success
levels as factor) is concerned, the increased use of MCDs in the 1st phase
is associated with dyads in the intermediate success group (F(1,24)=4.60,
p=.042) and in the 2nd phase - with full success group (F(1,24)=4.60,
p=.042). Such a distribution could be related to the idea that initially
MCDs help establish understanding and whenever used continuously,
lead to full success. Another interpretation is that MCDs require some
adjustment, similar to what has been said about �nding Point A as the
indication of su�cient common ground: the participants in the �rst phase
need extra time to �gure out how to use MCDs e�ciently and towards
the 2nd phase their `command' of MCDs in a dyad contributes to success
in the experiment.

The use of MCDs was also explored in relation to the speed of com-
pleting the task. In fact, MCDs can be costly in terms of time, as is
demonstrated by the speed of �nding points A and B on the map. In
the 1st phase MCDs occur more often in the dyads that are slower in
�nding Point A (lnA: r(26)=-.82, p=.000) as well as �nding Point B
(lnAB: r(26)=-.73, p=.000). In the 2nd phase, on the other hand, MCDs
featured more often in dyads that found both points signi�cantly faster
(lnAB: r(26)=.73, p=.000). The way the MCDs are distributed in phases
and various speed levels also suggests that the participants in the exper-
iment learn how to be more e�cient once the common ground has been
established (i.e., �nding Point A) and use MCDs to improve their results.

The dyads of the HL type revealed another pattern: they had gener-
ally slower speed of completing the task whenever more MCD_As were
used. For instance, �nding Point A is negatively correlated with the
use of MCD_As (r(16)=-.71, p=.001). However, these mixed L2 pro�-
ciency dyads were generally faster whith MCD_Bs (e.g., �nding both
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points, r(16)=.66, p=.005). The interpretation is that the mixed pro�-
ciency dyads pro�t from maintaining common ground during the whole
experiment because there is a potential for misunderstanding stemming
from lower L2 scores.

Negotiation of the communicative goals in phases

In Subsection 4.3.5 the meta-communicative devices of the 1st type have
been claimed to have no dependency on the L2 knowledge levels. The
analysis of this MCD type in the two phases also shows no such relations.
The only marginal association was found between MCD1 with faster
�nding Point B in the 1st phase (r(16)=.47, p=.07) and both B and AB
in the 2nd phase (r(26)=.47, p=.06 and r(26)=.37, p=.07 respectively).
The interpretation is that knowing the aim of the communicative event
and the interactants' roles in this experiment has little advantage for
reaching common ground at all levels, but has a moderate positive e�ect
on the overall task completion.

Understanding immediate reality in phases

Previously, the meta-communicative devices of the 2nd type have been
shown to occur more often in dyads with higher L2 pro�ciency par-
ticipants. The analysis in the two phases demonstrates another strong
correlation: in the 1st phase MCD2 is clearly used by dyads with higher
L2 pro�ciency, as veri�ed by regressions and ANOVAs with summed, in-
dividual, Estonian L2 scores, the L2 di�erence and the dyad type (e.g.,
correlation between the summed L2 scores and the MCD1 in phase 1,
r(26)=.68,p=.000). This e�ect disappears in the 2nd phase and the com-
parison between the two parts of the experiment prove it statistically: HH
dyads use more MCD2s in phase 1 than in phase 2 (t(9)=2.63, p=.023).
The explanation is that the common ground is reached (i.e., relevant
information is mutually available) and there is no need to monitor the
interaction that intensely with the help of MCD2 (i.e., new rules for
reading the map) when both speakers are �uent in L2.

The 2nd type of the meta-communicative devices proves to be most
e�cient for the dyads of the HH type - according to the ANOVA test this
MCD (a dependent variable) occurs signi�cantly more often in fully suc-
cessful dyads (success type as a factor, F(1,14)=13.97, p=.002). Yet, the
use of MCD2 is time-costly and HH dyads display a negative correlation
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between the use of MCD2 and the speed of �nding Point A as well as both
A and B (r(26)=-.52, p=.006 and r(16)=-.44, p=.024 respectively). Once
again, moderate use of this type of device is associated with lower L2
pro�ciency, also in full success groups (for phase 1, r(16)=-.72, p=.002).
Higher exposure of the Estonian-speaking participants to L2 communica-
tion, on the other hand, predicts the increased use of MCD_As in the 1st
phase (r(16)=-.72, p=.001), which is in line with previous argumentation
that this device is restricted for dyads with higher L2 or higher exposure
as an alternative. Such a result can be associated with the multilingual
societal developments by Redder (2013, discussed in Chapter 1). Expo-
sure opens the possibility to go from perception of relevant multilingual
practices to respective awareness, receptive skills and eventual acquisi-
tion of systematic use of these structures �rst receptively, then actively.
So, participants with su�cient exposure are more likely to use devices
that are otherwise bene�cial for advanced L2 speakers only and it could
be concluded that part of the receptive component is indeed derived from
exposure and experience.

Creating linguistic common ground in phases

As was shown in the previous subsection, meta-communicative devices of
the 3rd type were used more by LaRa dyads than by monolingual dyads
since the latter already shared most of the required linguistic matter
prior to the experiment. The same di�erence between the LaRa and the
monolingual subjects was detected (t(32.526)=3.24, p=.003 for phase
1 and t(27.783)=3.45, p=.002 for phase 2). The HL dyads use more
MCD3s throughout the experiment: on average, 8.3% of all segments
per dyad are labelled as MCD3s compared to only 1.6% uttered by the
participants in the monolingual dyads. The relevance of such distribution
is explained by the dependency of HL dyads on these devices in creating
mutual understanding.

The comparison between the phases reveals that in the 1st phase
MCD3s were associated with various pro�ciency dyads that reach all
points on the map slower, such as the negative correlation between the
speed of �nding Point A and the use of MCD3 by all L2 pro�ciency dyads
(r(26)=-.59, p=.002). In the 2nd phase the tests show that MCD3s are
marginally associated with full success. Additionally, the 2nd phase has
a negative correlation between the dyads with higher Russian speakers'
L2 pro�ciency and MCD3s (r(26)=-.39, p=.048).
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It is concluded that the MCD3s are used when there is a potential
for misunderstanding and that their application inevitably leads to more
time required to complete the task. The relevance of this device through-
out the experiment does not decrease (p=.669) since the lower L2 pro�-
ciency dyads need to maintaining mutual understanding constantly.

Checking overall understanding in phases

A number of tests have been administered to check for the system-
atic use of the MCD4. In the 1st phase it was marginally associated
with dyads of the HH type (dyad type as factor, MCD4 as the de-
pendent variable): F(1,24)=3.59, p=.07. This meta-communicative de-
vice was also positively correlated with higher L2 pro�ciency of the
Russian-speaking interlocutor (r(26)=.36, p=.072). An ANOVA returned
a signi�cant interaction between the two dyad types (factors) and the
use of MCD4s (the dependent variable). In full success group these
meta-communicative devices are associated with dyads of the HH type
(F(1,14)=7.96, p=.014). Interestingly, the HL type dyads demonstrate
negatively correlated MCD4s and the speed of �nd points on the map.
Finding Point A is a good example of the increased MCD4s use occuring
in dyads that complete the task slower (r(16)=-.56, p=.024). In the 2nd
phase, on the contrary, checking is used in both HL and HH dyads that
are signi�cantly faster in �nding both A and AB (e.g., HL dyads show
a positive correlation between MCD4 and the speed of �nding Point A,
r(16)=.69, p=.003). Thus, MCD4s could be identi�ed as the communica-
tive form used phatically by advanced L2 speakers in the 1st phase. In
the 2nd phase it is a highly functional device for guiding the follower to
another point once understanding has been established.

Qualitative remarks

Summing up the results, the data demonstrate an array of devices that
are both hearer and speaker oriented and help create mutual understand-
ing. Although it has been shown that some devices are time-costly, it is
argued that without them local understanding would not be reached as
e�ciently and the task completion would be slowed down or even im-
possible. The reason why the use of meta-communicative devices in the
1st phase often demonstrated no signi�cance is in the nature of these
devices: they are used by various types of dyads for a whole number of
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di�erent reasons. In the 2nd phase the devices were more relevant for
the dyads with somewhat lower L2 pro�ciency, which is interpreted as
the strictly functional use of the meta-communicative devices. The more
linguistically advanced dyads had no need to maintain monitoring com-
mon ground that intensely anymore while the mixed pro�ciency dyads
were able to use them in order to secure mutual understanding and reach
fuller success levels. The excerpts below are the most typical realisations
of the meta-communicative devices detected in the data.

Although the task instructions give clear explanations as to the duties
of each participant, some dyads were still unclear about their roles in
the experiment. Figure 4.7 is an example of how this ambiguity can be
explicitly negotiated with the help of MCD1. A less L2 pro�cient guide
is confused about their role; the more L2 �uent follower has to remind
them explicitly that it is the guide who provides instructions. The guide
is able to comprehend that piece of information and and act accordingly.

Figure 4.7: Excerpt from dialogue 44ER: the Russian-speaking guide is not
clear about the required actions and asks for instructions. The Estonian-
speaking follower rejects this idea and explains whose role is to give instructions.

50 [03:15.8] 51 [03:19.7]

RusGuide[v] Âñ¼ ðàâíî íå ïîíèìàþ íè÷åãî · · · êóäà èäòè ((1,5s))

RusGuide[eng] Either way do not understand anything · · · where to go
EstFollower[v] Ei

EstFollower[eng] No

52 [03:31.5] 53 [03:33.3]

EstGuide[v] Teie peate mulle seletama kuhu mina l�ahen mina olen punktis A

EstGuide[eng] You have to explain to me where I go I am in point A

RusFollower[v] äà · · ·
RusFollower[eng] yes · · ·

MCD2 is another technique widely used in this experiment. The ex-
ample from Figure 4.8 demonstrates how understanding is created based
on a �gural description of the map: the guide describes a certain con-
�guration (a triangle-shaped formation at the bottom of the map) and
introduces a point of reference with respect to this �gure (the lowest
point on the map). The follower is able to understand this description
and therefore accepts the system so the interlocutors can continue the
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Figure 4.8: Excerpt from dialogue 33ER: a dyad where both interlocutors have
relatively low L2 pro�ciency is nevertheless able to negotiate the rules of reading
the map. Here the Russian-speaking guide introduces a point of reference (the
lowest point on the map). The Estonian-speaking follower accepts this MCD2.

71 [03:51.9] 72 [03:53.9]

RusGuide[v] Òðåóãîëüíèê ñàìûé íèæíèé ïóíêò · · ýòî ñàìûé íèæíèé ïóíêò

RusGuide[eng] Triangle (is) the lowest point · · this is the lowest point

EstFollower[v] ja jaa

EstFollower[eng] yes yes

dialogue aligned3. Interestingly, both participants in this example have
a relatively low L2 pro�ciency.

The meta-communicative device of the third type was applied in
cases when the interlocutors could not get aligned on the linguistic level.
The example from Figure 4.9 demonstrates how misunderstanding is �rst
signalised by one interlocutor and managed by the other. The Russian-
speaking follower says that she does not understand the last instruction
and the Estonian-speaking follower �rst gives a one-word translation of
the direction (`to the left') and then provides several explanations of the
potentially unclear terminology (`slanted line' becomes `down the hill but
not straight'). The follower is now able to process that instruction and
gives an L1-translation as a way to check whether the new interpretation
is correct. This way the originally unknown terminology has been added
to the shared vocabulary.

Checking is the 4th type of MCDs detected in the data. The excerpt
from Figure 4.10 shows how repeating utterances in L1 helps interlocu-
tors secure the quality of understanding. The Estonian-speaking follower
with a relatively low L2 pro�ciency level checks the instruction they
have just heard (`now down') by providing a false translation in their
L1 (`up'). The Russian-speaking guide marks this translation as incor-
rect and repeats part of the instruction that has to be changed (`down').
The follower �gures out the intended meaning of this repetition and now
provides a correct translation to signal restored understanding.

3It should be mentioned that this example also contains a possible MCD3: the use
of `punkt' in Russian could be interpreted either as a deliberate strategy to choose a
common internationalism or as a standard semantic extension based on the Estonian
model in which this word has a broader meaning (`location', but also `dot', `point').
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Figure 4.9: Excerpt from dialogue 45RE: a high-low L2 pro�ciency dyad is
able to create mutual understanding with the help of MCD3. The Russian-
speaking follower indicates that she did not understand the last instruction
and the Estonian-speaking guide provided �rst a partial translation (segment
75) and then an explanation of the unclear de�nition (segment 77). The follower
singalised understanding by repeating the instruction in L1.

73 [02:06.0] 74 [03:03.2]

EstGuide[v] Teil tuleb selline nagu kaldjoon vasakule ((3,2s))

EstGuide[eng] By you goes such kind of slanted line to the left

EstGuide[eng2] You have a line sort of slanted to the left

RusFollower[v] ß íå ïîíÿëà

RusFollower[eng] I didn't understand

75 [03:04.9] 76 [03:07.3]

EstGuide[v] mm ÍÀËÅÂÎ ((1,2s)) m�aest nagu alla · · · l�ahebki nagu joon

EstGuide[eng] mm TO THE LEFT (Rus) from the hill down · · · goes like a line
EstGuide[eng2] mm TO THE LEFT (Rus) down the hill · · · there goes kind of a line

RusFollower[v] íàëåâî?

RusFollower[eng] to the left?

77 [03:14.6] 78 [03:18.6]

EstGuide[v] nagu alla · aga mitte otse vaid niiviisi kaldu l�aheb

EstGuide [eng] like down · but not straight but so aslant goes

RusFollower[v] Íàèñêîñîê íà óãîë

RusFollower[eng] Diagonally into the corner

4.4 Conclusions

The aim of this chapter was to analyse the potential of Estonian-Russian
communication in the LaRa mode as the languages under discussion be-
long to di�erent language families. It was demonstrated that indeed the
subjects in the LaRa and in the monolingual dyads are able to complete
the task equally well. Next, the focus was shifted to the factors that in�u-
ence success in the LaRa experiments. Since Estonian and Russian can-
not guarantee mutual intelligibility based on their linguistic proximity,
the L2 pro�ciency was hypothesised to be one of the key factors deter-
mining success. Additionally, various socio-linguistic factors have been
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Figure 4.10: Excerpt from dialogue 45RE: a dyad with mixed L2 pro�cien-
cies recovers from a minor misunderstanding with the help of MCD4. The
Estonian-speaking follower is not certain about the instruction and checks it in
L1. The Russian-speaking guide rejects the translation and simply repeats the
instruction. Mutual understanding is restored.

61 [02:28.2] 62 [03:30.8] 63 [02:33.4]

RusGuide[v] Òåïåðü âíèç ((3,2s)) íå-íå-íå · · ·
RusGuide[eng] Now down no no no · · ·
EstFollower[v] �Ulesse/ k�oige �ulemine punkt

EstFollower[eng] Up/ the uppermost point

64 [02:35.0] 65 [02:36.1] 66 [02:38.6] 67 [02:39.8]

RusGuide[v] âíèç äà íåò ïðîáëåì

RusGuide[eng] down no problem

EstFollower[v] aaa alla? mm jah alla vabandust

EstFollower[eng] ah down? hm yes down sorry

included in the analysis. Finally, an analysis of the meta-communicative
devices has been administered to detect the qualitative di�erences in
the ways understanding can be created in dyads that vary in their L2
pro�ciencies and some socio-linguistic characteristics.

It has been concluded that high L2 pro�ciency is not such a strict
prerequisite for creating mutual understanding in the LaRa mode: it
does change the way common ground can be reached (e.g., the level of
L2 can determine the choice of the most e�cient MCDs), but the low
L2 level is not a restriction for the use of LaRa. Moreover, it is argued
that the measured L2 pro�ciency is not what a�ects LaRa directly. It is
concluded that a person who has extensive contact with the respective
L2 but scores low on the language test could still be very e�cient in the
experiment. The fact that (measured or reported) L2 pro�ciency and
exposure to L2 do not lead to the same results in terms of MCD use can
also indicate a discrepancy between formal education and usage-based
pro�ciency. One could ask whether there is a social construct that makes
people believe that language skills acquired in practice are not compara-
ble to traditional learning schemes. However, the data demonstrate that
exposure to multilingual constellations, along with positive attitude to
respective L2, can boost the `passive' repertoires that are re-activated in
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LaRa communication and lead to communicative success.
Obviously, there are signi�cant di�erences between the monolingual

dyads, the LaRa mode subjects with advanced L2 pro�ciencies and those
LaRa dyads that had participants with lower L2 scores. Depending on
the L2 composition of the dyad, they used di�erent MCDs and did so
phatically or strategically. The di�erences in functions became even more
visible in the analysis of the two phases of the experiment. Very generally,
the more pro�cient dyads bene�tted from the meta-communicative de-
vices of the 2nd type since it requires certain L2 pro�ciency. Dyads char-
acterised by the lower or mixed L2 pro�ciency relied heavily on MCD3s
that secure alignment of the linguistic level. Other MCDs were found to
be e�cient for various subjects: MCD1 tends to lead to faster task com-
pletion and MCD4 can be e�cient in the 2nd phase of the experiment
as a form of instruction giving.

Although MCDs generally lead to improved results in the task com-
pletion, they need not be necessary for people with all L2 pro�ciencies.
Similarly, LaRa as a communicative mode is not advocated as a unique
choice for all sorts of interlocutors. It has been demonstrated that HH
dyads are not the most e�cient group in the LaRa mode: such a dis-
tinction could be the result of the inhibition e�ect. The advanced L2
speakers are used to communicate in one language, be it their L1 or L2,
and spend more time trying to avoid the regular mode and communicate
in the LaRa format. For the HL dyads, on the contrary, LaRa proved to
be an extremely e�cient mode and these dyads even outscored more L2
pro�cient dyads in terms of success. Generally, the speakers were able
to monitor and adapt their speech as well as model their knowledge for
the bene�t of the dialogue: by making the best use of their interactive
and plurilingual resources. The results motivate a future applied study
in which a sample training is developed, so that implementation of the
LaRa mode in real-life situations can be tested.





CHAPTER 5

Alignment in lingua receptiva:

From automaticity towards monitored code-switching

Adapted from Bahtina-Jantsikene (2013)

Abstract

Psycholinguistic alignment is a process in which interlocutors automatically
adapt their lexical, structural and conceptual representations, enhancing both
comprehension and production. In multilingual communicative situations, au-
tomatic alignment may have to be complemented with conscious monitoring.
This chapter focuses on lingua receptiva - a mode in which both interlocutors
use their own language and have enough pro�ciency to understand each other.
When L2 pro�ciency does not guarantee mutual understanding, compensatory
strategies such as code-switching (CS) can be applied.

In actual mono and multilingual constellations, it is more common to use
one language at a time, yet in the experiment reported here the participants
were invited to communicate in the mode of lingua receptiva. Nonetheless, CS
occurred in the data and was analysed in the framework of contact linguistics.
There were both alternations and insertions in the data, and their distribution
depended on L2 pro�ciency of the interlocutors as well as their attitudes and
exposure to multilingual situations. It is concluded that code-switching can
function as an alignment strategy.

Keywords: lingua receptiva, Estonian - Russian, alignment, code-
switching, insertions, alternations.
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5.1 Introduction

Psycholinguistic alignment in pertinent research refers to the processes
by which interlocutors automatically modify their lexical, structural or
conceptual representation towards a shared situational model in a man-
ner that enables mutual understanding and facilitates language produc-
tion (e.g., Pickering & Garrod, 2004). Multilingual constellations, such
as L1-L2 dialogues or L2 comprehension tests, demonstrate similar align-
ment patterns, including cross-linguistic priming (e.g., lexical or struc-
tural activation), yet reportedly include more self-monitoring (Bahtina
et al., 2013).

This chapter starts o� by exploring the salient types of alignment
in lingua receptiva (henceforth, LaRa), a multilingual mode of commu-
nication in which interlocutors both speak in their own mother tongue,
and have enough competence to comprehend in L2, the L1 language of
the interlocutor (Rehbein et al., 2012). LaRa can occur between typo-
logically close and distant languages alike (inherent and acquired LaRa
respectively), the latter being the focus of this paper. The availability
of cognates, similar syntactic structures and other comparable linguistic
material are known to bene�t understanding in inherent LaRa; in ge-
netically unrelated languages, it is the L2 pro�ciency that could foster
mutual understanding. Interlocutors whose L2 knowledge is not su�cient
for total understanding might rely on additional communicative strate-
gies for creating common ground. Code-switching and other synchronic
adaptations (e.g., relaxed grammaticality norms in L1) are hypothesised
to function as compensation strategies. Their use is expected to depend
on factors such as the L2 pro�ciency of both interlocutors, their attitudes
and exposure to bilingual situations and the socio-linguistic make-up of
a given society (see Chapter 2 for details).

The data that are reported here come from a task-oriented dialogue
in which the interactants in dyads �nd each other on a schematic map:
each participant has a map with only one location marked (Point A for
the follower and Point B for the guide) and have to establish the location
of the �rst point and the route towards the second one. Dyads composed
of Estonian and Russian native speakers from Estonia with various L2
pro�ciencies were instructed to use their respective mother tongue to
complete this task. The �ndings reveal a list of types of representations
that do not con�ict across these languages and potentially add to the
felicity conditions for acquired LaRa (e.g., aligned referential system or
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similar grammatical structures). According to studies on monolingual di-
alogues (e.g., Pickering & Garrod, 2007), lexical alignment is recurrent in
dialogues and presumably e�cient in creating common ground. However,
there is no set of cognates between Estonian and Russian that would al-
low aligning at the lexical level. In LaRa the subjects' code-switching,
which is basically reverting to L2 despite the instruction to use L1, is hy-
pothesised to be an alternative for lexical alignment. It is demonstrated
that the amount of code-switching used per dyad is a�ected by the L2
pro�ciency of interlocutors in the dyads; it also predicts the speed of the
task completion. Alternations and insertions are interpreted as strate-
gies that occur whenever mutual understanding can be compromised by
low L2 pro�ciency. This quantitative analysis of code-switching and its
e�ciency in LaRa paves the way for a provisional assessment of code-
switching as a route towards optimized dialogue in LaRa.

5.2 Alignment in multilingual settings

Lingua receptiva is one of the alternative modes of communication that
can be applied in various multilingual settings. Its unique characteris-
tic is that people interact with each other in their own language and
have enough competence to understand the language of the other. The
recruitment of linguistic, mental, interactional as well as intercultural
competencies allows the users of LaRa to reach understanding recep-
tively (Rehbein et al., 2012). Other options include English or any other
language as a lingua franca, a regional lingua franca and code-switching
(Backus et al., 2011). Technically speaking, LaRa and CS describe similar
processes since both are de�ned as modes in which di�erent languages are
used in the same communicative event. The main distinction lies in the
type of the unit at which the language switch occurs: unlike CS, which
may happen at turn boundary but often occurs within a speaker's turn,
in a perfect LaRa dialogue the switch occurs strictly at the individual
turn level, so that each interlocutor uses their own language. In practice,
it is often hard to maintain one mode of communication throughout a
dialogue that involves multiple languages - speakers switch back and
forth between the languages as well as between modes. The analytical
methods traditionally chosen for each of the two modes are therefore
combined in order to provide explanations for the creative mechanisms
behind multilingual understanding (see subsection 5.4.1).
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Traditionally, communicative success in a dialogue is attributed to
the processes of psycholinguistic alignment that occur when interlocu-
tors reach a shared understanding of the relevant aspects of the world
(Pickering & Garrod, 2004), since alignment simpli�es language process-
ing. Generally speaking, interactants try to align their mental represen-
tations by using the same references and forms for and information about
certain entities (e.g., repeated syntactic structures or abstract aspects of
meaning like `diagonal' as a type of a �gure on the map). Alignment at
one level leads to alignment at other levels and these adaptive strate-
gies are claimed to be largely automatic (ibid.). Pickering and Garrod
draw attention to the distinction between co-ordinated behaviour in a
dialogue and alignment of representations. The former is compared to
ballroom dancing, where communication is co-ordinated in a joint action
and the latter refers to shared representations that are the result of auto-
matic language processing. According to their model, automatic priming
is the only mechanism used for creating alignment unless there is a need
for interactive repair of a misaligned representation (ibid., p. 172). This
is in line with the assumption that in multilingual constellations mon-
itoring may be more pronounced (Bahtina et al., 2013), even though
L1-L2 dialogues or comprehension/production experiments with L2 in-
put demonstrate cross-linguistic priming and other alignment patterns
detected in the monolingual data.

With the interlocutors speaking L1 and hearing L2, there is more
room for misunderstanding; this is why monitoring could be a more
prominent technique to establish and preserve the common ground. The
goal of this paper therefore is to further the knowledge about alignment
and its forms in multilingual settings by addressing the e�ects of L2 pro-
�ciency on the distribution of certain alignment strategies and overall
communicative e�ciency (reaching mutual understanding in each sepa-
rate communicative event or completing a map task). Code-switching is
hypothesised to have a special role in creating understanding in LaRa
between genetically unrelated Estonian (a Finnic branch of the Finno-
Ugric language family) and Russian (an East-Slavic branch of the Indo-
European family) which have little or no access to cognates, similar
syntactic structures and other linguistic material that would reinforce
understanding. The chapter starts o� by identifying the salient types
of alignment from Pickering and Garrod's interactive alignment model
(2004) in the data and explores acquired LaRa's potential as well as the
e�ciency of CS as a subtype of lexical alignment in multilingual settings.
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5.3 Alignment detected

5.3.1 Methodology

This chapter continues investigating the data from Estonian-Russian lin-
gua receptiva introduced in Chapters 3 and 4. The experiment involved
96 participants; 76 for the LaRa condition and 20 in the monolingual
(control) condition. A socio-linguistic questionnaire and an L2-test were
administered to collect relevant information, such as the history of re-
spective L2 learning, previous and current exposure as well as attitudes
to both languages and their speakers (for details, see Chapter 2). The
map task is a modi�ed version of Garrod and Anderson's (1987) `maze
game': each dyad had a follower and a guide, their task was to �nd each
other on the almost identical maps that they had on their individual com-
puter screens. The instructions stated that each participant should speak
their respective native language (i.e., Estonian or Russian). Participants
were also instructed to complete the task as quickly as possible while
the time limit was set to 10 minutes. The main �ndings demonstrated
that low L2 knowledge does not create communicative barriers, but in-
dicate the importance of the L2 composition of the dyad (see Chapter
4). To sum up, the dyads with mixed L2 pro�ciencies (i.e., high and low)
were more e�cient in terms of success level they reached and generally
faster. It was also established that L2 pro�ciency de�ned the type of
meta-communicative devices that were used by the participants to fos-
ter mutual understanding. For example, dyads in which both participants
had higher L2 pro�ciency used more devices aimed at clarifying the rules
for orienting on the map whereas negotiations about terminology led to
increased success in dyads with a higher L2 di�erence.

The current study focuses on the three types of alignment described
by Pickering & Garrod (2004): conceptual, structural and lexical (in this
study, phonetic and phonological representations are included in this cat-
egory. Van Mulken & Hendriks (2012) demonstrate that paralinguistic
strategies are important as well; however, they could not be included in
the scope of this study. This section provides a brief overview of align-
ment detected in the experiments conducted in the LaRa mode and ex-
plains why certain types of alignment are more easily identi�ed than
others. Finally, an integrated LaRa and CS analysis is suggested to shed
additional light on the nature of establishing understanding in dialogues
that contain L2 utterances despite the instruction to stick to L1.
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5.3.2 Conceptual level

The conceptual type of alignment was elaborated in the task-oriented
dialogue presented as the maze game (Garrod & Anderson, 1987). The
spatial dimension is an example of such alignment in the experimental
task: one can treat an expression `to the left' both egocentrically and
allocentrically; similarly, interlocutors can choose with which description
scheme to refer to the map. One of the speci�cities concerning conceptual
alignment in this type of experiments lies in the fact that alignment is
partially triggered by the nature of the task since the subjects have to es-
tablish a system for discussing the abstract map (see Figure 2.2). Garrod
& Anderson made an inventory of the four ways of describing the map,
which are all re�ective of di�erent ways of conceptualising the features of
the map that are critical for reaching success in this experiment. These
description schemes are presented here in the order of their frequency
(ibid.). The most common type is a tour along the paths in the maze,
the so called path description of the map (e.g., `Go two along'). Alterna-
tively, the map can be seen as a matrix (e.g., `I am in row three, column
�ve'), which can be classi�ed as the co-ordinate description of the map.
The third option was the line scheme that started with a description of
a line followed by a position relative to this line (e.g., `First bottom line,
third dot from the left'). Figural description is the fourth way to refer to
a map: some particular con�guration is described in terms of its physical
appearance (shape) and the position is then explained with respect to
this �gure (e.g., `T-shape' or `Can you see a `knee'? I am right under
it'). Finally, a set of cardinal points can be used to refer to the map with
absolutes (e.g., `north of Point A')

The description schemes detected in my lingua receptiva experiments
were similar to the original study by Garrod & Anderson (1987). The
subjects in this experiment aligned on unambiguous description schemes
that were developed by each dyad during the experiment to �t their
needs. The interlocutors used the same map description schemes and
would switch to alternatives only when the previous referential system
did not su�ce. Most dyads chose to use the matrix-type of description
with numbered rows and columns. The path-related system was often
used in combination with the matrix system. Segmenting the map into
sectors was frequently seen in the �rst stage of the experiment (estab-
lishing the �rst shared location). The �gural descriptions were employed
infrequently and mostly for checking the updated location (`Can you see
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a triangle on the left?'). The absolutes were used by fewer subjects, which
could be partially explained by the four additional directional names in
Estonian: Russian uses compounds to describe intermediate direction
(e.g., `halfway between north and east' is called `northeast') while Esto-
nian assigns a unique word that sometimes led to confusion even among
the native speakers of Estonian in the monolingual group.

There is an important di�erence between the descriptions made by
Garrod & Anderson and the �ndings in this LaRa dialogue experiment.
It has been previously claimed (Garrod & Anderson, 1987; Mills, 2011;
Pickering & Garrod, 2004) that alignment in dialogues is not controlled
by explicit negotiation but that it is coordinated by output and input
(i.e., perceived and produced linguistic data) as well as interactive repair.
Explicit negotiation, or rather the lack of it, has been reported in per-
tinent literature in relation to various levels of representations, such as
lexical choice and meaning or the conceptual model1. The data demon-
strated that the participants were consistent in their primary conceptu-
alizations (normally, the one that was introduced �rst by either of the
interlocutors) unless a potential or an already existing misunderstanding
was detected. In such cases other referential systems were introduced ex-
plicitly with a purpose to (re-)establish mutual understanding. Detailed
discussions of the rules that go with certain systems (`Count rows from
the bottom without the zero level') were not uncommon. It is therefore
concluded that conceptual alignment can take various forms, from an
automatic repetition of the previously heard utterance to an explicit ne-
gotiation of the subject matter, both eventually leading to an improved
level of mutual understanding. Such processes suggest that alignment at
this level can be interactively monitored by the interlocutors.

5.3.3 Syntactic level

The structural type of alignment is often studied in experiments on prim-
ing and routinization. Priming refers to the short-lived memory of lexical
and structural units that is encountered both in production (e.g., Bock,
1986) and comprehension (e.g., Ivanova et al., 2012). The �ndings suggest
that subjects have a tendency to produce a syntactic structure that they
heard or read from their interlocutor or a computer. The explanation is

1This section focuses on explicit discussions of conceptual representations, but it
is assumed that lexical elements also make good candidates for meta-communicative
negotiations.
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that mental representations of these syntactic structures are activated
and, as a result, are easily accessed within a certain period of time. A
study by Bernolet et al. (2007) shows that cross-linguistic priming occurs
as well, however, syntactic priming in multilingual situations is limited
by syntactic di�erences between the languages (e.g., with regard to word
order). The routinization processes (i.e., systematic use of the same type
of structures for certain purposes) make use of the repetitive nature of
the dialogue and thus increase mutual information content and simplify
production (Garrod & Anderson, 1987; Garrod & Doherty, 1994).

The data from the current experiment provide examples for these
types of syntactic alignment despite the marked syntactic di�erences be-
tween Estonian and Russian. However, repeated structures occur in the
dialogue not necessarily as a result of interactive alignment. Some lan-
guage constellations, like those among genetically close languages, have
few con�icting or competing constructions, which makes interpretation
of syntactic alignment more di�cult2. In the Standard Average Euro-
pean (SAE) typology Estonian is treated as an exotic language that has
little in common with the modern Indo-European languages of Europe
(Haspelmath, 2011). Nevertheless, Estonian is sometimes referred to as
a peripheral SAE language, it has even acquired the SVO word order
typical of the Indo-European languages and not Finno-Ugric, as Esto-
nian genetically is (Sutrop, 2004). There are claims that in addition to
the tendency to accumulate SAE features, Estonian has diachronically
undergone a number of morpho-syntactic changes in the direction of Ger-
man and Russian (Metslang, 2009).

The example from Figure 5.1 shows how di�cult it is to qualitatively
decide whether a syntactic structure originally uttered by one interlocu-
tor and repeated by the other is a case of interactive syntactic alignment.
Such a structure (segments 45 - 46) is the default way of answering even
though there are other syntactic options (e.g., elliptical answer indicating
only the side of the map instead of the repeated phrase or a completely
di�erent phrase); similarly, the use of the preposition in the same exam-
ple is grammatical but not preferred (segment 46).

To sum up, there were no examples in the data where structural
di�erences between the languages caused any major misunderstandings.

2The only way to show syntactic alignment of the non-con�icting structures is to
establish that the probability of occurrence of a structure X in language 1 is increased
after the occurrence of X' in lanuage 2, as compared to a situation in which another
structure, Y, was produced �rst.
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Figure 5.1: Excerpt from dialogue 35RE: Possible syntactic priming of the
verb phrase between Estonian and Russian or a mere realisation of the default
structure in L1 - a matter of perspective. The Estonian-speaking guide uses
the `to be on X side' as an identi�cation (segment 45). The Russian-speaking
follower repeats the phrase �rst partially and then fully, mimicking the origi-
nal structure. The preposition choice in segment 46 is somewhat odd since in
standard Russian, unlike in Estonian, `on' would be changed to `in'.

45 [02:25.1]

EstGuide[v] Kas te asute vasakul pool v�oi paremal pool · · eee kaarti?
EstGuide[eng] Are you situated on the left side or on the right side · · erm of the map

46 [02:28.6]

RusFollower[v] ýý íà · íà ëåâîé ÷àñòè · · · ÿ áîëüøå íàõîæóñü íà ëåâîé ÷àñòè · ·
RusFollower[eng] erm on the · left side · · · I am more situated on the left side · ·

The excerpt from the dialogue in Figure 5.2 shows that routinization
as the second type of syntactic alignment is also present in the data:
some dyads repeated a construction that suited the experimental needs
(e.g., `Can you see/go to X?'). A similar construction in Figure 5.2 was
used by the same speaker, but generally both interlocutors used the same
structure throughout the dialogue. This particular structure was useful
for giving instructions, be it the follower explaining where they are or
the guide leading the interlocutor towards their location.

More generally, structural alignment occurred in dyads with various
pro�ciencies in L2, both in couples where both interlocutors were �uent
and in those that had less pro�cient speakers of L2. Many interlocutors
checked almost every received message by repeating it in their own lan-
guage (a phrase or the whole stretch). It is important to acknowledge
the existence of similar structures in Estonian and Russian in general
that could be an example of automatic alignment in lingua receptiva,
but I will exclude such examples from my analysis because they cannot
be interpreted with certainty as instances of syntactic aligment. Instead,
the focus is shifted towards the more marked type of alignment that is
realised in the dispreferred or ungrammatical forms. It should be men-
tioned that many occurrences of such kind fall into the syntax-lexicon
continuum (see Backus, 2010) since it is the use of a certain word that
seems to be unconventional. The excerpt in Figure 5.3 illustrates how
the interlocutors co-operate by using a certain non-default verb phrase,
namely `to tell from X (location)', which can be viewed as inventing new
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Figure 5.2: Excerpt from dialogue 5RE: Routinization as the second type of
syntactic alignment - the interlocutors found a dialogue pattern that �ts their
communicative needs and use it repeatedly.

171 [05:47.2] 172 [05:49.9]

EstGuide[v] Kas sul n�u�ud n�aitab diagonaal vasakule?
EstGuide [eng] Does by you now show a diagonal down to the left?
EstGuide [eng2] Do you see a diagonal going down to the left?

RusFollower[v] Äa · · ·
RusFollower[eng] Yes · · ·

173 [05:51.2] 174 [05:52.8]

EstGuide[v] Nii n�u�ud tule siia alla vasakule
EstGuide [eng] So now come here down to the left
RusFollower[v] Òàê · · · (laughs)
RusFollower[eng] So · · · (laughs)

175 [05:55.8] 176 [05:52.8]

EstGuide[v] N�u�ud · · tule Kas sul n�aitab �uks t�apike alla t�apselt?
EstGuide [eng] Now · · come Does by you now show one point down precisely?
EstGuide[eng2] Do you see a point right below?

idioms that have a shared meaning only within this speci�c dialogue. The
Russian-speaking follower coined an expression that was understandable
to the Estonian-speaking interlocutor, but is not the standard Russian
expression. `Telling from the bottom' here refers to starting an explana-
tion from the lowest point on the map: the Estonian counterpart copies
the same structure in his mother tongue and adds details (`from the top
and from the corner').

Figure 5.3: Excerpt from dialogue 4RE: a somewhat ungrammatical form is
introduced by the Russian and repeated by the Estonian interlocutor.

64 [03:05.5] 65 [03:08.1]

RusFollower[v] ß áóäó ñíèçó ãîâîðèòü
RusFollower [eng] I will from below tell
RusFollower [eng2] I will explain it from below

EstGuide[v] R�a�agi �ulevalt ja paremalt nurgast
EstGuide[eng] Tell from the top and right corner
EstGuide[eng2] Explain it from the top right corner
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5.3.4 Lexical level

Identifying lexical alignment in multilingual interaction might also pose
a problem. In alignment via literal translation from L2 to L1 (e.g., the
word `line' in L1 in reply to the same word in L2) there are few choices
and using the L1 equivalent indicates understanding of the previous ut-
terance. However, when the interlocutors have more options for the lin-
guistic element, it becomes possible to detect alignment. Consider the
word punkt in Estonian (`dot') and tochka (`dot') versus punkt in Rus-
sian (`point', `location'): the �rst option is a better semantic �t, but the
second noun is often preferred as a cognate, or a common international-
ism, for the Estonian word. More overt examples contain CS (Figure 5.4):
the Russian-speaking participant chose the Estonian word `t�apikest' that
had been uttered before; using safe terminology is in this case strategic
(although the internalised knowledge of Estonian grammar is another
explanation).

Figure 5.4: Excerpt from dialogue 5RE: a Russian interlocutor repeated the L2
noun in partitive as a safe version: the same form has been used by the Estonian-
speaking participant and therefore has a higher chance to be understood.

237 [06:48.5]

RusFollower[v] Íî òîãäà áóäåò äâà T�APIKEST
RusFollower [eng] But then there will be two LITTLE DOTS (Est)

5.3.5 Code-switching as alignment

Alignment enhances understanding as part of the ongoing discourse
strategies and is often automatic and barely detectable. The types of
alignment described by Pickering & Garrod (2004) are likely to occur in
the data. However, it has been demonstrated in this paper that some-
times these mechanisms are hard to classify since there are no hard-and-
fast criteria by which structural/lexical alignment (priming) can be dis-
criminated from `accidental' correspondences that result from similarities
between the two grammars/vocabularies. The following section therefore
investigates the non-L1 utterances in order to shed more light on the na-
ture of alignment in LaRa dialogues. It is hypothesised that in a task
with an instruction to speak one's mother tongue (see next Subsection
5.4.1 for methodology) the use of foreign words must be stimulated by the
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communicative goal. The non-L1, or the code-switched utterances could
be used phatically or to create mutual understanding whenever there is
a potential for a problematic communication. As already stated in the
introduction, the question is whether code-switching can be seen as an
alternative type of lexical alignment. And since alignment in general is
claimed to be bene�cial for establishing shared mental representations,
code-switching is hypothesised to be an optimization strategy in LaRa
dialogues. It is predicted that the use of alternation and insertion, the
two main subtypes of CS, can improve experimental results of dyads
with lower L2 pro�ciency scores; the e�ect of the use of code-switching
and the L2 pro�ciency combination on success in the map task is to be
explored. Additionally, the question of `natural' circumstances for LaRa
as well as factors that stimulate of prohibit the use of this mode will be
addressed.

5.4 Code-switching detected

5.4.1 CS typology

There are several reasons to apply theories on language contact with
lingua receptiva. The former is typically studied in the context of ev-
eryday in-group conversations and the focus is often on the patterns of
code-switching that are possible in various language combinations and
linguistic changes that such processes bring about. In this section the CS
theories will be discussed in the light of problem solving tasks in general
and their relation to the LaRa mode in particular. For instance, the LaRa
mode has a set of restrictions, such as su�cient L2 pro�ciency (especially
in acquired LaRa), the socio-linguistic factors or meta-communicative
knowledge. In studies on language contact, however, these factors are
not used to predict communicative failure, but to account for the type of
contact in terms of e�ciency. LaRa, on the other hand, can o�er a new
perspective on the nature of language contact since in LaRa dialogues
each turn starts in a di�erent language and is a case of code-switching
in itself. Therefore the traditional CS typologies and hypotheses will be
tested on a LaRa data set.

First, it is important to decide what generic types of code-switching
can occur in Estonian-Russian dialogues, as relates to this chapter.
Muysken (2000) describes the two types of code-switching that are widely
accepted in CS literature and that can be applied to acquired LaRa. In-
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sertion refers to the use of lexical items or entire constituents from lan-
guage 1 in the structure of language 2. Alternation is basically switching
between the structures from language 1 and 2 since there is no obvious
matrix language and utterances may contain alternating clauses (e.g.,
main clause in language 1 and subordinate clause in language 2). Next, a
more detailed typology derived from the distribution of language choices
in conversation needs to be adopted for lingua receptiva. The sequential
patterns described by Auer (1995) will be the starting point. In the orig-
inal typology all the patterns contain letters that represent languages
and �gures that stand for speakers. Thus the pattern Ia indicates that
�rst both interlocutors speak language A until person 1 switches to lan-
guage B and person 2 does the same in their next turn. The pattern Ib
shows a code switch by the same speaker, which similarly to the previous
example leads to a language switch by the other speaker, too.

Ia: A1 A2 A1 A2 // B1 B2 B1 B2

Ib: A1 A2 A1 A2 A1 // B1 B2 B1 B2

The IIa pattern is a prototypical LaRa sequence since both interlocutors
speak their own language. In pattern IIb only person 2 adapts to their
interlocutor's language.

IIa: A1 B2 A1 B2 A1 B2 A1 B2

IIb: A1 B2 A1 B2 A1 // A2 A1 A2 A1

Auer's III pattern is a combination of language switches within utter-
ances of one speaker, used independently (IIIa) or co-occurring with the
other patterns (IIIb).

IIIa: AB1 AB2 AB1 AB2

IIIb: AB1 // A2 A1 A2

Pattern IV is an example of an isolated language switch in the middle of
an utterance since it has no e�ect on the language choice that follows.

IV: A1 [B1] A1

Before the adaptation of these patterns to the needs of this study is
presented, here is another aspect relevant for LaRa. Backus & Jørgensen
(2011) report on several studies demonstrating that the choice of code-
switching depends on the acquisition of other linguistic skills. Hansen
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(2003), for instance, provides an L2 acquisitional sequence in school chil-
dren: L1 - L2 sequences within one speaker are the �rst to occur, fol-
lowed by insertions from one language into another whereas language
switches at turn taking are not acquired by all learners. According to
Hansen's study, sequences of the LaRa type occur infrequently and not
in all speakers. Even though in LaRa speaking pro�ciency should not
be an issue since production always takes place in a language that one
speaks (near)natively, lingua receptiva is not a commonly used language
mode and agreements about its use have to be made by interlocutors
or introduced as organizational rules (e.g., Braunm�uller, 2007, but see
Beerkens, 2010). Given the fact that the data discussed in this paper
come from an experiment in which the subjects were instructed to speak
their mother tongue in a bilingual diaogue, the use of LaRa was forced.
The occurrence of CS is consequently marked and its detailed analysis
inside the utterances is possible, as shown in the next paragraph. As
concerns L2 pro�ciency, Auer (1998) mentions that CS is also possible
with a limited knowledge of L2 since the communicative function (the
need to share the meaning) does not depend on knowledge of the L2
grammar. The prevalence of function over form is also a key concept in
lingua receptiva where perfect command of L2 is not a pre-requisite for
e�cient communication (Braunm�uller, 2007).

The following paragraphs describe an adaptation of CS typology to
lingua receptiva, as suggested by the data. CS1 is the sequence of lingua
receptiva as such since language switches occur at the turn level. In case
`A' is the mother tongue of person 2 and `B' is the mother tongue of
person 1, the communication can be described as paradoxical politeness
(Verschik, 2005) when the interlocutors symbolically exchange languages
(i.e., each speaks the mother tongue of their interlocutor), a mode that
has been detected in naturalistic data in Estonian-Russian communica-
tion (see also Verschik 2004, Verschik 2007). Although this pattern is not
a standard multilingual solution, it may occur when both interlocutors
decide to adapt to their partner's L1.

CS1(IIa): A1 B2 A1 B2 A1 B2 A1 B2 or A2 B1 A2 B1

CS2 is an example of alternation since the code-switched elements
form longer structures or sometimes complete sentences. Interestingly,
in LaRa such switches do not necessarily lead to a change of language in
the utterances that follow.
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CS2(IIb): A1 B2 A1 B2 A1 // A2 A1 A2 A1
A1 B2 A1 B2 A1 // A2 A1 B2

Insertions have been divided into three subtypes, depending on the
level of morpho-syntactic integration between the two languages. CS3
is the integrated use of L2 when the inserted L2 element receives any
grammatical adaptation from speaker's L1 (e.g., a case marking).

CS3(IIIa): AB1 AB2 AB1 AB2
(IIIb): AB1 // A2 A1 A2

CS4 di�ers from CS3 by its form: CS4 is a mere repetition or a
grammatically unintegrated L2 form (e.g., an L2 verb in in�nitive where
an in�ected form is needed). Sometimes the repeated L2 form �ts into
the L1 structure without any changes (i.e., it can not be integrated any
further). In such cases it is impossible to decide whether the use of this
form is intentional or primed; for clarity reasons such utterances are
marked as CS4.

CS4(IV): A1 [B1] A1

The data also contain examples of creative (albeit ungrammatical)
utterances that a speaker of language A uses in language B. For in-
stance, an Estonian speaker was confused about the words for `right'
(Rus: pravo) and `left' (Rus: levo), instead producing `brevo', which is a
segmental mix of the two existing words with hyper-foreignisation (there-
fore, faulty AB, or FAB). It should be emphasised that grammaticality
is not used in a normative sense and the `faulty' adjective is purely de-
scriptive here. The focus is on the interlocutors' ability to create shared
meaning based on the novel word blend.

CS4(IV)(FAB)]: A1 [*(A)B1] A1

The majority of the recorded exchanges are in CS1 (the LaRa mode)
and the remaining types are grouped into CS2 (alternations) versus CS3
and CS4 (insertions): the two clusters are analysed in terms of their
occurrence, e�ect on success in the map task and dependency on expo-
sure to and attitudes towards L2. Such subcategorisation helps eliminate
ambiguity between alternations and insertions.

Figure 5.5 is an example of alternation that occasionally turns into
paradoxical politeness (such exchanges are very rare as a result of the
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experiment L1 instruction), which is also CS2. The Estonian-speaking
participant corrects herself by rephrasing her question in L1; the L2
sentence is thus interrupted, but has been clearly intended as a whole
and is considered to be an alternation. The Russian-speaking participant
from the same dialogue also switches between L1 and L2, but in a more
clear manner, with complete sentences.

Figure 5.5: Excerpt from dialogue 23RE: An example of CS2. The Estonian-
speaking participant tries to speak Russian and her Russian-speaking interlocu-
tor replies partially in Estonian. They both seem to be monitoring L2, otherwise
the couple could be conversing in the mode of paradoxical politeness.

132 [07:20.2] 133 [07:24.3]

EstGuide[v] A ÊÓÄÀ ÒÛ · · · eh kus sa oled?
EstGuide[eng] BUT WHERE YOU (Rus) · · · eh where you are?
RusFollower[v] Ñìîòðè · · ·
RusFollower[eng] Look · · ·
[MCD] CS2E

134 [07:25.3]

RusFollower[v] KAS SA N�AED K�OIGE K�OIGE VASAKUL ·· SEE · �UKS PUNKT
RusFollower[eng] DO YOU SEE ON THE MOST LEFT ·· THIS · ONE POINT (Est)
[MCD] CS2R

Insertions, on the other hand, are mostly isolated words or phrases
and partial repetitons of the partner's speech or novel expressions inte-
grated into L1 speech within the same utterance (Figure 5.6 and 5.7 re-
spectively). The next section will describe the results and more examples
and statistical results will be shown to demonstrate that code-switching
can be used to create common ground between the interlocutors and/or
improve e�ciency in the experimental task.

Figure 5.6: Excerpt from dialogue 38ER: An example of CS4. The Russian-
speaking participant repeats a part of the instruction in L2.

51[02:42.8] 52 [02:44.2] 53 [02:46.0]

EstFollower[v] Seitse
EstFollower[eng] Seven
RusGuide[v] SEITSE ðàç äâà òðè ÷åòûðå ïÿòü øåñòü SEITSE
RusGuide[eng] SEVEN (Est) one two three four �ve six SEVEN (Est)
[MCD] CS4R CS4R
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Figure 5.7: Excerpt from dialogue 23RE: An example of CS3. The Russian-
speaking participant integrates the postpositional phrase into a Russian sen-
tence, which makes the description more clear for the hearer.

187 [09:22.4] 188 [09:23.0]

RusFollower[v] Âîò ñìîòðè âîò òâîÿ òî÷êà · îíà NURGA PEAL
RusFollower [eng] Look here your point · it is IN THE CORNER (Est)
[MCD] CS3R

5.4.2 Results

The following analysis was based on the code-switched elements from
38 dyads that took part in the experiment in the lingua receptiva mode
(see subsection 5.3.1 for details). The segments that were coded as code-
switching comprised only a small proportion of the recorded and tran-
scribed LaRa dialogues, approximately six per cent of all utterances per
dyad (M = 5.62, SD = 7.48). Only �ve dyads completely failed in terms
of the task completion (�nding each other, Points A and B, on the map),
17 were able to complete the task partially and 16 dyads were fully suc-
cessful.

A comparison between the dyads in the LaRa condition and in
the monolingual condition revealed no signi�cant di�erences in terms
of speed of the task completion. LaRa dyads needed 306.66 seconds
(SD=238.58) to �nd Point A and 165.18 seconds (SD=189.06) to �nd
Point B whereas monolingual dyads took on average 445.4 seconds
(SD=178.19) and 219.1 seconds (SD=234.96). The time di�erence be-
tween the two conditions is not statistically signi�cant: t(46)=-1.7, p=.09
for �nding Point A and t(46)=-.76, p=.45 for Point B. Such results in-
dicate that LaRa can be an e�cient mode of communication.

A one-way ANOVA was used to check whether L2 pro�ciency of
the dyad as a factor could predict success: interestingly, the subjects in
the higher L2 pro�ciency dyads (those dyads in which both participants
scored over 50 per cent on the L2 test) needed signi�cantly more time
to fully complete the task (F(1,31) = 8.8, p < .01). These results sug-
gest that in addition to pro�ciency there could be other factors predicting
success in the experiment. Exposure to L2 (calculated from the question-
naire as the means over a number of questions with Likert scales) had
no e�ect on the type of success in the task; however, there was a trend
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towards di�erence in the exposure levels between Estonian-speaking and
Russian-speaking subjects, with the latter group having somewhat more
regular encounters with L2 (t(74)=-1.74, p=.087). Attitudes towards L2
played a role only for the Estonian-speaking participants: a more posi-
tive attitude towards Russian occurred in the groups with higher success
(Spearman ρ(38)=.33, p=.04). These socio-linguistic factors could be
partially responsible for the processes in Estonian-Russian lingua recep-
tiva, but we are going to focus on L2 pro�ciency combinations and their
e�ect on code-switching as a compensation strategy for creating mutual
understanding. The following tests were run to establish the nature and
the role of code-switching in lingua receptiva.

Linear regression analysis was used to determine if L2 pro�ciency
predicts the percentage of segments that contain code-switches, in both
interlocutors' utterances. First, individual pro�ciency scores were used
as predictors. It turned out that neither L2 pro�ciency of the Estonian
participant, nor that of the Russian-speaking participant predicted the
amount of code-switching (Estonian L2 pro�ciency: β = -0.08, F = 2.94,
n.s.; Russian L2 pro�ciency: β = -0.066, F = 1.14, n.s.). The same was
true for alternations and insertions; the amount of these types of code-
switching could not be predicted by the subjects' individual L2 scores.

The summed L2 pro�ciency of the dyad (composed of the Estonian
and the Russian-speaking subjects' individual L2 pro�ciencies), however,
could be shown to predict the percentage of segments with CS's (β =
-0.10, F = 5.84, , p < .05, R2 = .14) Similarly, dyadic (summed) L2
pro�ciency turned out to be predictive of alternations (β = -0.04, F =
4.72, p < .05, R2 = .11) and insertions (β = -0.06, F = 4.35, p < .05,
R2 = .11). Taken together, these results indicate that the higher the
summed L2, the less CS we get and vice versa. The summed L2 was
also predictive of the individual use of code-switching by the Estonian-
speaking but not by the Russian-speaking subjects: alternations (β =
-0.06, F = 4.45, p < .05, R2 = .11) and insertions (β = -0.08, F = 4.35,
p < .05, R2 = .11).

Additional multiple regression analyses were conducted to examine
the relationship between the use of CS and various socio-linguistic (both
participants' exposure and attitudes to L2) and success predictors (the
type of success, the speed of �nding Point A and Point B). First, a
multiple regression model with �ve predictors (summed L2, summed ex-
posures, the speed of �nding Point A and B) produced R-squared = .386,
F(5, 32) = 4.03, p < .01. The Russian-speaking participants' exposure
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to Estonian (β = -0.39, p = .01) and summed C-Test scores (β = -0.39,
p < .05) had signi�cant negative regression weights, indicating dyads
with higher scores on these scales were expected to contain fewer alter-
nations made by the Estonian-speaking participants, after controlling for
the other variables in the model. The Estonian-speaking participants' ex-
posure demonstrated a trend (β = 0.283, p = .07). The speed of �nding
Points A and B did not contribute to the multiple regression model. So,
with other factors controlled for, higher L2 pro�ciency and exposure to
L2 situations predict fewer alternations used by the Estonian-speaking
participants. Next, a model with six predictors (both participants' expo-
sure and attitude to multilingual situations, type of success and summed
L2) revealed the same pattern. When other factors were controlled for,
the overall use of alternations was predicted by the summed L2 scores (β
= -0.463, p = .01): the higher the L2 scores, the smaller the use of alter-
nations. The overall model �t was R2 = .331, F(6, 31) = 2.56, p < .05.
First, it indicates that code-switching is not a strategy restricted to ad-
vanced speakers, as sometimes seen in second language acquisition stud-
ies. Second, it shows that advanced speakers do need less code-switching
since their L2 knowledge is su�cient to create mutual understanding.

To sum up the regression results, dyads with higher summed L2 scores
and/or higher exposure to L2 use fewer CS, particularly alternations. The
less predictable occurrence of insertions may be explained with their dif-
ferent functions: the use of L2 in general can be either symbolic (habitual)
or aimed at creating mutual understanding (intended) regardless of the
participants' L2 pro�ciency (see Subsection 4.3.5 in Chapter 4; Verschik
2002, 2008).

Next, the occurrence of CS types was investigated in the L2 pro�-
ciency groups: both interlocutors with a high command of L2, the so
called high-high (120 < summed L2 score ≤ 160), intermediate (80 <
summed L2 score ≤ 120) and low-low (0 < summed L2 score ≤ 80). There
was a signi�cant di�erence in the scores for the types of code-switching
used in all three groups, so there is no e�ect of L2 pro�ciency classi�ca-
tion: insertions occurred signi�cantly more often than alternations in all
data in the LaRa condition (Figure 5.9). Since CS on average occured
in no more than six per cent of the segments produced in this experi-
mental task, it was tested whether these speci�c types of code-switching
occur in more than two percent of each dyad's segments (the cut-o� was
aimed to help detect dyads who used signi�cantly more CS compared
to other dyads). Alternations occur only in 1.7 percent of all segments
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Figure 5.8: An example of how summed L2 pro�ciency predicts the overall
use of code-switching. Dyads with lower L2 (left part of the X-axis) use more
code-switching and dyads with higher L2 (right side of the X-axis) use it less.

whereas insertions appeared in about 3.9 percent (t = 2.3, p < .05). In
the high-high pro�ciency group the alternations occurred on average in
under one per cent (M = .76, SD = 1.23) and insertions almost in 2.5
per cent (M = 2.23, SD = 2.48) of all segments per dyad t(12) = -3.01,
p < .01; in the intermediate group the alternations occurred in under
1.5 per cent (M = 1.44, SD = 2,51) of the segments and the insertions
comprised almost four per cent (M = 3.56, SD = 4.67) of all segments
per dyad t(18) = -2.97, p < .01; the alternations remained at 1.5 per
cent (M = 1.49, SD = 2.10) and the insertions increased until almost
six per cent (M = 5.60, SD = 7.65) t(8) = -2.15, p = .06 in the low-
low L2 pro�ciency group. Finally, insertions were preferred as a type of
code-switching also in the groups per language (Figure 5.9): alternations
used by Estonian and Russian-speaking participants were similarly less
frequent than insertions uttered by the same language groups.

It should be kept in mind that the general preference for insertions
is present in the whole data set. What is more interesting is that there is
no such e�ect in zero success groups, thus the use of CS alone does not
predict success or failure in the map task. However, dyads that reached
intermediate or full success rates demonstrated a signi�cant di�erence:
the percentages of the insertions (M = 3.41, SD = 4.44) were much higher
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Figure 5.9: Insertions as the preferred type of code-switching over alternations
in various language groups: total Estonian and Russian (AllLaRa), uttered by
Estonian-speaking (Est) and uttered by the Russian-speaking subjects (Rus).

than the percentages of the alternations (M = 1.39, SD = 2.36), t(23) =
3.39, p < .01. The instruction to use L1 could be one of the reasons why
insertions were used more extensively than alternations: longer stretches
of L2 are obvious violations of the rules whereas occasional phrases in L2
are less conspicuous. The fact that only successful groups used more in-
sertions could indicate that their use of L2 was restricted to the instances
when it was necessary to maintain shared representations at the lexical
level. Alternatively, longer stretches of L2 could occur in situations when
the interlocutors were completely misaligned and were not able to �nish
the task within the time limit.

Another way to measure success is considering the time it took each
dyad to complete the task (�nd Point A and Point B). Since the time
was limited to 10 minutes after wich the experiment was stopped, the
remaining time was calculated, transformed into a natural logarithm
(coded lnA, lnB and lnAB for �nding the two points separately and to-
gether) and analysed. A Spearman's CS-time correlation coe�cient was
computed to assess the relationship between the amount and the type of
code-switching and participants' e�ciency in the experiment. There was
a negative correlation in all data between the speed of �nding Point A
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(lnA) and the frequency of alternations (ρ = -.47, n = 26, p < 0.05): the
fewer alternations, the faster the speed of �nding Point A. Dyads that
completed the task fully were analysed separately and demonstrated no
signi�cant correlations between their speed in reaching any points and
frequency of alternations. Dyads with intermediate success had a nega-
tive correlation both for alternations (ρ = -.70, n = 10, p < 0.05) and for
insertions (ρ = -.66, n = 10, p < 0.05); no calculations could be made
for the dyads that failed the task completely. To sum up, dyads that
completed the task faster used signi�cantly fewer alternations and dyads
in the intermediate success group used fewer alternations and insertions.
However, the nature of such correlations should be a matter of a qual-
itative analysis. The fact that lower CS numbers co-occur with higher
speed might simply indicate that dyads who had no communicative prob-
lems (e.g., no interlocutor with a low L2 pro�ciency) could proceed with
the task while those with a potential for misunderstanding activated all
interactional resources to repair communication. Thus, code-switching
can be seen as a mechanism used by the interlocutors to create under-
standing in interaction. The speaker in Figure 5.10 anticipated a misun-
derstanding via providing an insertion in L2, classi�ed as CS4. Another
example is what we call FABs: the creative use of language A by the
speaker of language B, which is a failed attempt to produce proper L2
(Figure 5.11). Not all code-switching, however, has the function of estab-
lishing linguistic understanding. Speakers with various L2 pro�ciencies
used L2 phatically (discourse markers, jokes, etc.), especially in case of
the Russian-speaking participants. This is probably why the amount of
CS was not predicted by their individual command of Estonian. To con-
clude, the data demonstrate that alternations and insertions can improve
mutual understanding locally; whether or not the subjects who used CS
also managed to complete the global task of the experiment is a question
that has to be tackled qualitatively.

5.5 Conclusions

The initial aim of this study was to see how an automatic account of
alignment in dialogue can be applied to lingua receptiva. Alignment
strategies have been discussed as interactive patterns enhancing mutual
understanding, a process that simpli�es both monolingual and multilin-
gual comprehension and production at the level that is not controlled by
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Figure 5.10: Excerpt from dialogue 9ER: The Estonian-speaking follower, also
�uent in Russian, helped their less L2 pro�cient interlocutor by inserting a
translation of a word that could create misunderstanding (CS4).

23 [00:55.3]

EstFollower[v] ee aga need · need tulbad · · · v�oi · eh êîëîíêè · jah?
EstFollower[eng] ee but now · those columns · · · or eh COLUMNS (Rus) · yes?
[Meta] CS4(Est)

Figure 5.11: Excerpt from dialogue 23RE: The Russian-speaking follower pro-
vides what she believes to be a translation of a word that could be unknown to
the Estonian guide who is not so �uent in Russian. The newly coined word is
derived from the word `cross' (Est: rist), so the Estonian-speaking participant
decodes the intended meaning (Est: ristmikul) without any problem.

201 [09:45.8] 202 [09:49.9]

RusFollower[v] è íà · · ïåðåêð�eñòêå/ RISTIKUL · íàâåðõ
RusFollower [eng] and at the · · crossroads *CROSSROADS · up
EstGuide[v] ristmikul jah
EstGuide[eng] at the crossroads
[Meta] FAB(Rus)

the interlocutors. It has been shown that LaRa dialogues contain exam-
ples of alignment at the conceptual, syntactic and lexical levels. How-
ever, it has been argued that the use of a speci�c structure can either be
primed by the previously heard utterance in L2 or used as a default way
of conveying meaning. The experimental studies on priming avoid this
issue by choosing target linguistic elements with multiple options (e.g.,
parallel syntactic structures or synonyms), but in natural (i.e., sponta-
neous) language production there is little control over such choices. I am
inclined to believe that it is automatic alignment that governs dialogues,
but since that type of alignment is not so easy to de�ne within the scope
of these LaRa experiments, a more straightforward method adopted by
the interlocutors was chosen as the focal point of this chapter. Since
the map task contained instructions to use the mother tongue so that
the participants would always receive input in L2 while speaking their
respective L1, any occurrence of code-switching, be it just one word ut-
terance or a longer stretch of talk in L2, presents an interesting case for
analysis.
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Code-switching was hypothesised to function as a compensation
strategy to create common ground in cases where total understanding of
L2 was not to be presumed. A LaRa-based adaptation of the CS typology
was derived from the distribution of language choice, ranging from the
LaRa sequences per se (not counted as CS in this chapter) to FABs (cre-
ative L2 utterances). For the analysis all CS elements were categorised
as alternations and insertions since grammaticality and the level of in-
tegration of the code-switched element are considered irrelevant in the
context of creating mutual understanding. The results showed a strong
preference for insertions over alternations, in all data as well as in more
successful dyads. Such an outcome could be partially explained by the
nature of the task: the subjects were instructed to stick to their L1 so
they avoided longer stretches of L2 whenever it was possible. It has been
demonstrated that the occasional use of CS depends on various charac-
teristics of the subjects in dyads (e.g., L2 pro�ciency, attitudes, etc.) and
can have an impact on the success rates in the experiment. It is therefore
suggested that code-switching e�ciency should be studied in a natural
environment when the interlocutors have no restrictions about the lan-
guages to be spoken or are encouraged to use more languages than just
their mother tongue (see Backus et al., 2011 for a comprehensive typol-
ogy of major multilingual practices). Next, overall use of CS types was
negatively correlated with the speed of task completion, which could be
expected since sequences with code-switching are claimed to occur in
dyads with a potential for misunderstanding as a strategy to help the
interlocutor get aligned; the use of additional strategies can take more
time than a dialogue with interlocutors originally aligned on more levels
(i.e., linguistic pro�ciency).

Dyads in which both interactants had enough L2 pro�ciency or com-
municative competence (e.g., exposure to L2 and consequent skills) were
able to interact in the suggested LaRa mode and completed the task. The
fact that code-switching was mostly used in dyads with lower summed L2
pro�ciency demonstrates that speakers can monitor their language use to
a great extent. The subjects in dyads with lower L2 pro�ciency ignored
the L1 restriction and used another language to maintain lexical align-
ment, which in its turn lead to better alignment at other levels. This also
draws attention to the fact that high L2 pro�ciency is not a prerequisite
for being able to switch languages. The results of the individual CS use
indicate that the Estonian-speaking participants used more alternations
and insertions in dyads with lower summed pro�ciency. The Russian-
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speaking participants did not demonstrate any systematic behaviour in
this respect and the interpretation for that is based on the nature of CS.
In other words, the Estonian-speaking subjects switched to Russian when
they needed to and the Russian-speaking subjects switched to Estonian
when they wanted to. Indeed, not all cases of non-L1 were motivated by
the need to create linguistic common ground or to structure knowledge.
This phatic use of L2 was especially pronounced in the Russian-speaking
subjects: they are more likely to use Estonian, the o�cial language of the
state, in their daily lives and thus �nd it natural to use CS occasionally.
A qualitative analysis is needed to develop a methodology to distinguish
between code-switching as a common practice (e.g., discourse markers
used in L1-L1 dialogues) and the one aimed at optimizing understand-
ing in a dialogue.

The experimental data recorded in the lingua receptiva mode were
analysed from the perspective of alignment as a process that enhances
mutual understanding. It has been demonstrated that all the features
described in pertinent literature, such as emerging shared representations
of the interlocutors at the conceptual, syntactic and lexical levels, are also
present in this data set. The assumed automaticity of these processes is
probably the reason why psycholinguistic alignment is not traditionally
viewed as a socio-linguistic accommodation strategy.

This chapter gives evidence of the interlocutors' ability to adapt to
each other's linguistic needs by using various meta-communicative de-
vices, code-switching being one of them. More speci�cally, code-switching
functions as a subtype of lexical alignment in some cases where mutual
understanding is not to be presumed due to lower L2 pro�ciencies of
one or more interlocutors. First of all, various test results indicate that
the interlocutors use more code-switching in dyads with lower summed
L2 pro�ciencies and avoid them in dyads with higher L2 pro�ciencies or
L2 exposure levels. Importantly, individual L2 scores do not a�ect the
amount of CS, so these L2 utterances are the result of interaction and
adaptation to the interlocutor rather than the occasional use of L2 that
is typical of Russian and also Estonian-speaking residents of Estonia.

Next, such increased use of code-switching in lower L2 pro�ciency
dyads in a task-oriented experiment with an instruction to use only L1
also demonstrates that the imposed rules can be neglected when the at-
tempt to reach a common goal (i.e., creating su�cient levels of shared
representations) is jeopardized due to low L2 pro�ciency of one or more of
the interlocutors. I claim that code-switching, and insertions in particu-
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lar, function as meta-communicative devices, or explicit alignment strate-
gies when a small divergence from the rules of the experiment is enough
to restore understanding. Alternations were used less frequently since
the participants tried to monitor their languages and avoided lengthier
stretches of L2.

On a more general note, lingua receptiva was found to be an e�-
cient language mode when an explicit instruction on language use was
made. Application of additional modes (i.e., code-switching), however,
was participant-initiated and is believed to be an optimization strategy
for dyads with limited summed L2 knowledge. It is expected that intro-
ducing LaRa and its derivations in other communicative situations can be
a similarly e�cient mode. Additionally, another study is recommended
where no language use restrictions are imposed or where lingua recep-
tiva and/or code-switching are encouraged. It could be expected that
code-switching would function as an alignment strategy also in commu-
nication beyond this experiment, yet the proportion of the di�erent CS
types would probably change.



CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

6.1 The study

This study was inspired by the idea that there is more potential in mul-
tilingual interaction than many people assume, or rather, that there is
more diversity in the ways languages come into contact to create e�-
cient and fair communication. The somewhat forgotten mode of lingua
receptiva, previously viewed similar to the concept of receptive multi-
lingualism, was taken as the starting point. This mode can be de�ned
as interaction between speakers of di�erent languages who each speak
their own language and receptively understand the language of the other.
The �rst crucial di�erence between the two is the shift of focus: studies
on receptive multilingualism are predominantly descriptive, document-
ing existing practices, whereas research on lingua receptiva is aimed at
deepening the knowledge about this mode's prerequisites as well as ad-
ditional mechanisms that help monitor interaction and create mutual
understanding. Another distinction between these two modes has to do
with the types of linguistic combinations. LaRa is neither restricted to
constellations between typologically related languages nor to the L1�L2
formula (i.e., interlocutors in the LaRa mode can choose any language
that they are comfortable with as their best language �t for speaking
and have the other interlocutor speak any other L+).
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The overarching goal of this study was to explore the covert potential
of LaRa in a constellation of languages that are typologically distant and
thus less likely to become a success story. Human cognition being the
Eighth Wonder of the World, mutual understanding could be created
even in at �rst sight improbable situations, as demonstrated by the data
from Estonian-Russian dialogues. This chapter gives an overview of the
main experimental �ndings and indicates a list of prerequisites for the
optimal application of lingua receptiva.

6.1.1 Rationale

Historically, lingua receptiva has been employed as a means of conveying
information in goal-oriented communication. In the Late Middle Ages
and in Early Modern Times, prior to the linguistic normativity that
is typical of the nation-state ideology, face-to-face interaction relied on
partial linguistic competencies and the existence of common interests,
such as trading (Braunm�uller, 2007). Interlocutors with di�erent mother
tongues could speak their own language and comprehend the language of
the other to a su�cient extent. Today LaRa could be introduced as an al-
ternative mode in situations that require e�cient communication despite
linguistic di�erences, societal asymmetry and/or volatile attitudes.

Chapter 1 explained in what ways LaRa builds on communicative
competencies rather than sheer linguistic pro�ciency and why Estonia
makes a good case study. It was shown that inherent lingua receptiva
(i.e., between genetically related languages) is facilitated by existing mu-
tual intelligibility of the languages involved while acquired lingua recep-
tiva (i.e., combinations of typologically distant languages) is more de-
pendent on the inference-making machine and hearer-oriented commu-
nication. It was argued that the latter type allows for a better analysis of
additional factors that might play a role in this mode's e�ciency. As far
as Estonia is concerned, its population is a remarkable example of the
interplay between a former `minoritized majority' (Estonian) and a `ma-
joritized minority' (Russian). The complicated common history of the
two groups and the need to create a well-integrated society with equal
opportunities provide enough motivation to experiment with di�erent
modes of communication.

Documented instances of LaRa in certain informal discourses (see
Verschik, 2005) and even a bilingual television format (Zabrodskaja,
2009) were used as an indication of potential success. Other factors of
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in�uence, such as L2 pro�ciency or the socio-linguistic characteristics of
the interlocutors, were to be determined, especially in the view of groups'
heterogeneity. It was argued that although the second language acquisi-
tion patterns for speakers of these languages might pose some di�culties
(e.g., complexity of some morphosyntactic categories), this will not hin-
der mutual understanding. Moreover, genetic proximity was indicated as
signi�cant only in cases of very low L2 pro�ciency. The increasing in-
tensity of language contact phenomena was also used to argue in favour
of LaRa's potential in Estonian-Russian constellation. The mode's ad-
vantages were related, in addition to fairness and e�ciency, to language
maintenance (since both languages are used actively) and a positive ef-
fect on integration processes.

It was demonstrated that indeed lingua receptiva could be a solution
for various communicative situations in the Estonian-Russian context.
To what extent this endeavour was realistic, remained to be seen, how-
ever, which is why the present study was undertaken. The use of LaRa in
a goal-oriented task, as well as potentially in�uential determining factors
such as interactive competence and awareness, experience in multilingual
situations as well as attitudes were integrated into the experimental de-
sign in order to determine the prerequisites of a successful LaRa dialogue.

6.1.2 Methodology

Chapter 2 was devoted to a description of the study. The whole exper-
iment consisted of three parts: a socio-linguistic questionnaire, an L2
pro�ciency test and the map task. A pilot study was used to explore the
potential of this methodology as a means of analysing LaRa. The format
of a Skype call was expected to be motivating and at the same time
minimally face-threatening to those new to LaRa. The setting, albeit
experimental and controlled, enabled collecting data that are considered
natural since task-oriented dialogue belongs to traditional communica-
tion patterns. In support of this assumption, the processes detected in
the data (e.g., CS or L2-in�uenced L1 utterances) can be found in natu-
ralistic discourses (Verschik, 2007). A total of 96 participants (38 dyads
in the LaRa mode and 10 dyads in the monolingual mode) had to estab-
lish common ground, both literally (i.e., �nd each other on a map) and
metaphorically (i.e., reach mutual understanding). The dialogues were
recorded and transcribed in accordance with the required conventions.
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6.2 Alignment beyond automatic priming

Based on pertinent literature, it was hypothesised that in acquired LaRa
mutual intelligibility could be replaced by L2 pro�ciency and plurilingual
resources, i.e., factors like exposure to and/or experience in bilingual sit-
uations as well as attitudes towards the language under consideration
(and its speakers). Chapter 3 attempted to expand this list by focusing
on alignment strategies that are meant to enhance understanding. Pick-
ering and Garrod's interactive alignment model (2004) was combined
with a hearer-oriented approach (e.g., Rehbein & Kameyama, 2004) to
account for various non-automatic processes in dialogues. It was argued
in the literature that although automatic alignment might govern com-
munication, there is room for interactive monitoring of what is being
said and understood (e.g., Beerkens, 2010). In a way, the study aims to
assess the extent to which psycholinguistics needs to allow for automatic
alignment processes to function side-by-side with non-automatic ways of
achieving alignment, especially the meta-communicative devices devel-
oped in the framework of functional pragmatics and other contributions
to the study of language use.

Alignment, as described by Pickering and Garrod (2004), presup-
poses conceptual and linguistic adaptation between interlocutors in or-
der to interactively construct common ground: convergence can occur at
phonological, lexical, syntactic, semantic or pragmatic levels. Although
the dialogue data contain examples of such alignment (see Chapter 5), I
decided to concentrate on the functional rather than formal side of align-
ment. Ehlich & Rehbein (1986) introduced a `knowledge model', which
explains the relationship between reality, individuals' knowledge about
it and its linguistic realisation. In successful dialogues, all these elements
need to be coordinated. It was therefore speculated in this study that
once these levels can pose a problem for congruent understanding, they
can also be engaged in the process of securing alignment at each level.
A set of meta-communicative devices (henceforth, MCDs) was proposed
based on the `knowledge model' and expanded with additional devices
found in the data. These MCDs were de�ned as explicit negotiations
of relevant aspects of reality whose aim is to achieve better alignment
between interlocutors.

MCD1 aims to create common understanding with respect to the ac-
tion constellation and the presumed set of actions that are to be taken in
order to reach a communicative goal. MCD2 is aimed at securing a com-
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mon conceptual orientation system in the time and space given. MCD3
assures understanding of linguistic realisations within ongoing discourse
and depends on: (a) interactants' linguistic resources and (b) mutual be-
liefs as to what could be produced by the speaker and understood by
the hearer. An additional MCD4 was proposed as a device for checking
general understanding of recently produced information; it functions as
a multipurpose mechanism that cannot be assigned to one speci�c level
since it secures reality, knowledge and linguistic realisations at the same
time. Finally, MCDs were argued to be a process of creating aligned
representations of respective levels rather than a �nal result. It was also
observed it takes two to make an MCD work: a suggestion for an action,
an explanation or a term has to be accepted by both interlocutors.

These devices were �rst explored in Chapter 3. It was concluded that
combining psycholinguistics with functional pragmatics provides a solid
framework for analysing processes of creating mutual understanding in
acquired LaRa. Moreover, the preliminary �ndings concerning the use
of these meta-communicative devices set directions for the next step of
the study. Therefore, the e�ect of the frequency and distribution of each
MCD type on communicative success was investigated in Chapter 4. This
was enriched with an analysis of the degree to which MCDs, in particu-
lar MCD3 and its guise as code-switching, interact with L2 pro�ciency
in determining the optimal way of communicating in the LaRa mode
(Chapter 5), at least in the type we refer to as acquired LaRa.

6.3 Meta-communicative devices applied

Chapter 4 looked into the quantitative distribution of MCDs and its re-
lation to success. It was �rst established that dyads in the monolingual
group (�ve dyads of speakers of Estonian and �ve Russian) were not
signi�cantly better than their LaRa counterparts. This result was in-
terpreted as support for LaRa's e�ciency, since monolingual interaction
is often assumed to be the most advantageous, or the least problematic.
Another fact worth mentioning was distribution of L2 pro�ciencies across
various groups of success. Participants with measured and/or reported
zero L2 pro�ciency reached the full success category whereas participants
with highest L2 scores occasionally failed in the map task. All of this
testi�ed to the somewhat surprising fact that individual L2 pro�ciency
cannot be used as a direct predictor of success in LaRa.
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However, combined L2 pro�ciency of the dyad was indicative of var-
ious success patterns. Dyads composed of two interlocutors with higher
L2 (the so called HH dyads) were more likely to reach intermediate rather
than full success. Similarly, these dyads were slower in completing the
�rst part of the experimental task (i.e., �nding Point A). The reason for
mixed pro�ciency dyads' (i.e., HL L2 pro�ciency dyads) advantage in
success levels was attributed to qualitatively di�erent behaviour on their
part. It was proposed that the notable di�erence between the interlocu-
tors' L2 pro�ciencies could be interpreted by the dyad as a call for more
monitored interaction. Application of the meta-communicative devices
was in that sense an implementation of strategies aimed at establishing
and maintaining congruent understanding in a situation linguistically
prone to miscommunication.

The judicious use of MCDs was argued to alleviate the risk of losing
common ground. It was established that MCDs occur signi�cantly more
often in HH dyads that reported higher exposure to L2. The same pattern
was true for the MCDs uttered by the Estonian-speaking participants
in HL dyads whereas the Russian-speaking participants showed more
MCDs when they were less exposed to L2. The explanation used was
that the Russian speakers in this experiment relied either on MCDs or on
their previous experience with bilingual situations to maintain alignment.
These participants were possibly avoiding excess monitoring as a time-
saving strategy (note that the instructions informed the participants that
they were pressed for time).

Since MCDs occurred in situations that could potentially lead to
misunderstanding between the interlocutors, their use was geared to the
dyads' speci�c communicative needs. For instance, lower levels of L2 pro-
�ciency would require a more frequent use of the meta-communicative
devices, yet these strategies could be omitted if there were other factors
signi�cantly enhancing communication, as demonstrated in the previous
paragraph. It was found that not only experience in bilingual interaction,
but also positive attitudes could be used as an alternative to MCDs in
LaRa dialogues. The distribution of the meta-communicative devices fol-
lowed quite a complex trajectory, in which the above-mentioned charac-
teristics played a prominent role. In what follows, only the most straight-
forward �ndings are presented to give an idea of the various functions
and prerequisites behind these MCDs.

First, the frequent use of MCD1 was shown to increase the speed
of completing the task. This device was not restricted to any speci�c
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L2 pro�ciency combination, but was more likely to occur in dyads with
higher exposure to bilingual situations.

The use of MCD2 was constrained by L2 pro�ciency of the interlocu-
tors: negotiations of that type could lead to communication breakdown
in case of insu�cient linguistic common ground. Higher exposure levels
and experience, once again, encourage participants to use this demanding
device.

MCD3 was the most controversial device detected in the data. It
led to success when used by HL dyads, yet was often found in HH dyads
with positive attitudes towards Estonian-Russian interaction. It was con-
cluded that MCD3, technically including all segments that contained L2,
was also re�ective of the habitual L2 use in (mono or bilingual) discourse.
The Russian-speaking participants in particular were found to apply L2
less systematically, which suggests that they used it both functionally
(i.e., to create linguistic common ground) and phatically (i.e., out of
habit or to signal shared identity).

The fourth type of MCDs, checking, was used less frequently in HL
dyads with higher exposure to bilingual constellations. This data-driven
MCD was another clear example of a meta-communicative device being
replaced, or rather made redundant, in situations in which other fac-
tors (e.g., high L2 pro�ciency, exposure to and experience in Estonian-
Russian interaction or positive attitudes towards it) in�uence commu-
nicative success.

6.3.1 Shifts in communication strategies

A detailed analysis of di�erent phases in the experiment was carried out
to further our understanding of the processes of establishing common
ground. It was evinced that in the �rst phase (from onset to joint iden-
ti�cation of Point A) interlocutors were actively engaged in the process
of creating the minimal level of shared representations required for con-
gruent understanding. In the second phase (from �nding Point A until
�nding Point B or until the time was over) the interlocutors could exploit
the shared knowledge established in the �rst phase.

As a rule, dyads with higher summed L2 pro�ciency spent more time
in the �rst phase and went faster through the second. These dyads also
used more MCDs in the �rst phase than in the second. Such results
were in line with the intuition that all negotiations for aligning mental
representations can be done in the �rst phase, so that the rest of the ex-
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periment goes undisturbed. However, the results from HL dyads showed
that in some cases reaching mutual understanding took longer and that
it needed to be actively monitored throughout the whole experiment.
Not only did these dyads display an increased use of MCDs in the sec-
ond phase, they also were more successful when doing so. The biggest
di�erences in the use of speci�c MCDs lay in the fact that the dyads in
the monolingual mode as well as HH dyads in the LaRa mode used sig-
ni�cantly more MCD2 in the �rst phase of the experiment. As far as the
HL dyads were concerned, there was a considerable increase in the use
of MCD3 in the second phase. These results con�rm that pro�cient L2
users relied on the meta-communicative devices that required certain lin-
guistic skills and applied them e�ciently in the �rst phase whereas dyads
with limited linguistic resources continuously used their best MCD.

There could also be a more general interpretation of these results.
One could argue that the lingua receptiva dyads, especially those for
whom this mode proved to be most e�cient (i.e., dyads with mixed L2
pro�ciencies), were able to use the �rst part of the experiment as their
habituation phase and enter the second part equipped with the necessary
communicative skills. The participants in general learned how to be more
e�cient once the common ground had been established and how to use
MCDs consciously to improve the results in the experiment.

6.3.2 The use of lingua receptiva

Finally, the question was asked whether lingua receptiva can be recom-
mended as a universal solution for Estonian-Russian or any other typo-
logically distant constellation. The answer is both yes and no. Yes, since
this mode enabled successful communication in situations that were ex-
pected to be failures (e.g., zero L2 pro�ciency of one interlocutor). Also
no, because not everyone pro�ted equally: HH dyads certainly completed
the experimental task, but it probably took them longer to inhibit the
switch to producing L2 that comes so natural to them given their con-
siderate �uency in that language. To sum up, LaRa was recommended
as an option for dyads of mixed pro�ciencies, who, equipped with certain
meta-communicative devices, can outscore linguistically advanced dyads.

It was also demonstrated that `pure' LaRa exists mostly in theory and
not in actual dialogues. Although switching to speaking L2 comprised no
more than 5% of the total data, it was claimed that participants needed
to employ alternative modes (i.e., code-switching) when LaRa was not
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su�cient. Chapter 5 discussed whether relaxing the LaRa norm (i.e.,
speaking one language while comprehending another) aids communica-
tion in acquired LaRa. A special LaRa-based typology of code-switching
was suggested to describe subtle di�erences in the ways L2 was used.
CS1 in this typology is LaRa itself since the switch occurs at the turn
level. CS2 is an alternation (i.e., longer structures in L2 or complete
sentences) that does not necessarily lead to a language change in the
next utterance. CS3 is an insertion that has been integrated in L1 (e.g.,
the inserted L2 element receives L1 case marking). CS4 is an insertion
that has not been integrated or its form is a sheer repetition of the ele-
ment previously uttered by the other interlocutor. Additionally, special
marking was introduced for creative, often ungrammatical, but de�nitely
comprehensible blends between the two languages - faulty AB, or FABs.
It was stressed that `faulty' is purely descriptive and the focus is on
the ability to use limited linguistic resources creatively. However, the in-
stances of CS were quite scarce, so for the analysis the four categories
were merged into two: alternations (i.e., CS2) and insertions (i.e., CS3,
CS4 and FABs).

According to the data, it was not individual, but summed L2 pro�-
ciency that predicted the amount of code-switching in these dialogues.
The higher the L2 pro�ciency in the dyad, the less CS was observed (i.e.,
its use was not restricted to high L2). The same was true of experience
in bilingual situations: increased exposure occurred with fewer CS in-
stances. Another outcome was that insertions were generally preferred
over alternations. It was suggested that the instructions to the experi-
ment a�ected language choice and participants tried to avoid producing
L2 as much as they could a�ord. In cases when CS was needed to restore
understanding, shorter forms were preferred. CS served as a compen-
satory strategy only and its limited use correlated with higher success.
It was concluded that participants were able to monitor their languages
and employed all available linguistic resources whenever mutual under-
standing was at risk.

6.4 Lessons learned

6.4.1 Linguistic repertoires

In the beginning of this journey, it was assumed that in acquired LaRa
one must have a decent command of L2 in order to be e�cient. Inter-
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locutors were believed to be involved in the process of continuous as-
sessment of each other's L2 competencies that through speaker-hearer
planning a�ects comprehension and production. The inference-making
machine would employ acquired plurilingual repertoires when similari-
ties between the languages were limited. Despite the obvious importance
of learning an L2 well, or perhaps because of it, it stands to reason that
at least in countries with a strongly normative perspective on language,
such as most or all of Europe, people who do not have near-native pro-
�ciency in L2 may fear the face-threatening aspect of not speaking the
language well, enough to keep them from exploring the possibilities of
LaRa. It was emphasised that in LaRa such norms are to be relaxed
for the sake of successful communication and the study was designed
with this idea in mind. The C-Test was adapted so that even partial un-
derstanding of L2 could be re�ected in the measured pro�ciency scores.
Nevertheless, individual L2 scores were found to be a poor predictor of
communicative success in lingua receptiva. Interestingly, both Estonian
and Russian speakers in this experiment were exceptionally good at re-
porting their self-assessed pro�ciency. And yet, the data demonstrated
multiple examples of participants with low L2 in dyads reaching highest
success rates. All this suggests that there is more to L2 knowledge than
just testable linguistic skills; the obsession with labelling L2 knowledge
should be replaced with awareness of multilingualism's covert potential.
Lack of �uency with such testable skills can be compensated for with
judicious use of other strategies multilingualism makes possible. The
asymmetric use of meta-communicative devices, especially when in�u-
enced by socio-linguistic factors such as exposure, brings us back to the
de�nition of LaRa in which, among other things, intercultural competen-
cies were claimed to play an important role. Previous exposure to bilin-
gual constellations and positive attitudes have the power to compensate
for lower L2 pro�ciency and lead even the least integrated individuals to
communicative success in lingua receptiva.

6.4.2 Monitored interaction

The process of psycholinguistic alignment, by means of which interlocu-
tors supposedly establish common ground, is traditionally viewed as an
automatic process. Studies in functional pragmatics elaborate on spe-
ci�c mental steps the interlocutors take to reach congruent understand-
ing. One of the aims of this dissertation was to combine these perspec-
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tives and propose an analytical model that would account for interactive
nature of lingua receptiva. A typology of meta-communicative devices
was developed, demonstrating that alignment in LaRa is constructed
with orientation to the hearer and thus monitored. The speaker-hearer
apparatus was described in terms of MCDs and speci�c loci where in-
terlocutors may decide to opt for an MCD based on the assessed L2
competence of either interlocutor. Quantitatively, this is re�ected in the
fact that individual characteristics of interlocutors have little predictive
power whereas the features of the dyads often indicate not only the level
of success, but also the way it is reached (e.g., the choice of MCDs). It
had been concluded that in interaction one should consider a dyad or
a group of interlocutors as an entity and not just individual speakers.
Qualitatively, the data demonstrated that interlocutors in LaRa adapt
to each other on many levels. They align in form (i.e., converge on the
linguistic level) and content (i.e., diverge on the linguistic level but con-
verge in meaning), they change the rules and norms (i.e., switch to L2).
They negotiate and modify any aspect of reality, knowledge about it
or its linguistic realisations for the sake of co-constructing a system of
shared representations, a unique set of communicative moves tailored for
each speci�c interlocutor.

6.4.3 Mind your languages

So what is so special about understanding processes in lingua receptiva
that makes it such a promising mode of communication? We now know
that LaRa is extremely interactional when it comes to monitoring com-
prehension and production. Dyads that in theory should be prone to
communicative failure as a result of limited shared linguistic resources
managed to establish su�cient common ground. However, this is by no
means indicative of L2's irrelevance in LaRa. Instead, there is an array
of compensatory strategies that help employ all available resources and
competencies: linguistic, mental, interactional and even intercultural.
Partial linguistic knowledge can be intensi�ed by adapting towards the
needs of the interlocutors. As a result, fragmented pieces of knowledge
can be integrated into a coherent representation of reality and become
more than the sum of its parts.

This alignment is by no means automatic since it requires continuous
monitoring and (re)assessment of what can be expected to be said/heard
in a particular context with what has been produced/comprehended.
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Negotiations about shared representations become more explicit (i.e.,
become MCDs) once there is an indication of threatened communica-
tion. LaRa users assess the hearer/speaker L2 competence and exposure
also in planning which MCD to use in which situation. The latter takes
us to the notion of a `comfortable' language: as stated previously, lingua
receptiva can be applied outside the L1-L2 framework in which inter-
locutors speak their L1 and understand their L2. LaRa is a constella-
tion in which interlocutors speak a language they are comfortable with
and understand (to some extent) the language of the other. More impor-
tantly, `comfortable' also relates to the choice of special MCDs depending
on linguistic, socio-linguistic or dyadic characteristics. For instance, the
meta-communicative device of the second type (i.e., aimed at creating
conceptual understanding and orientation on the map) is bene�cal for
interlocutors with advanced L2 pro�ciencies and/or high exposure to L2;
interactants with low L2 and exposure are not expected to pro�t from
this type of MCD since the dyad does not meet the prerequisites for its
usage.

The relevance of speci�c MCDs has been described in this study, but
in real life it is established in interaction when interlocutors decide on
the �y what will work and what will not, depending on a combination of
factors listed above. However, the system of how mutual understanding
is created (MCD1, 2 and 3) and controlled (MCD4) can be made explicit
in a form of a training that translates these MCDs into strategies that
can be applied in various discourses (e.g., calling an information cen-
tre, asking for help in a migration o�ce). Additionally, �exibility of L2,
and especially the non-normative approach to grammatical and lexical
correctness, should be emphasized.

Equipped with plurilingual resources and meta-communicative skills,
LaRa interlocutors `mind' their languages by adapting to what they be-
lieve would be understood by the hearer in each speci�c situation. It is
beyond doubt that enough common ground can be built even with quite
limited linguistic resources. So what can we conclude about the potential
of lingua receptiva between typologically distant languages? I hope the
reader will allow me to use one of my favourite idioms to describe how
one could learn LaRa's communicative patterns to mutual understand-
ing when practicing this mode between languages that seem to have so
little in common. Sometimes a foreign language turns out to be a horse
of a di�erent colour and it is just the pattern you have to learn to read!
And in certain communicative settings LaRa may well be the best bet
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to let the interlocutors have free rein in getting their minds aligned.

6.4.4 Limitations and future research

There are few studies that could not be improved by a bigger sample
that guarantees a better chance of obtaining statistically solid results.
This study was designed from scratch - the speci�c map task, the test
batteries and other materials used in executing and analysing the ex-
periment required enormous time and e�ort. The number of participants
was established in the very beginning based on the number of the main
expected factors of in�uence: mother tongue and L2 pro�ciency. Adding
more factors, such as gender or levels of exposure to L2, meant that not
all of these new factors would be controlled for. In fact, gender combina-
tion of the dyads turned out to be confounded with L2 pro�ciency level
combination and should therefore be considered in the future experimen-
tal design. Nonetheless, these practical limitations do not threaten the
validity of the results of the experiment.

Another reservation has to do with the type of the dialogue that
was analysed. Task-oriented communication was chosen as a discourse in
which reaching mutual understanding is a priority. It was hoped that the
map task would trigger extreme forms of explicit negotiations that could
later be applied to other communicative situations. However, the results
of the experiment could be a�ected by the cognitive load imposed by the
nature of the map task: describing an abstract map and orientation on it
might be easier for some participants than it is for others. The fact that
the monolingual dyads had no obvious advantage in solving this task,
however, corroborates for the method's validity. Spatial intelligence and
its dependency on various factors (e.g., gender) have been extensively
studied and respective tests can be executed in the future to exclude
participants with signi�cantly di�erent cognitive skills (e.g., Peters et al.,
1995). Alternatively, a non-spatial task could be chosen.

This experiment was conducted to see if lingua receptiva can occur
in an `unlikely' constellation, so the instruction to use this speci�c mode
of communication was required. As discussed above, this fact on the one
hand showed positive results in terms of LaRa use and on the other, it had
an impact on the way non-L1 was used. Therefore, a study in various
other settings is recommended where no language use restrictions are
imposed or where code-switching or even `all languages at all times' are
encouraged. It would also be interesting to test participants who were
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informed about LaRa in greater detail (e.g., via a short training) and
then o�ered to use this mode themselves.

Initially an individual project, this study quickly found its place
in a network of cross-modal research that investigates new possibili-
ties of multilingual communication in Europe. A Toolkit for Transna-
tional Communication in Europe (www.toolkit-online.eu) is an interdis-
ciplinary project aimed at developing diagnostic, evaluative and recom-
mending components for the best multilingual practices. The �ndings
formulated in this dissertation can contribute to developing such research
proposals.

Based on the outcomes of this work, it is recommended to investi-
gate the extent to which lingua receptiva combined with code-switching
could be promoted as an alternative to existing communicative patterns,
such as English as lingua franca (ELF) or regional lingua franca (ReLF).
The speci�c goals should list (i) identifying the potential and the cost-
bene�t ratio of lingua receptiva in a speci�c language combination and
(ii) an inventory of communicative strategies and language-speci�c el-
ements geared for participants with various pro�ciencies and purposes.
It would help empowering speakers and hearers, and encourage them to
use the resources they have in their repertoires to full e�ect.
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Lugupeetud Osaleja,

Antud küsimustik on osa projektist, mida viib läbi Hollandis Utrehti Ülikooli 
linguistika osakonnas õppiv doktorant. Uuringute sihtmärgiks on erinevate keelte 
kasutamine Eestis. Küsimustik koosneb 23 küsimusest ja aega kulub selleks 5 
kuni 10 minutit. Küsimuste puhul, mis Teid ei puuduta, tõmmake küsimuse 
number maha ning asuge järgmise juurde. Siin pole õigeid ega valesid vastuseid, 
tähtis on Teie arvamus. Kogu informatsioon jääb konfidentsiaalseks! Täname Teid 
koostöö eest! 

Receptive Multilingualism

  1. 

Kas Te kasvasite üles kakskeelses perekonnas?

Jah

Ei

  2. 

Millist keelt (keeli) peate omaks?

Eesti

Vene

Muu   

  3. 

Kas keegi Teie pereliikmetest räägib ühte järgnevatest keeltest? 
Täpsustage kes.

Eesti  

Vene

Muu     

  4.

Kuidas olete siiani vene keelt õppinud? Võib märkida rohkem kui ühe 
vastusevariandi. 

Pole kunagi üritanud õppida seda keelt

Õpingute käigus haridusasutuses
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Suhtlemise teel

Muu (täpsustage)

  5. 

Kas järgnevat väidet saab Teie kohta öelda?
‘Ma olen võimeline suhtlema (tähendab rääkima vabalt) selles keeles’

Saab täielikult öelda Saab osaliselt öelda Ei saa öelda
Eesti

Vene

Inglise

Muu

  6. 

Kas järgnevat väidet saab Teie kohta öelda?
‘Ma olen võimeline rääkima selles keeles (selgelt ennast väljendama erinevatel teemadel, 
avaldama arvamust, jutustama)’

Ei saa öelda Saab osaliselt öelda Saab täielikult öelda
Eesti

Vene

Inglise

Muu

  7. 

Kas järgnevat väidet saab Teie kohta öelda? 
‘Olen võimeline lugema ajalehe artikleid, kaasaegset proosat selles keeles’

Saab täielikult öelda Saab osaliselt öelda Ei saa öelda
Eesti

Vene

Inglise

Muu
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  8. 

Kas järgnevat väidet saab Teie kohta öelda? 
’Suudan aru saada telesaadetest või filmidest ning kuulata loenguid selles keeles’

Ei saa öelda Saab osaliselt öelda Saab täielikult öelda
Eesti

Vene

Inglise

Muu

  9. 

Kas järgnevat väidet saab Teie kohta öelda? 
’Suudan kirjutada (näiteks tavalist teksti, isiklikke kirju, mis kirjeldavad juhtumeid ja 
muljeid) selles keeles’

Saab täielikult öelda Saab osaliselt öelda Ei saa öelda
Eesti

Vene

Inglise

Muu

  10. 

Kui tihti puutute kokku eesti keelega?

Iga päev Iga nädal Iga kuu Iga aasta Mitte kunagi

Kodus

Tööl

Meedias

Meelt lahutades

Üldiselt

Muu
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  11. 

Kui tihti puutute kokku vene keelega?

Mitte kunagi Iga aasta Iga kuu Iga nädal Iga päev

Kodus

Tööl

Meedias

Meelt lahutades

Üldiselt

Muu

  12. 

Kui keegi pöördub Teie poole vene keeles, kas vastate emakeeles (alternatiiviks 
oleks minna üle vene keelele)?

Peaaegu 
alati

Sageli Mõnikord Harva Mitte kunagi

Kodus

Tööl

Meedias

Meelt lahutades

Üldiselt

Muu

  13. 

Olete elanud kunagi või viibinud rohkem, kui 6 kuud välismaal?

Jah (algusdaatum, kestvus)

Ei
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  14. 

Kirjeldage kokkupuudet kohaliku keelega ajal, mil viibisite võõras riigis.

Peaaegu 
alati

Sageli Mõnikord Harva
Mitte 
kunagi

Ei elanud 
välismaal

Ma üritasin õppida ja 
kasutada kohalikku keelt

Ma üritasin suhelda 
võõrkeeles, mida ma oskan

Emakeelest piisas

  15. 

Kas vestluse ajal kasutate sõnu või lauseid, mis on pärit rohkem, kui ühest
keelest?

Mitte 
kunagi

Harva Mõnikord Sageli
Peaaegu 
alati

Ma kasutan eestikeelseid sõnu, kui 
räägin vene keeles

Ma kasutan venekeelseid sõnu, kui 
räägin eesti keeles

Ma kasutan inglise või teisi 
võõrkeele sõnu, kui räägin eesti 
keeles

Ma kasutan ainult ühte keelt

  16. 

Alternatiiviks on vestlus emakeeles, mis erineb kaasvestleja emakeelest. Mis on 
Teie arvamus antud vestlusviisist? Valige 0 väideteks, mis Teid ei puuduta.

Nõus
Pigem 
nõustun

Raske 
öelda

Pigem ei 
nõustu

Ei 
nõustu

0

Olen kasutanud sellist suhtlemist ja see 
on osutunud tulemuslikuks

Olen kasutanud sellist suhtlemist, kuid 
see pole osutunud tulemuslikuks

Olen näinud kuidas teised inimesed on 
sellisel viisil suhelnud ja see oli nende 
jaoks tulemuslik

Olen näinud kuidas teised inimesed on 
sellisel viisil suhelnud, kuid see pole 
osutunud nende jaoks tulemuslikuks
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Pole iial kohanud, et keegi antud viisil 
suhtleks, kuid see võib olla tulemuslik

  17. 

Kuivõrd nõustute järgnevate väidetega? Märkige Teie jaoks kõige sobivam 
variant.

Ei nõustu Pigem ei 
nõustu

Raske 
öelda

Pigem 
nõustun

Nõus

Mulle meeldib eesti keel

Mulle meeldib vene keel

Arvan, et eesti keelt on raske 
omandada

Arvan, et vene keelt on raske 
omandada

Mulle meeldib suhelda eestlastega

Mulle meeldib suhelda venekeelse
elanikkonnaga

Olen rahul sellega, kuidas eestlastega 
vestlen

Olen rahul sellega, kuidas venekeelse 
elanikkonnaga suhtlen

Keskmiselt vene keeles vestlevad 
inimesed valdavad eesti keelt piisaval 
tasemel

Keskmiselt eestlased valdavad vene 
keelt piisaval tasemel

  18. 

Kas sooviksite lisada midagi eesti-vene keeles suhtlust puudutavat?
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  19.

Ees- ja perekonnanimi

  20.

Vanus

  21.

Rahvus(ed)

  22.

Omandatud haridus

Antud suhtlemisviiside detailsemaks uurimiseks on tähtis läbi viia rida 
eksperimente ja tuvastada reaalset situatsiooni.
Eksperiment koosneb mitmest osast:

Tekst lünkadega (20 minutit, võib olla teostatud interneti teel)
Telefonikõne (15-20 minutit, võib olla osaliselt teostatud interneti teel)

Teid palutakse neid ülesandeid täita kas ühes või mõlemas keeles (eesti/vene). Osalemine 
on vabatahtlik. Teie kulutatud aeg ja vaev kompenseeritakse sümboolse summaga (15€). 

  23. 

Kas Te sooviksite ka edaspidi eksperimendis osaleda?

Jah

Ei

Võimalik

E-mail:
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Уважаемый участник!

Данный опросник - это часть проекта, который проводит докторант отделения 
лингвистики Университета Утрехт, Голландия. Объектом исследования 
является использование различных языков в Эстонии. Опросник состоит из 
23 вопросов, его заполнение займёт 5-10 минут. Если вопрос не имеет к Вам 
отношения, то зачеркните номер вопроса и перейдите к следущему. Нет 
правильных и неправильных ответов, здесь важно Ваше мнение. Вся 
предоставленная информация останется конфиденциальной. Благодарим Вас 
за сотрудничество!

Receptive Multilingualism

1. 

Воспитывались ли Вы в двуязычной семье?

Да

Нет

2. 

Какой язык Вы считаете родным?

Эстонский

Русский 

Другой(ие)

3. 

Говорит ли кто-то из членов Вашей семьи на одном из следущих языков? 
Уточните кто.

Эстонский

Русский

Другой(ие)

4.

Как Вы учили эстонский язык до настоящего времени? Можно отметить более 
одного варианта ответа.

Никогда не пытался (-ась) учить этот язык

Во время учёбы в учебном заведении
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Посредством общения

Другое (уточните)

5. 

Относится ли к Bам следующее утверждение? 
‘Я могу свободно общаться на этом языке’

Полностью Отчасти Не относится
Эстонский

Русский

Английский

Другой(ие)

6. 

Относится ли к Bам следующее утверждение? 
‘Я могу говорить на этом языке (ясно изъясняться на различные темы, выражать 
мнение, рассказывать)’

Не относится Отчасти Полностью
Эстонский

Русский

Английский

Другой(ие)

7. 

Относится ли к Bам следующее утверждение? 
‘Я могу читать газетные статьи, современную прозу на данном языке’

Полностью Отчасти Не относится
Эстонский

Русский

Английский

Другой(ие)
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8. 

Относится ли к Bам следующее утверждение? 
’Я понимаю телепередачи, фильмы и лекции на данном языке’

Не относится Отчасти Полностью
Эстонский

Русский

Английский

Другой(ие)

9. 

Относится ли к Bам следующее утверждение? 
’Способен писать (например обычный текст, личные письма, в которых описываются 
происшествия и впечатления) на данном языке’

Полностью Отчасти Не относится
Эстонский

Русский

Английский

Другой(ие)

10. 

Как часто Bы соприкасаетесь с эстонским языком?

Каждый 
день

Каждую 
неделю 

Каждый 
месяц Каждый год Никогда

Дома

На работе

В СМИ

На досуге

В общем

Другое
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11. 

Как часто вы соприкасаетесь с русским языком?

Никогда Каждый год Каждый 
месяц 

Каждую 
неделю

Каждый 
день

Дома

На работе

В СМИ

На досуге 

В общем

Другое

12. 

Если к Bам обращаются на эстонском языке, отвечаете ли Вы на родном 
языке (альтернативным вариантом было бы перейти на эстонский)?

Почти 
всегда Часто Иногда Редко Никогда

Дома

На работе

В СМИ

На досуге 

В общем

Другое

13. 

Жили ли Вы или проводили зарубежом более 6 месяцев?

Да (когда, как долго)

Нет
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14. 

Опишите опыт соприкасания с местным языком во время пребывания в 
другой стране.

Почти 
всегда Часто Иногда Редко Никогда Не жил 

зарубежом

Я пытался выучить и говорить 
на языке этой страны

Я пытался общаться на 
иностранном языке, которым 
владею

Мне было достаточно своего 
родного языка

15. 

Используете ли вы во время разговора слова или фразы более чем одного 
языка?

Никогда Редко Иногда Часто Почти 
всегда

Я использую русские слова, когда 
говорю на эстонском языке

Я использую эстонские слова, когда 
говорю на русском языке

Я использую английские и слова из 
других иностранных языков, когда 
говорю на русском

Я использую слова только одного 
языка

16. 

Альтернативный способ общения – беседа на своём родном языке, который 
не является родным языком Bашего собеседника. Каково Ваше мнение об 
этом виде общения? Выберите 0 для утверждений, которые к Вам не 
относятся

Согласен Скорее 
согласен

Затрудняюсь 
ответить

Скорее 
не 
согласен

Не 
согласен 0

Имел опыт подобного 
общения и он был успешен

Имел подобный опыт, но 
безуспешно

Наблюдал за другими, как 
они общались подобным 
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образом и достигали 
понимания

Наблюдал, как люди 
общались подобным образом, 
но не понимали друг друга

Никогда не сталкивался с 
подобным, но такой способ 
может оказаться успешным

17. 

Отметьте в списке утверждений ниже, какие из них правильные или 
неправильные для Bас

Не 
согласен

Скорее не 
согласен

Затрудняюсь 
ответить

Скорее 
согласен Согласен

Мне нравится эстонский язык

Мне нравится русский язык

Считаю, что выучить эстонский 
сложно

Считаю, что выучить русский 
сложно

Мне нравится общаться с 
эстонцами

Мне нравится общаться с 
русскими

Доволен тем, как общаюсь с 
эстонцами

Доволен тем, как общаюсь с 
русскими

Среднестатистический русский 
владеет эстонским на 
удовлетворительном уровне

Среднестатистический эстонец 
владеет русским на 
удовлетворительном уровне
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18. 

Желаете ли Bы что-то добавить на тему эстонско-русского общения?

19.
Имя, фамилия

20.
Возраст

21.
Национальность(и)

22.
Законченное oбразование

Для более глубокого изучения данных способов общения важно провести ряд 
экспериментов и ознакомиться с реально происходящей ситуацией.
Эксперимент состоит из нескольких частей:

Текст с пропущенными словами (20 минут, может быть проведён в режиме онлайн)
Телефонный разговор (15-20 минут, может быть проведён в режиме онлайн)

Вас пригласят выполнить данные задания на одном или на обоих языках 
(эстонский/русский). Участие добровольноe. Затраченные Bами силы и время будут 
вознаграждены символической суммой (15€).

23. 

Хотели бы Вы продолжить участие в этом эксперименте?

Да 

Нет 

Возможно

E-mail: 
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The C-Test



C-Test: Estonian

1. Orhideede hulgas on palju liike ja sorte mida saab igaüks edukalt toas kasvatada. 
Neid tu... lihtsalt tun... õppida. Siis võ... selguda, e... mõnda orhi... on lih... kasvatada. 
As... teevad tänap... eriti muga... müügil ole... kasvusubstraadid, spetsi... väetised j... 
potid. Kõ... lihtsam o... hakkama sa... kuukingaga, k... lepib vä... erinevate soo...- ja 
valgustingimustega ni... võib ku... neli kuud järjest õitseda. Imepäraste õitega 
orhideed on iga lillesõbra jaoks vastupandamatu ahvatlus. 

2. Soomes Helsingi raamatumessil Kirjamessut tehti läinud nädalalõpul 
külastajaterekord pea 77 000 inimesega! Nii suu... kui väik... kirjastused kinni..., et 
po... varasematel aast... nii pa... raamatuid müü..., vahendab YLE Uutiset. Usku..., 
kuid tõ... - majanduslanguse aj... läheb raa... hästi. Lähe... jõulud mäng... ka olu... 
rolli. Inim... on roh... aega j... tahtmist enn...  täiendada n... teadmiste k... ka 
elamustega. Suure osa aktiivses raamatumüügis kindlasti oli ka allapoole toodud 
hindadel.

3. Kui varem on "Selgeltnägijate tuleproovi" võitnud nõid Nastja müünud enda 
tehtud peavõrusid, heegeldatud toppe ning ehteid, siis nüüd kuulub tema 
tooteportfelli ka tervisest pakatav amulett. Nastja pak... Osta.ee oksj... oma kät... 
tehtud j... tervisega lae... amuleti, mil... on orga... parandav to.... Koostisosadeks 
mär... ta nii kla..., merevaigu k... ka Swarovski krist.... Mõnigi ini... on ju... endale eh...  
muretsenud. "Rip..., mis mi... nüüd kae... ripub toi... 100-protsendiliselt," kiidab üks 
amuleti omanik.

4. Golfipallid kujutavad endast suurt keskkonnariski, sest nende looduslik 
lagunemine võtab aega sada kuni tuhat aastat, väidavad teadlased. Hiljuti avas... 
Šotimaal Loch Nessi jä... põhja uur... teadlased kole... asemel hoo... sadu tuha... 
golfipalle — järve kal... asuvad turi... seas popul... golfirajad, vahe... CNN. Ameerika 
Ühendriikides lä... igal aas... kaduma um... 300 milj... golfipalli. Hil... tellis Taani 
Golfiühing uur..., mille ülesa... oli vä... selgitada, kui... golfipallid loodust mõjutavad. 
Uurijad tuvastasid, et pallidest eraldub lagunemisel suuri koguseid raskemetalle.
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C-Test: Russian

1. Самый лучший подарок тот, что не будет собирать пыль, и вместо этого будет 
укреплять тело и дух. Такие под… умеют дел… маленькие крыл… друзья пч…. 
Собирая цвет… нектар (в т… числе лекарс… и растительные нек…), пчелы доба… 
в него св… железы и ферм…, результат – прир… чудо, кот… до с… пор н… 
научились произ… в лабораториях. М… в чистом ви… или смеш… с другими 
проду… пчеловодства (прополис, пыльца, перга) - идеальное вспомогателное 
средство в медицине и ценный подарок здоровью. 

2. Впервые приехавших в Турцию туристов удивляют доброжелательность и 
гостеприимство её жителей. Знакомая мно… картина: беседы о жизни с хозя… 
сувенирной ла… за чаш… яблочного ч…. Однако ма… кто и… туристов зн… о том, 
ч… знаменитый ябло… турецкий чай – э… растворимый пор…, напиток тол… для 
иност… туристов. Са… же турки предпо… пить натур… чёрный чай, кот… 
выращивают н… побережье Чер… Моря. Правильно заварить такой чай –
настоящее искусство и процесс это непростой и долгий.

3. Когда-то обитетели башен Кик-ин-де-Кёк (дословно, ‘Загляни в кухню’) могли 
видеть, что готовится в кухнях близлежащих домов. Так полу… свое и… и 
артиллерийская ба… в Таллинне, постр… в 1475 году. О… имеет выс… 38 метров 
и ст… толщиной 4 ме…. Пушечные яд…, датированные 1577 го…, до сих п… 
вмонтированы в… внешние стены. Реставр… работы вер… башне первона… 
облик. Сей… башня рабо… как му… и фотогалерея. Ста… же неме… название 
напоминает о временах, когда башня была частью городских укреплений.

4. Сэндвич - замечательное "изобретение", которое готовится очень легко, а 
самое главное - быстро. Придумал эт… бутерброд англи… джентльмен – четв… 
граф Сэндвичей. Граф б… заядлым люби… карточных и…, и ему н… нравилось 
прер… партию из-за гол…. Однажды, иг… в бридж, Сэндвич почувс…, что хо… 
есть. Граф поз… слугу и попр… принести нем… говядины и хл…, после че… 
положил мя… между дв… кусками хлеба: полу… сэндвич, который с тех пор стал 
очень популярным.
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Абстрактная карта

Инструкции для 

участника А

Уважаемый участник,

� Пожалуйста внимательно 
ознакомьтесь с инструкциями к 
эксперименту.

� Смело задавайте вопросы до начала 
эксперимента.

� Сейчас Вы увидите схематическую 
карту города.

� Вы находитесь в точке А.

� Вам предстоит встреча с деловым 
партнером, которого Вы раньше не 
видели. Вы хотите заключить с ним 
важную сделку.

� Ваш партнер находится в точке Б. 

� Вам пока неизвестно, где именно 
находится пункт Б на карте.

� Встреча состоится в пункте Б.

� Сейчас Вы будете звонить Вашему 
партнеру.

� Сначала объясните собеседнику где 
Вы находитесь и попросите довести 
Вас до пункта Б.

� Вам нужно встретиться как можно 
скорее, иначе контракт не будет 
подписан.

� Карты, которые находятся у Вас и 
Вашего партнера, описывают один и 
тот же город.

� Все точки на картах идентичны.
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� Вы можете двигаться в любом 
направлении если между точками 
есть линия.

� Внимание! Некоторые линии 
отмечены стрелками, что означает, 
что Вы можете двигаться только в 
указанном направлении.

� В городе проводятся ремонтные работы. 
Ваша версия карты НЕ обновлена, поэтому 
Вы не знаете текущей ситуации.

� Версия карты Вашего партнера обновлена 
- к примеру некоторые дороги недоступны 
или открыты только в одном направлении.

� Следовательно, Вам нужно получить 
ДЕТАЛЬНЫЕ инструкции от Вашего 
партнера, следуйте от одного пункта к 
другому пока не достигнете пункта Б.

Пример карты

� Вы будете видеть только карту, на которой 
указан пункт А.

� Ваш партнер будет видеть только карту, на 
которой указан пункт Б.

� Для эксперимента мы просим Вас 
отмечать маршрут на картинке в 
программе Paint.

� Выберите карандаш красного цвета и 
отмечайте как Вы двигались по карте.

� Обновленный файл пришлите 
обратно.

� ☺

� Внимание! Ваш собеседник говорит 
на другом языке.

� Уровень владения руcским языком 
Вашего партнера неизвестен, но 
скорее всего он Вас понимает.

� Постарайтесь использовать в 
общении Ваш родной язык.

Удачи!
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Abstraktne kaart

Juhend osalejale B

Lugupeetud osaleja

� Palun tutvuge hoolikalt eksperimendi 
juhendiga.

� Küsige julgelt enne eksperimendi 
algust.

� Kohe näete abstraktset linnakaarti.

� Teie asukoht on punktis B.

� Teid ootab kohtumine äripartneriga, 
keda Te pole varem näinud. Soovite 
sõlmida temaga tähtsa lepingu.

� Teie partner asub punktis A. 

� Hetkel Te veel ei tea kus asub punkt A.

� Kohtumine toimub punktis B.

� Teie partner helistab Teile.

� Kõigepealt tehke endale selgeks, kus 
kohas asub Teie partner. Teie
ülesandeks on tema kohale toimetamine 
(punkt B).

� Teil on vaja võimalikult kiiresti kohtuda. 
Aega on max. 10 minutit, muidu leping 
jääb sõlmimata.

� Kaardid, mis asuvad Teie ja Äripartneri 
käes, iseloomustavad ühte ja sama 
linna.

� Kõik punktid kaardil on ühesugused.
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� Saate liikuda ükskõik, mis suunas, kui 
punktide vahel on joon.

� Tähelepanu! Mõned jooned on 
märgistatud nooltega, st et võite liikuda 
vaid märgitud suunas.

� Linnas toimuvad remonditööd. Kaardi 
versioon, mis asub Teie käes on 
uuendatud. Äripartneril on vana kaart –
teatud teed ei ole enam võimalik 
kasutada või nad on hetkel avatud vaid 
ühes suunas.

� Järelikult, peate juhatama oma 
äriparnerit: andke DETAILSET 
informatiooni, liikudes ühest punktist 
teise nii kaua kuni jõuate punkti B.

Näide

� Teiel asuv kaart näitab kus asub punkt B.

� Teie partner hakkab nägema kaarti, millel on vaid 
punkt A.

� Ekserimendi jaoks palume Teid oma 
marsruudi märkida Paint joonisele. 

� Valige punast pliiatsit ning joonistage 
kaardile kuidas Teie liikusite.

� Saatke uuendatud fail tagasi.

� ☺

� Tähelepanu! Teie kaasvestlejal on teine 
emakeel.

� Kaasvestleja vene keele tase on 
tundmatu, kuid tõenäoliselt saab ta 
Teist aru.

� Vestluses prooviga kasutada oma 
emakeelt.

Soovime edu!
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands

De inspiratie voor deze studie komt voort uit het idee dat er veel verschil-
lende manieren bestaan waarop mensen met taalcontact kunnen omgaan.
Het is interessant en belangrijk om na te gaan hoe mensen in taalcontact
e�ci�ent en eerlijk communiceren. Mensen kunnen er bijvoorbeeld voor
kiezen de taal van �e�en van beide gesprekspartners te gebruiken of ze kun-
nen een lingua franca gebruiken. De alternatieve communicatiemodus die
in deze studie centraal staat, wordt lingua receptiva genoemd (voortaan,
LaRa of luistertaal). In deze modus spreken de gesprekspartners hun
eigen taal en beschikken over voldoende talige en interactionele com-
petenties om de taal van de ander te verstaan en te begrijpen. Reh-
bein, ten Thije en Verschik (2012, p. 2) de�ni�eren LaRa als `het geheel
aan talige, mentale, interactionele alsook interculturele competenties die
creatief kunnen worden ingezet.' Deze competenties zorgen ervoor dat
gesprekspartners tot onderling begrip komen. Het succes van het gebruik
van luistertaal is vaak verklaard vanuit de onderlinge verstaanbaarheid
tussen talen (met name bij typologisch verwante Scandinavische talen).
Dit gebruik van LaRa tussen talen binnen eenzelfde taalfamilie wordt
`inherente LaRa' genoemd. In deze studie gaat het erom te ontdekken
of en hoe luistertaal gebruikt kan worden in het contact tussen talen
van verschillende taalfamilies. Dit wordt aangeleerde LaRa genoemd. De
speci�eke talencombinatie die we in deze studie onder de loep nemen
is het contact tussen Ests en het Russisch zoals dat tot stand komt op
het grondgebied van Estland. De bevolking van Estland is een opmerke-
lijk voorbeeld van een gemeenschap die gevormd is door de wisselw-
erking tussen een voormalige `geminoriseerde meerderheid' (Esten) en
een `gemajoriseerde minderheid' (Russen). De complexe gemeenschap-
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pelijke geschiedenis van de twee groepen en de behoefte aan een goed
ge��ntegreerde samenleving met gelijke kansen voor iedereen vormen de
achtergrond en de motivatie om dit onderzoek te doen. Het overkoepe-
lende doel van dit project is om te beschrijven wat aangeleerde LaRa
precies is en hoe deze modus zich verhoudt tot andere vormen van meer-
talige communicatie, alsook om vast te stellen wat de voorwaarden voor
het succesvol gebruik van luistertaal zijn in termen van lingu��stische en
sociolingu��stische factoren.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt uitgelegd dat luistertaal niet alleen gebaseerd
is op pure talenkennis, maar juist ook gebruik maakt van communi-
catieve competenties. Daarnaast wordt uitgelegd waarom Estland een
goede casus levert voor dit onderzoek. Het succes van luistertaal in de
Estse samenleving kan namelijk worden gedocumenteerd aan de hand
van voorbeelden van informeel alledaags discours (zie Verschik, 2005) en
van een tweetalig televisieprogramma dat gebruik maakt van luistertaal
(Zabrodskaja, 2009). Vervolgens wordt beargumenteerd hoe en waarom
inherente LaRa (d.w.z. tussen verwante talen) vooral bestaat bij de gratie
van wederzijdse verstaanbaarheid tussen de talen van de betrokkenen,
terwijl aangeleerde LaRa (d.w.z. combinaties van typologisch ver van
elkaar verwijderde talen) meer afhankelijk is van inferenties die de be-
trokkenen maken op basis van het gezegde. Ze maken gebruik van de zgn.
`inference-making machine' (Sacks, 1985) en van speci�eke op de hoorder
gerichte strategie�en. De stelling wordt geponeerd dat een onderzoek naar
met name aangeleerde luistertaal zich goed leent om inzicht te verschaf-
fen in de bijkomende factoren die een rol spelen in de e�ci�entie van deze
modus. Deze studie besteedt daarom aandacht aan de volgende factoren:
de receptieve vaardigheid in de taal van de ander (T2-vaardigheid) en
de sociolingu��stische kenmerken van de gesprekspartners. Daarbij is ook
gelet op de heterogeniteit binnen de Estse en Russische groep. In het on-
derzoek wordt ervan uitgegaan dat tweede-taalverwerving van resp. het
Ests en het Russisch weliswaar begripsproblemen kan opleveren voor de
betre�ende taalgebruikers (bv. door de complexiteit van sommige mor-
fosyntactische structuren), maar dat deze problemen hun wederzijdse
verstaanbaarheid niet in de weg hoeven te staan. Bovendien blijkt uit
ander onderzoek dat genetische verwantschap uitsluitend in gevallen van
zeer lage T2-vaardigheid van belang is. De toename in intensiteit van het
taalcontact tussen het Ests en Russisch in Estland is ook een belangrijk
argument geweest om juist in deze situatie het potentieel van luistertaal
te bestuderen. De voordelen van deze modus zijn, naast eerlijkheid en
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e�ci�entie, ook taalbehoud (beide talen worden immers actief gebruikt)
en het positieve e�ect dat luistertaal kan hebben op integratieprocessen.
De stelling wordt geponeerd dat luistertaal een goede oplossing voor di-
verse communicatiesituaties in de Ests-Russische context kan zijn. In
hoeverre dit ook werkelijk het geval is, valt nog te bezien, en dat is de
reden waarom in dit onderzoek een experimentele studie is uitgevoerd.
Dit experiment bestond uit een doelgerichte taak waarin koppels van Est-
stalige en Russischtalige proefpersonen luistertaal moesten gebruiken. In
het design zijn diverse factoren betrokken zoals hun interactieve com-
petentie, hun besef van de mogelijkheden van luistertaal, hun ervaring
met meertalige situaties alsook hun houding tegenover de andere taal en
andere groep. Het doel is � zoals eerder vermeld � vast te stellen wat de
voorwaarden zijn voor een succesvolle LaRa dialoog. Hoofdstuk 2 bevat
een beschrijving van het experiment en drie onderdelen waaruit het is
opgebouwd, te weten een sociolingu��stische vragenlijst, een T2-test en
een plattegrondtaak, waarbij de proefpersonen elkaar moeten vinden en
vervolgens moeten bereiken op een plattegrond. Er is een vooronderzoek
opgezet om na te gaan of deze methodologie geschikt is om luistertaal
te onderzoeken. Verwacht werd dat een Skype-gesprek waarin de respon-
denten elkaar moesten vinden en bereiken op een plattegrond motiv-
erend zou werken. Bovendien werd verwacht dat deze taak niet bijzon-
der gezichtsbedreigend zou zijn voor degenen die niet vertrouwd waren
met luistertaal. Hoewel de studie experimenteel en dus gecontroleerd van
opzet is, was de verwachting dat de verzamelde gegevens met natuurlijke
interactiepatronen vergelijkbaar zouden zijn, aangezien de taakgerichte
dialoog een beroep doet op patronen die ook in de alledaagse werkeli-
jkheid gebruikt worden. Ter ondersteuning van deze veronderstelling kan
men aanvoeren dat processen die we in de data aangetro�en hebben (bv.
codewisseling of T2-invloeden in T1-uitingen) ook daadwerkelijk in au-
thentiek discours te vinden zijn (Verschik, 2007). Er namen in totaal 96
respondenten deel aan het experiment: 38 koppels in de LaRa modus
en 10 koppels in de eentalige modus. Allen moesten `common ground'
cre�eren, zowel letterlijk (d.w.z. elkaar vinden, dan wel punt A dan wel
punt B, op de plattegrond) als �guurlijk (d.w.z. wederzijds begrip bew-
erkstelligen). De dialogen werden opgenomen met een audiorecorder en
overeenkomstig geldende conventies getranscribeerd. Op basis van liter-
atuuronderzoek werd de hypothese geformuleerd dat daar waar het suc-
ces bij inherente LaRa afhangt van de onderlinge verstaanbaarheid van
de talen, bij aangeleerde LaRa het succes verklaard kan worden door
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een samenspel van een aantal factoren zoals de T2-vaardigheid, bloot-
stelling aan en/of ervaring met tweetalige situaties alsook de houdingen
ten opzichte van de taal in kwestie (en de sprekers ervan).

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de lijst met mogelijke succesbepalende factoren
verder uitgebreid door in te gaan op zogenaamde alignmentstrategie�en.
Deze hebben tot doel het onderlinge begrip te verbeteren. Pickering en
Garrods interactieve alignmentmodel (2004) is daarvoor gecombineerd
met een speci�ek op hoorders gerichte interactieanalyse (Rehbein &
Kameyama, 2003). Op basis hiervan is een eigen model ontwikkeld dat
verschillende niet-automatische processen in de dialogen kan beschrijven
en interpreteren. In de literatuur wordt gesteld dat communicatie vee-
lal door automatische alignment wordt bepaald, maar dat er desondanks
ook ruimte is voor interactieve monitoring van wat er gezegd en begrepen
wordt (bv. Beerkens, 2010). In engere zin is het doel van deze studie na
te gaan in welke mate de vanuit de psycholingu��stiek bekende automa-
tische alignmentprocessen gecombineerd worden met niet-automatische
manieren van het bereiken van alignment zoals deze in interactieanalyse
zijn beschreven. Denk dan met name aan meta-communicatieve strate-
gie�en die in het kader van de functionele pragmatiek en andere be-
naderingen van de studie van taalgebruik zijn geanalyseerd. Alignment,
zoals beschreven door Pickering en Garrod (2004), gaat ervan uit dat
gesprekspartners interactief een `common ground' cre�eren door zowel
conceptueel als communicatief een onderlinge afstemming te bereiken.
Deze afstemming of convergentie kan plaatsvinden op fonologisch, lexi-
caal, syntactisch, semantisch of pragmatisch niveau. Hoewel deze studie
voorbeelden heeft opgeleverd van dergelijke aanpassingen (zie hoofdstuk
5), is besloten het onderzoek te concentreren op de functionele in plaats
van de formele kant van alignment. Ehlich & Rehbein (1986) introduceer-
den een `kennismodel', dat de verhouding tussen de werkelijkheid, de
kennis die spreker en hoorder hierover hebben en de verbale realisatie
beschrijft. Om tot een succesvolle dialoog te komen moeten al deze ele-
menten worden geco�ordineerd. In dit onderzoek wordt de these opgewor-
pen dat zodra er in �e�en van de genoemde onderdelen van het kennismodel
een probleem ontstaat inzake het wederzijds begrip, er ten aanzien van
elk van deze onderdelen een proces kan worden opgestart om alignment
veilig te stellen. Deze these is uitgewerkt in een voorstel voor een reeks
metacommunicatieve middelen (meta-communicative devices, voortaan,
MCDs). Deze reeks is gebaseerd op het `kennismodel' en bestaat uit drie
MCDs, die elk samenhangen met �e�en van de genoemde onderdelen van
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het kennismodel, te weten de werkelijkheid, de kennis van spreker en
hoorder en de verbale realisatie. De MCDs hebben als functie te helpen
een betere alignment tussen de gesprekspartners te bewerkstelligen. Op
basis van de gevonden data in het experiment is ten slotte een vierde
MCD aan de reeks toegevoegd.

MCD1 hebben tot doel gemeenschappelijk begrip te bewerkstel-
ligen met betrekking tot de handelingsconstellatie en de veronder-
stelde reeks (talige) handelingen die door de gespreksdeelnemers moeten
worden verricht om een gemeenschappelijk doel te bereiken. MCD2
zijn gericht op het zekerstellen van een gemeenschappelijk conceptueel
ori�entatiesysteem in de gegeven tijd en ruimte. MCD3 zorgen voor begrip
van de talige middelen in het lopende discours. Ze zijn afhankelijk van (a)
de talige middelen waarover de gespreksdeelnemers beschikken en (b) de
wederzijdse opvattingen over wat zou kunnen worden geproduceerd door
de spreker en zou kunnen worden begrepen door de hoorder. Een extra
MCD4 is voorgesteld met als doel te controleren of de geproduceerde in-
formatie in het discours daadwerkelijk over en weer begrepen wordt. Deze
MCD dient als een multifunctioneel mechanisme dat niet kan worden on-
dergebracht bij een van de drie onderdelen van het kennismodel omdat
deze het begrip van de werkelijkheid, het ori�entatiesysteem en talige re-
alisatie tegelijkertijd zekerstelt. Het is belangrijk te benadrukken dat het
bij alle vier de MCDs gaat om het proces van het gezamenlijk cre�eren
van alignement en niet om het uiteindelijke resultaat. Dat betekent dat
alleen de gesprekspartners samen ervoor kunnen zorgen dat MCD func-
tioneren: een suggestie voor een handeling, een verklaring of een voorstel
om een bepaalde term te gebruiken moeten door beide gesprekspartners
worden gerealiseerd resp. aanvaard.

Deze studie gaat ervan uit dat het combineren van inzichten uit de
psycholingu��stiek en de functionele pragmatiek leidt tot een origineel
en solide analysekader waarmee processen van het cre�eren van wederz-
ijds begrip in aangeleerde LaRa adequaat onderzocht kunnen worden.
Bovendien hebben de bevindingen uit de pilotstudie (zie hoofdstuk 3)
ten aanzien van het gebruik van MCDs ertoe geleid dat de analyse in het
vervolg van het project kon worden bijgestuurd. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt
speciaal aandacht besteed aan het e�ect van de frequentie en distributie
van ieder van de MCDs op het communicatief succes van gesprekspart-
ners. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de studie verrijkt met een analyse van de mate
waarin het gebruik van bepaalde MCDs afhangt van de T2-vaardigheid
van de gesprekspartners. Verder is nagegaan of het gebruik van MCDs bi-
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jdraagt aan het succes in aangeleerde LaRa. Daarbij is speciale aandacht
besteed aan MCD3. Uit de data is namelijk gebleken dat de gesprekspart-
ners - tegen de opdracht van het experiment in - gebruik maken van
codewisseling. Ze wisselen naar de taal van de ander om bijvoorbeeld
iets uit te leggen. Alle codewisselingen zijn opgevat als een realisatie van
MCD3. Ook van deze MCDs is gekeken of ze bijdragen aan het succes
van luistertaal.

Hoofdstuk 4 rapporteert over de kwantitatieve analyse van de dis-
tributie van MCDs en het e�ect op het communicatief succes. Eerst
wordt vastgesteld dat koppels in de eentalige groep (vijf koppels van
sprekers van het Ests en vijf van het Russisch) niet signi�cant beter
scoren dan de LaRa koppels. Dit resultaat wordt opgevat als beves-
tiging van het uitgangspunt dat LaRa een e�ci�ente communicatieve
modus kan zijn. Er wordt immers vaak stilzwijgend aangenomen dat
eentalige interactie de meest voordelige resp. minst problematische com-
municatieve modus is. Daarnaast is het interessant te melden dat de
distributie van T2-vaardigheden over verschillende succesgroepen een
ander patroon laat zien. Deelnemers met een gemeten en/of gerappor-
teerde nul T2-vaardigheid bereiken soms volledig communicatief succes,
terwijl deelnemers met de hoogste T2-scores wel eens falen in de plat-
tegrondtaak. Dit leidt tot de enigszins verrassende conclusie dat indi-
viduele T2-vaardigheid niet kan worden gebruikt als een directe voor-
speller van het succes in LaRa. De gecombineerde T2-vaardigheid van
het koppel is echter wel een voorspeller van de diverse succespatronen.
Koppels samengesteld uit twee gesprekspartners met een hogere T2 (de
zogenaamde hoog-hoog T2-koppels) hadden meer kans om gedeeltelijk
succes te bereiken dan volledig succes.Voorts blijkt dat deze koppels
langzamer zijn in het volbrengen van het eerste deel van de experi-
mentele taak (d.w.z. het vinden van punt A). De bevinding dat de kop-
pels met gemengde T2-vaardigheid (d.w.z. hoog-laag T2-koppels) beter
presteren dan hoog-hoog koppels kan worden begrepen door te wijzen op
het kwalitatief andere gedrag van de eerstgenoemden. Kennelijk vatten
de hoog-laag koppels (dus die met een opmerkelijk verschil in hun T2
vaardigheid) hun competentieverschil op als een aansporing tot een meer
gecontroleerde interactie. Zij maken gebruik van de MCDs en anticiperen
op de situatie waarin communicatief gezien misverstanden verwacht kun-
nen worden. Daarmee gebruiken zij strategie�en die gericht zijn op het
bereiken en het onderhouden van wederzijds begrip.
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Aangezien MCDs in situaties voorkomen die tot misverstanden kun-
nen leiden tussen de gesprekspartners, wordt hun gebruik afgestemd op
de speci�eke communicatieve behoeftes van een koppel. Bijvoorbeeld,
lagere T2-vaardigheid vereist frequenter gebruik van MCDs, maar � zo
blijkt uit de data - deze strategi�en kunnen worden weggelaten indien er
andere factoren zijn die de communicatie aanzienlijk makkelijker kunnen
verbeteren. Het blijkt dat niet alleen ervaring met tweetalige interactie,
maar ook een positieve houding ten opzichte van de ander aanzienlijk
bij kunnen dragen aan het communicatief succes. De distributie van de
MCDs blijkt een nogal complex patroon te volgen, waarbij de bovenge-
noemde factoren een prominente rol spelen. In wat volgt, wordt slechts
een greep uit de resultaten gepresenteerd om een idee te geven van de
verschillende functies en gebruiksvoorwaarden van de MCDs.

Allereerst is aangetoond dat het veelvuldig gebruik van MCD1 de
snelheid van het volbrengen van de taak verhoogt. Het gebruik van dit
MCD blijkt niet beperkt tot een speci�eke T2-vaardigheidscombinatie
(hoog-hoog (HH), hoog-laag (HL) of laag-laag (LL)). Er is wel een ten-
dens dat het meer wordt gebruikt door koppels met een hogere bloot-
stelling aan tweetalige situaties. Het succesvol gebruik van MCD2 bli-
jkt beperkt door T2-vaardigheid van de gesprekspartners: als er onvol-
doende T2 vaardigheid bestaat binnen het koppel, is het gebruik van
dit MCD tot mislukken gedoemd. Hogere blootstelling aan luistertaal en
ervaring met tweetalige situaties blijken echter wel een positieve uitwerk-
ing te hebben op de deelnemers om MCD2 in te zetten. MCD3 is het
meest controversi�ele hulpmiddel dat we in de data gevonden hebben. Het
leidt tot succes wanneer het gebruikt wordt door HL koppels, maar het
werd ook gevonden bij hoog-hoog koppels met een positieve houding ten
opzichte van Ests-Russische interactie. De complexiteit van het gebruik
van MCD3, die alle codewisselingen omvat, kan worden uitgelegd als
we dit gebruik zien als een afspiegeling van een normaal alledaags pa-
troon, waarin gesprekspartners ook wisselen tussen de talen. Kennelijk
is codewisseling zo gewoon voor de gesprekspartners dat zij het tegen de
opdracht van het experiment in toch gebruiken, zelfs in situaties waarin
zij niet het doel hebben om het wederzijdse begrip te bevorderen. Met
name door de Russischtalige deelnemers werden de uitingen in T2 op een
minder systematische wijze gebruikt. Dit leidt tot de veronderstelling dat
zij MCD3 zowel functioneel (d.w.z. om lingu��stische `common ground' te
cre�eren) als fatisch (d.w.z. uit gewoonte of om gedeelde identiteit aan te
duiden) gebruiken. Het vierde type MCD's, het controleren van begrip,
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blijkt minder vaak gebruikt te worden in de HL-koppels met een hogere
blootstelling aan tweetalige situaties dan in de andere koppels. MCD4,
die zoals gezegd uit de analyse van data zelf zijn afgeleid, vormen een
ander voorbeeld van MCDs die een minder grote rol spelen in situaties
waarin andere factoren (bv. hoge T2-vaardigheid, de blootstelling aan
en de ervaring met de Ests-Russische interactie of een positieve houding
ten opzichte van de ander) kennelijk meer invloed blijken te hebben op
succesvol gebruik van luistertaal.

Vervolgens is een gedetailleerde analyse uitgevoerd van de verschil-
lende fasen in het experiment. Zo kon inzicht worden verkregen in de
processen die de totstandkoming van `common ground' bevorderen. Het
is naar voren gekomen dat in de eerste fase (vanaf het begin tot de
gezamenlijke identi�catie van punt A) beide gesprekspartners actief be-
trokken zijn bij het proces om een minimaal niveau van gedeelde repre-
sentaties te cre�eren dat nodig is voor een wederzijds begrip. In de tweede
fase (vanaf het identi�ceren van punt A tot het vinden van punt B of tot
de maximaal toegestane tijd voor het experiment voorbij was) blijken de
gesprekspartners gebruik te maken van de in de eerste fase opgebouwde
gedeelde kennis. Kortom, de verschillen in het gebruik van MCDs in
deze twee fasen laten zien dat vaardige T2-gebruikers in de eerste fase
e�ci�ent gebruik maken van MCDs die bepaalde eisen stellen aan hun
taalvaardigheid, zodat ze deze in de tweede fase niet meer nodig hebben.
Koppels met geringe taalvaardigheid blijken daarentegen in beide fases
gebruik te maken van de MCDs die hen het best kunnen helpen om
hun doel te bereiken. De deelnemers leren dus hoe ze e�ci�ent hun doel
kunnen bereiken zodra ze een `common ground' hebben gecre�eerd. Ze
maken dan doelgericht gebruik van bepaalde MCDs om zo snel mogelijk
hun taak te voltooien.

Uit de data blijkt dat 'pure' luistertaal vooral in theorie bestaat,
maar niet in de gedocumenteerde dialogen. Hoewel de wisselingen naar
het spreken van T2 niet meer dan vijf procent van alle verzamelde data
uitmaken, wordt in deze studie de stelling geponeerd dat de deelne-
mers alternatieve communicatievormen nodig hebben (bv. codewissel-
ing) als LaRa niet voldoende blijkt te zijn om het gemeenschappelijk
doel te bereiken. Hoofdstuk 5 bespreekt daarom de vraag of het versoe-
pelen van de LaRa-norm (dat wil zeggen, het permanent spreken van
de eigen taal en het begrijpen van de taal van de ander) het communi-
catief succes kan bevorderen. Belangrijk daarbij is om in het achterhoofd
te houden dat het in deze studie om aangeleerde LaRa gaat. Om deze
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vraag te kunnen beantwoorden is een typologie ontwikkeld die de subtiele
verschillen waarop codewisseling en luistertaal samenhangen beschrijft.
CW1 in deze typologie is LaRa zelf, aangezien de wisseling bij iedere
beurtwisseling plaatsvindt. CW2 is een alternatie (dat wil zeggen, lan-
gere T2 structuren of complete zinnen in T2), die niet noodzakelijkerwijs
tot een codewisseling in de volgende uiting leidt. CW3 is een insertie
die in T1 is ge��ntegreerd (bv. het ingevoegde T2-element krijgt een T1-
naamvalsmarkering). CW4 is een insertie die niet is ge��ntegreerd. De
vorm is louter een herhaling van het element dat eerder geuit is door de
andere gesprekspartner. Daarnaast wordt een speciaal type voorgesteld
voor creatieve, vaak ongrammaticale, maar wel begrijpelijke mengvor-
men tussen de twee talen. Deze worden foutieve ABs, of FABs genoemd.
Het is van belang te benadrukken dat `foutief' hier zuiver beschrijvend
is bedoeld. De focus ligt op de mogelijkheid om beperkte talige middelen
creatief te gebruiken. Zoals hiervoor al aangeduid is, waren de gevallen
van codewisseling gering in aantal. Daarom zijn voor de kwantitatieve
analyse de vier categorie�en samengevoegd tot twee: alternaties (CW2)
en inserties (CW3, CW4 en FAB).

Uit de analyse van deze data komt naar voren dat niet de individuele,
maar de gecombineerde T2-vaardigheid van het koppel voorspelt hoeveel
codewisseling er in deze dialogen wordt aangetro�en. Hoe hoger de T2-
vaardigheid van het koppel, hoe minder CW wordt aangetro�en (d.w.z.,
het gebruik ervan is niet beperkt tot hoge T2-vaardigheden). Hetzelfde
geldt ook voor ervaring met tweetalige situaties: verhoogde blootstelling
correleert met minder CW. Een ander relevant resultaat is dat inserties
in het algemeen de voorkeur verdienen boven alternaties. Daaruit wordt
afgeleid dat de instructies in het experiment de taalkeuzes daadwerke-
lijk be��nvloeden. De deelnemers blijken uitingen in T2 zoveel mogelijk
te vermijden tenzij ze niet anders kunnen. In gevallen waarin CW nodig
was om het begrip te herstellen, hebben kortere vormen de voorkeur.
CW diende alleen als een compensatiestrategie en het geringe gebruik
ervan correleert met hoger succes. Geconcludeerd wordt dat de deelne-
mers in staat zijn om hun talen te monitoren en gebruik te maken van
alle beschikbare talige middelen wanneer hun wederzijds begrip op het
spel staat.

Samenvattend kan luistertaal worden aanbevolen als een succesvolle
communicatieve modus van meertalige communicatie. Vooral koppels
met gemengde T2-vaardigheden hebben er baat bij en dat is relevant
aangezien het in dit onderzoek om aangeleerde LaRa gaat. Als de
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gesprekspartners zijn toegerust met meertalige competenties en meta-
communicatieve vaardigheden, blijken ze goed in staat om luistertaal te
beheersen. Ze kunnen hun taalgebruik aanpassen aan wat volgens hen
de hoorder in een speci�eke situatie kan begrijpen. Tot slot is uit het
onderzoek duidelijk naar voren gekomen dat de gespreksdeelnemers in
staat zijn een `common ground' te cre�eren ook al beschikken zij over zeer
beperkte talige middelen.
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